OUR GUARANTEE

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
Rock & Pop

**CD 2821443 HEART: Greatest Hits.** Collects 15 tracks from the popular rock band, including Barracuda, Crazy on You; Straight On; Tell It Like It Is; Magic Man; Sweet南方; Rock and Roll; and more. Epic. $5.95

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 5878616 CANNED HEAT: Vintage.** Collects ten of the band’s earliest recordings, featuring their original lineup. Includes Rollin’ and Tumblin’ Part One; Big Road Blues; Spoonful; Got My Mojo Working; Pretty Thing; Louise; Dimples; Can’t Hold On Much Longer; Straight Ahead; and Rollin’ and more. Capital Records. $4.95

**CD 2888122 THE OZZMAN COMETH.** Collects 15 tracks from the one and only Ozzzy! Songs include Black Sabbath; Crazy Train; Goodbye to Romance; Mr. Crowley; I Just Want You; Paranoid; and more. Epic. $5.95

**CD 6424721 SHAZAMI! 50 Guitar Bustin’ Instrumentals.** Collects classic instrumental rock tracks that made rock ‘n’ roll’s biggest names on both sides of the Atlantic. Includes Guitar Boogie by Chuck Berry; The Stranger by The Shadows; Teenage by Chet Atkins; Walkin’; Apache. Two CDs. One Time. $5.95

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 2829383 LIONEL RICHIE: Icon.** Relives the smooth soul sounds of Lionel Richie in this 11 track CD. Featured songs include You Are; My Love; Hello; All Night Long (All Night); Say You; Say No; Dancing On The Ceiling; Do You; Lover Woman; Lady; O不得超过; Angela; and Call It Love. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 671630X BACHMAN & TURNER: Live at the Roseland Ballroom, NYC.** Recorded on November 16, 2010 at the Roseland Ballroom in New York City. This concert features performances of 20 memorable classics like Let It Ride; Rock Is My Life; American Woman; Slave to the Rhythm; You Ain’t Seen Nothing Yet; and Two CDs. Eagle Rock. $5.95

**CD 6657249 JETHRO TULL, VOL. 2: Original Album Series.** Five complete classic albums by this legendary rock band, including Under Wraps; Crest of a Knave; Rock Island; Callish Rising; and Roots to Branches, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $21.95

**CD 6650597 THE ESSENTIAL JOURNEY.** These are the 32 blood-pumping power ballads that made Journey a household name. Two CDs feature every hit you know and love: Don’t Stop Believing; Wheel in the Sky; Any Way You Want It; Who’s Crying Now; Lovin’, Touchin’, Squeezin’; Lights; Line of Fire; and more. Two CDs. Sony Music. $5.95

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 6837514 FOGHAT: Original Album Series.** Five complete classic albums by the English rock band, including Furgohat; Energized; Fool for the City; Foghat Live; and Tight Shoes, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $21.95

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 6821081 SH-BOOM: Vocal Harmony & Doo-Wop Classics.** A great collection of forty vocal harmonies and Doo-Wop classics that includes Sh-Boom by The Chordettes; Love Is But a Dream by The Harptones; Goodnight; Sweetheart; Goodnight by The Spaniels; Tears on My Pillow; Teardrops; So, Do; and Rollin’ and more. Two CDs. Sony Music. $5.95

**CD 2877430 TAKIN’ CARE OF BUSINESS.** Collects 15 tracks from this blues-rock outfit. Includes Afro; History of Lies; Backslider; Soul Letter; Part Ten; Hey; Mom; Inside the World of Pant Explosion; The World of Sex; Out of Luck; Southern Belle; Blue Son of Jalouse; I Shot the Sheriff; Lay Down Sally; Wonderful Tonight; You’re Gonna Grow; Promises; and more. PolyGram Records. $5.95

**CD 6649513 THE JON SPENCER BLUES EXPLOSION: Extra Wide.** Two CDs offer 46 all-wide tracks from this blues-rock outfit. Includes Afro; History of Lies; Backslider; Soul Letter; Part Ten; Hey; Mom; Inside the World of Pant Explosion; The World of Sex; Out of Luck; Southern Belle; Blue Son of Jalouse; I Shot the Sheriff; Lay Down Sally; Wonderful Tonight; You’re Gonna Grow; Promises; and more. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $18.98 $3.95

**CD 2805545 SKEEERVER D: The Essential Early Recordings.** The first female Country artist to bridge the gap between the Country and Pop charts in the late 1950s. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including The End of the World; Set Him Free; Am I That Easy To Forget?; Optimistic; Don’t Let Your Lips Say Yes; He’ll Have to Stay; Walk Softly; Darling; and more. Primo. $6.95

**CD 7553064 CREEEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL: Pendulum.** John and Tom Fogerty, and the band’s own sound they developed. Includes man. rock ‘n’ roll singers known for steel-string guitar and close harmony including Wake Up Little Susie; Made to Love; Nashville Blues; When Will I Be Loved; Donna; Delilah; The Little Girl of Mine; Bye Bye Love; and more. 3 CDs. Rhino. $6.95

**CD 6832695 INXS: The Very Best.** Twenty tracks from the Australian rock band including I Need You Tonight; Mystify; Suicide Blonde; taste It; Original Sin; Heaven Sent; Discover; Never Tear Us Apart; The Gift; Devil; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 6940206 BRYCE LEWIS: Recordings Greatest Hits.** Features ten tracks of the rock ‘n’ roll powerhouse’s greatest hits including Whole Lot of Shakin’ On; Real Wild Child; Great Balls of Fire; Breakfast; High School Confidential; You’ve Lost Again; What I’d Say; Invitation to Your Party; Break-Up; and Hang Up My Rock ‘n’ Roll Shoes. TIME LIFE. $4.95

**CD 6649505 THE JON SPENCER BLUES EXPLOSION/DIRTY SHIRT ROCK ‘N’ ROLL: The First Ten Years.** Twenty-two tracks represent the first decade of alternative rock-blues trio. Includes Chicken Dog; Magical Colors; Money Rock ‘n’ Roll; Love Ain’t on the Run; Blues X Man; Bucers; Bellbottoms; History of Sex; Leonard Ale So Can I Rock Again and more. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $13.98 $2.95

**CD 2877414 BON JOVI: Burning Bridges.** This ten track collection presents the great sound and style of this iconic group. Includes A Tearadv to the Sea; We Don’t Run; Saturday Night Gave Me Sunday Morning; We All Fall Down; Blind Love; Who Would You Do For; Fingerprints; Life is Beautiful; I’m Your Man; and Burning Bridges. Mercury Records. $5.95

**CD 675869X ROY ORBISON: Only the Lonely.** Orbison’s music will surely be enjoyed for many years to come. This collection of early material features the first chapter of a rock ‘n’ roll foundation on which his legend was built. Includes Only the Lonely; Devil Doll; Ooby Dooby; Doin’ It to Get to You; and many more. Collects 40 tracks on two CDs. Not Now Music. $2.95

**CD 6837573 LITTLE FEAT: Original Album Series.** Five complete classic albums by this alternative rock-blues trio. Includes Terraplane; Sailin’ Shoes; Dixie Chicken; Feat; and more. Includes their own sound. Little Feat showcases their personality in these five classic albums: Little Feat; Sailin’ Shoes; Dixie Chicken; Feats Don’t Feel the Same Anymore; The Last Record Album. Five CDs in cardboard sleeves reproducing the original album artwork. Warner Music Group. $21.95

**CD 2877473 MADONNA: Rebel Heart.** This electrifying collection of 19 tracks presents one of the greatest vocalist of our time. Includes Living for Love; Devil Pray; Ghosttown; Illuminati; Bitch I’m Madonna; Hold Tight; Joan of Arc; Iconic; Hard Candy; Body Shop; Holy Water; Idaho; I’m Not Lost; Wash All Over Me; Best Night; Voli Vlci; and others. Adults only. Interscope Records. $5.95

**CD 6649068 THE EVERLY BROTHERS: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** Enjoy their hits including Bye Bye Love; Peace Pillow by Unknown; Little Feat’s ‘n’ roll singers known for steel-string guitar and close harmony including Wake Up Little Susie; Made to Love; Nashville Blues; When Will I Be Loved; Donna; Delilah; The Little Girl of Mine; Bye Bye Love; and more. $6.95

**CD 6832660 THE CREAM OF CLAPTON.** Some of Clapton’s golden moments are captured in this collection of 18 tracks including Layla with Derek & the Dominos; Badge; I Feel Free; Sunshine of Your Love with Cream; and his solo numbers including I Shot the Sheriff; Lay Down Sally; Wonderful Tonight; You’re Gonna Grow; Promises; and more. PolyGram Records. $2.95
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**CD 6649378 ROCKABILLY REVOLUTION.** Features one of the earliest styles of rock 'n' roll that blends the sound of western musical styles with that of rhythm and blues. Includes tracks performed by the original artists include That's All Right by Elvis Presley; Everybody's Lovin' My Baby by Charlie Feathers; Bluejean Bop by Gene Vincent; and more. 3 CDs. Big3.

**CD 0971725 CHUCK BERRY: Five Classic Albums Plus Bonus Singles & Rare Tracks.** A nostalgic collection of Rock 'n' Roll's greatest on four CDs. Some 88 tracks bring these treasured songs back. Includes Maybellene; Roll Over Beethoven; Around and Around; Hey Pedro; Bye Bye Johnny; Worried Life Blues; and more. 4 CDs. Enlightenment.

**CD 6814964 FRANK ZAPPA: Dazzle Courage.** Zappa performs 34 tracks live from the Sportpaleis Van Ahoy in the Netherlands in May 1980. Dancin' Foot; Joe's Garage; Are You What You Do; Chunga's Revenge; Help It Greasy; Bobby Brown; Encore Break; I Don't Want To Get Drafted; and many more. HBO.

**CD 6773966 PEPPER ADAMS: The Complete Albums Collection 1957-1961.** Brings together over five hours of music and celebrates the genius and unparalleled talent of Pepper Adams, one of the most important baritone saxophonists during the rise of bebop. Includes eight complete albums with songs like Mary's Blues; Minor Mishap; All Too Soon; and more. Forty-four tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment.

**CD 6783297 ALICE COOPER: Alone in His Nightmare.** Recorded live at Great Western Forum in Inglewood, Los Angeles, this 1975 concert features the shock rock legend in 20 tracks; No More Mr. Nice Guy; Billion Dollar Babies; I'm Eighteen; Welcome to My Nightmare; Devil's Food; Black Widow; School's Out; Department of Youth and more. Smokin'. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6828566 THE BEACH BOYS: Nashville Coliseum 1974.** On June 14th, 1974 the legendary band packed the Nashville Coliseum in Uniondale, New York, performing what is now hailed as one of the group's finest shows ever. Among the 19 tracks included here are hits such as Wouldn't It Be Nice; Help Me, Rhonda; Good Vibrations; Get Around; California Girls; Sail on Sailor; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6992021 ALICE COOPER: Monsters of Rock.** The 18 tracks collected on this four CD collection from perfoms at the Montreux Jazz Concert in Santiago, Chile on September 9th, 1995. Songs include Under My Wheels; No More Mr. Nice Guy; Desperado; I'm Eighteen; Lost in America; School's Out; and others. Smokin'. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6907772 GUNS N' ROSES: Unplugged 1993.** This CD compiles a superb selection of rare acoustic, "unplugged" recordings, offering a completely different take on many Guns n' Roses classics plus a fine collection of covers. Songs include Dead Flowers; You Ain't Gonna Need Me; Rhonda; Good Vibrations; Get Around; California Girls; Sail on Sailor; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 680327X RY COODER WITH DAVID LINOLEY: Two Long Riders.** Thirteen tracks capture a 1990 broadcast at Montreux Jazz Festival in Switzerland. Includes live renditions of Crazy 'Bout an Author's Wife; Jesus on the Main Line; Texas/Vigilante Man; Across the Borderline; It's All Over Now; Mercury Blues; The Long Riders; Jesse James; and more. Good Ship Funk. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6861342 FRANK ZAPPA & THE MOTHERS OF INVENTION: The New Maternity.** This live recording remains the only one available of the 1970 edition of Zappa’s band. Includes Wonderous Winos; Concentration Mood; Mom & Dad; The Air; Dog Breath; Mother People; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6863176 THE BEST OF 50'S ROCK N' ROLL.**These 13 tracks collected here contains the hits of a musical and cultural revolution. Includes (We're Gonna) Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley & the Comets; Great Balls of Fire by Jerry Lee Lewis; Johnny B. Goode by Chuck Berry; La Bamba by Ritchie Valens; and more. Universal Music.

**CD 6673910 NEIL YOUNG WITH WILLIE NELSON & CRAZY HORSE: Cardinal Stadium 1995.** Performing live for Farm Aid at the Cardinal Stadium in Louisville, Kentucky, Young tears through 10 standards that showcase his mix of folk, rock, and country; with guests like Islands; The Needle and the Damage Done; Four Strong Winds; Helpless; Heart of Gold; Sugar Magnolia; Country Home; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6971741 ELVIS AT THE MOVIES, VOLUME ONE.** Relive Elvis’ hits from the big screen in this four CD set. These 80 tracks include memorable songs from six hit movies Love Me Tender; Loving You; Jailhouse Rock; King Creole; GI Blues; and more. Star. Reel To Reel.

**CD 6971765 ELVIS AT THE MOVIES, VOLUME TWO.** More great music from some of Elvis’ best loved movies. This collection of 83 movie tracks on four CDs includes live unplugged hits, Wild in the Country; Hawaii; Follow That Dream; Kid Galahad; and Girls Girls Girls. Reel To Reel.

**CD 284101X STEELY DAN: Bristow, VA. 1996.** Collects 14 dazzling tracks from the pair’s concert in Bristow, Virginia on July 21, 1996. Songs include Everybody’s Gone to the Movies; Josie; Hey Nineteen; Jack of Speed; Home at Last; and more. Zippo Cigar. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6883311 RAINBOW: Rising.** A classic album from the British hard rock band, led by guitarist Ritchie Blackmore. Collects six tracks. Tarot Woman; Run with the Wolf; Starstruck; Do You Remember; Eyes; Stargazer; and Light in the Black. PolyGram Records.

**CD 6795935 BELINDA CARLISLE: The Very Best Of.** From her days with the Go-Go’s to her solo hits defying stylistic boundaries. Belinda Carlisle is the voice of a generation. These 34 tracks highlight her singles from the ‘80s and ‘90s, including Heaven is a Place on Earth; Leave a Little Light On; Live Your Life Be Free; and Big Scary Animal. Two CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6703917 JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP: Dallas 1988.** Mellencamp is at the height of his powers in this live broadcast from The Anita Carpenter Hotel in Dallas, Texas. Fourteen tracks include renditions of Papar in Fire; Jack & Diane; Lonely O’ Night; Check It Out; Rain; on the Wolf; Starstruck; Do You Remember; Eyes; Stargazer; and Light in the Black. PolyGram Records.

**CD 6674046 BACHMAN-TURNER OVERDRIVE: Taking Care on the Highway.** Giants of classic rock perform in a live radio broadcast in Chicago, 1974, featuring renditions of Let It Ride; Give It Time; and Down the Highway; Welcome Home; Takin’ Care of Business; Slow Down Boogie; and You Ain’t Seen Nothing Yet. Includes a bonus interview track with Randy Bachman. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6986553 PATSY CLINE: SCANDAL: Goodbye to You! Best of the ’80s Live.** This CD collects 15 songs from two performances by Patsy Smith and her band. Scandal. Songs include Warrior; Goodbye to You; Less Than Half of What You Say Is True; Tonight; Love’s Got A Line On You; She Can’t Say No; and more. RockBeatRecords. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6794977 STEPHEN STILLS & MANASSAS: Winterland.** Comprises 18 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Winterland Ballroom in October of 1973, one of the last performances of Manassas. Songs include: Love; Rock ’n’ Roll; Any Old Time; Women; Crazies/Cuban Bluegrass; Johnny’s Garden; You’re Still On My Mind; The Treasure/Carry On; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6673821 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Nothing in Particular.** The lost 1966 Dutch broadcast pulling from three separate performances, finally unearthed and presented on one disc! Thirteen classic rock tracks include multiple cuts of Crown of Creation; and Somebody to Love; plus Plastic Fantastic Lover; In Time; While Rabbit; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 696138X DAVID BOWIE: Isolar II Tour 1978.** From a live broadcast recorded at the Rainbow Theatre in London, Japan. December 1st, 1978, this collection of twelve tracks includes Warszawa; Heroes; Fame; Beauty and the Beast; Five Years; Soul Love; Stay; Hang On to Yourself; Ziggie Stardust; Salute; Count to Ten; and TVC 15. Good Ship Funk. Pub. at $14.99
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**CD 2789506 MADONNA: The Broadcast Archive.** This 42 track, three CD set features live FM broadcasts from the 1980s and 90s with songs including Open Your Heart; Lucky Star; True Blue; Papa Don’t Preach; White Heat; Like a Virgin; Love Makes the World Go Round; Dress You Up; Holiday, Over and Over; Material Girl and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 6991219 JACK SCOTT: The Single Albums Collection 1957-62.** Comprises the A and B sides of Scott’s 22 singles, plus all the titles from his albums during this time period. This two CD set collects 60 tracks from the rock ‘n’ roll star, including his hits and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 2884491 SANTANA: Bill Graham Memorial 1991.** Carlos Santana and the band performed at the memorial of Bill Graham with whom they had maintained a long term working relationship. Contains 7 tracks which include Spiritus Dancis in the Flesh; Somewhere in Heaven; Peace on Earth/Mother Earth/Third Stone from the Sun; Oye Como Va; Bertha; I Love You too Much; and Jingo. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99

- $11.95

**CD 287072X THE CHORDETTES COLLECTION, 1951-62.** They were one of the female vocal groups who epitomized the style and atmosphere of early 50’s popular music. This two CD collection features 60 tracks, including hits like Mr. Sandman; Lonely Lips; Humming Bird; Lollipop; All My Sorrows; The Exodus Song; A Broken Vow; Adios; Oh How I Miss You Tonight; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

- $12.95

**CD 6628515 TOM WAITS: Under the Cover.** This 2CD set features the cover versions of songs made by others are enticing and delightful. Included in the 24 tracks are Standing on the Corner; Friday’s Blues; Spanish is the Loving Tongue; Take it as it Comes; I Left My Heart in San Francisco; and When the Saints Go Marching In. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

- $11.95

**CD 675998X AC/DC: Californication.** Venture back to the greatest era of the most explosive rock band of all time with this 1986 performance, recorded live in the legendary Amphiheater in California. Sixteen tracks encompasses hits like Back in Black; You Shook Me All Night Long; For Those About to Rock (We Salute You); and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99

- $11.95

**CD 6795714 AC/DC: Transmission Impossible.** This 3CD set captures the rockers in legendary radio broadcasts from the 1970s. Includes multiple takes of hits like Baby Please Don’t Go; Live Wire; Problem Child; and more, plus other favorites like TNT; Let There Be Rock; Kicked In the Teeth; and even a broadcast interview with the group. EAT to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

- $14.95

**CD 5924847 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Cleared for Take Off.** A 60s performance that illustrates beyond a doubt that Jefferson Airplane was one of the most important and influential bands to emerge from the Summer of Love. Eighteen tracks include live renditions of Don’t Let Me Down; Somebody to Love; It’s No Secret; Running Around the World; White Rabbit; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

- $12.95

**CD 2877422 BON JOVI: This House Is Not for Sale.** This new and celebrated group at the Brendan Byrne Arena in 1987. Includes Touch of Grey; New Minglewood Blues; Friend of the Devil; It’s My Life; Lover Come Back to Me; Need a Miracle; Bertha; Ship of Fools; Man Smart, Woman Smarter; and more. Twenty-one tracks. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99

- $14.95

**CD 6992285 TOM WAITS: My Father’s Place.** This superb live recording from late 1977 finds Waits holding court at his legendary New York venue. Collects 12 tracks, including Standin’ on the Corner; I Never Talk to Strangers; California, Here I Come; Muriel; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99

- $11.95

**CD 6963145 STEPPENWOLF: Gold.** Thirty tracks make up this collection from the band’s most important years, featuring hits like Born to Be Wild; Magic Carpet Ride; Rock Me; The Pusher; Who Am I; Magic Carpet Ride; and more. Twenty-one tracks. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99

- $14.95

**CD 2888459 NEIL YOUNG: Live on Air/The Lost Tapes.** One of the finest singer/songwriters ever in rock and popular music, Neil waves his musical magic like no one else as he brings even more of his legend to the radio station. Includes Last Trip to Tulsa; Long May You Run; Harvest Moon; After the Goldrush; Ambulance Blues, and Heart of Gold. XL Media. Pub. at $16.95

- $12.95

**CD 2870983 PEARL JAM: Completely Unplugged.** This wurde made for a band like Pearl Jam. MTV’s acoustic showcase features 16 tracks of the band’s greatest hits. Features tracks like Yellow Ledbetter; Jeremy; Even Flow; Black; Alive; Porch; Rockin’ in the Free World; Daughter; Wishlist; State of Love and Trust; and their famous cover of Last Kiss. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

- $11.95
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**ED 6749452 LYNYRD SKYNYRD: SuperJam 1978.** Skynyrd rocks hard with friends, first at the 1978 SuperJam (tracks 1-3) then at their SuperJam '79 (tracks 11 and 12). Includes renditions of Jitter Bug; Cocaine; Reflections; Southbound; I Don't Want To Go Down There; Another Pretty Country Song; and more. Good Faster Records. Pub. at $11.95

**ED 6831680 THE BEST OF NILSSON.** Never performing professionally, he managed to sustain a relatively lengthy recording career. This two CD set features 36 tracks including Without You; Everybody's Talkin'; Could You Be Loved; God Gave Me Riverside To Cross; It Had To Be You; All I Think About Is You; The Moonbeam Song; and more. SONY BMG. Pub. at $19.99

**ED 5853885 THE BEATLES TONY SHERIDAN: In the Beginning.** Experience an early Fab Four collaboration with 12 tracks featuring The Beatles, Tony Sheridan, and The Beat Brothers. Ain't She Sweet; Cry for a Shadow; Let Me Take Out Some Insurance on Me, Baby; What'd I Say; Sweet Georgia Brown; Why; Nobody's Child; and more. Universal Music.

$6.95

**ED 6704026 MADGEATH: Rust in Peace Live.** In celebration of the 20th anniversary of their classic 1986 release, Rust in Peace, Madgeath hits the Hollywood Palladium stage in this 2010 concert. They perform all ten tracks of the original album, joined here by six bonus performances including the massive hit Symphony of Destruction. Scream of Vengeance Records.

$11.95

**ED 6791352 BOBBY VEE: Down the Line A Buddy Holly Tribute.** A legend in his own right, Vee pays tribute to one of the most important rockers of the 20th century with this 1999 release. Fifteen tracks revolve Buddy Holly classics like When I'm Sixteen; Mary's Last Letter; Baby, Baby; and more. Features: My Buddy; Friend; All of My Love; and more. FTD Records.

$4.95

**ED 5818443 EMMYLOU HARRIS WITH RICKY SKAGGS: Hickory Wind.** Drawn from a live FM radio broadcast at The Catalyst in Santa Cruz, CA, this stellar performance brings his experimental sounds to the stage for Twenty-three tracks. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**ED 694900 THE DEL-VIKINGS COLLECTION 1956-62.** This sixty track, 2 CD collection features Come Go with Me; How Can I Find True Love; What Made Maggie Run; Come Along With Me; Oh Tonight; Down by the Stream; Don't Get Sick on Me; One More River to Cross; Face the Music; Angel of Mine; and more. Collect. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

**ED 6795383 JAMES TAYLOR: 1970 and All That...** Recorded live at the Jackie Brenner Club in Syracuse, New York, this 1970 concert is Taylor at his best. Fifteen tracks include Rainy Day Man; Diamond Joe; Things Go Better with Coke; Machine Gun Kelly; Anywhere Like Heaven; Fire and Rain; Circle Round the Sun; Will the Circle Be Unbroken?; and more. HOB0. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**ED 6673775 GRATEFUL DEAD: San Francisco 1976.** The greatest jam band of all time performs at the Orpheum Theatre in this massive three-CD set. Collects live versions of Dead originals as the greatest jam band of all time performs at the Orpheum Theatre in this 1976 concert comes from the tour for their first platinum album, American Beauty. This two CD set features 36 tracks, including Trucker's Blues; The Quartermaster's Stores; The Frightened City; Kon-Tiki; Baby My Heart; Find Me a Golden Street; Peace Pipe; Sweet Dreams; The Bandit; Go Didn'tt and more. 3 CDs. Big3. Pub. at $11.95

$9.95

**ED 2888114 MOTLEY CRUE: Saints of Los Angeles.** Collects 13 tracks from the iconic rock band, including Face Down in the Dirt; What’s it Gonna Take; Welcome to the Machine; This Ain’t a Love Song; Just Another Psycho; and more. Motley Records.

$5.95

**ED 2841142 AEROSMITH: Bad Boys from Boston.** This CD collects 10 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded during their 1974 North American tour. Songs include Get a Grip; Dream On; Somebody Movin Out; Write Me A Letter; and more. HOBO. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**ED 6857795 TOM PETTY & THE HEARTBREAKERS: Strange Behaviour.** Sixty tracks from the live FM broadcast recorded at The Dean Smith Center, Chapel Hill, NC, in 1986 including Eye Of The Young Man; Damage You’ve Done; Breakdown; Free Fallin; The Waiting; Bermond’s Boogie; Southern Accents; Even the Losers; Runnin’ Down a Dream; and more. HOBO. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**ED 6722334 CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY: Houston, Texas Pop Festival 1969.** The self-described “English Rock Band of the Year” brings their experimental sounds to the stage for the 1969 concert. Eleven tracks live include Does Anybody Really Know What Time It Is?; California Purple; 25 or 6 to 4; and more. FTD Records. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**ED 2868015 THE STEVE MILLER BAND: Shake Your Tree.** Relive all the hits in this live 1973 recording, originally broadcast by KSAN-FM in Sausalito, California. Miller offers up live renditions of 15 of his most enduring favorites including Fly Like an Eagle; The Joker; Rock Me Baby; Living in the USA; Gangster of Love; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**ED 6887066 NEIL YOUNG: Acoustic Tour 1976.** From live FM broadcasts from across the U.S., 1976, come these twenty tracks which include Campaigner; The Old Laughing Lady; Human Highway; Tell Me Why; After the Gold Rush; Harvest; Mr; Soul; Here We Are in the Years; Journey Through the Past; Mellow My Mind; Too Far Gone; and more. All Access.

$11.95

**ED 6738702 NEIL YOUNG & The New Palace 1986.** The iconic rock star heads to Brisbane, California for a live radio broadcast in L.A., tearing through 25 tracks like Mr. Soul; Down by the River; After the Goldrush; Dead Man; Comin’ On; Santana’s Song; etc. 1986; and Argentina in 1996. Nearly 90 tracks in all (with some interview special features included). FTD Records. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**ED 5854261 BETTS, HALL, LEAVELL AND TRUCKS: Live at the Coffee Pot 1983.** After the Allman Brothers split up in 1982, Dickey Betts formed this new band with Jimmy Hall, the soulful vocalist and sax player; Butch Trucks, the band’s long-time drummer; and more. Whole Lotta Memories; Ramblin’ Man; Rain; Let Me Ride; Southbound, and more. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**ED 6686222 FRANK ZAPPA: Puttin’ on the Ritz.** One of the most eclectic and daringly original musicians in rock music, Zappa performs live at The Ritz in New York City with this 1981 performance. This two CD set offers 30 tracks, including Treacherous Creations; Montana; Easy meat; Dance; Keep on Growing; Sinister Footwear; Whipping Post and more. Gold Fish. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**ED 6657620 JAMES TAYLOR: The Archives.** This 39 track collection includes all the live recordings from The Jabbawocky Pub, South Street, NY, the note Centre, Atlanta, GA, 1981, and Baden Baden, Germany, 1986. Tracks include Rainy Day Man; Diamond Joe; Things Go Better with Coke; Stand and Fight; You Can Close Your Eyes; How Sweet It Is; and more. Three CDs. Blue Oyster. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

and for more. Go Faster Records.
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★★ CD 282020X VAHLEN: Ain’t No Love in the City. From live FM broadcasts recorded at The Pensacola Civic Center, Florida, 1985 and The Jon Stewart Show, of the same year, these 15 tracks include The Seventh Seal; Big Fat Money; Finish What Ya Started; Why Can’t This Be Love; Right Now; and more. Atlantic. Pub. at $19.90

★★ CD 6683053 THE VERY BEST OF BUDDY HOLLY AND THE CRICKETS. Bring 54 of Holly’s best-loved songs with three CDs. The early rock pioneer gives us That'll Be the Day; Peggy Sue; It Doesn’t Matter Anymore; Oh Boy; Everyday; Love Me; Love Love Love; It’s So Easy; Raining in My Heart; Send Me Some Lovin’; I’ll Have My Say; and more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $19.90

★★★ CD 6938744 GRAVELY DEAD: Visions of the Future. From a live broadcast recorded at The Spectrum, Philadelphia, PA, in 1983, these eighteen tracks include the legendary gig recorded for FM Radio broadcast across Europe in 1976. This rare concert is now available on this double CD. The 32 tracks include hits like Losing My Religion; Fall on Me; Moon River; Love Is All Around; Radio Song; The Power of Love; Ain’t Nobody; Halfway to Paradise; Everlast; Express; Daydreamer; The Charleston Fish; Do You Love Me; A Thousand Miles Away; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★★ CD 6890721 FRANK ZAPPA: Live in Barcelona 1988. One of Zappa’s greatest gigs recorded for FM broadcast at the Palau Sant Jordi, Barcelona on May 17th. This two CD set captures that night with 22 songs, including The Black Page; Shariann; Ain’t I Got No Heart; Love of My Life; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.90

★★ CD 6822878 LEONARD COHEN: Upon a Legendary Evening. Recorded in Berlin, Germany on October 18th, 2006. This two CD set captures Zappa’s finest shows from his 1988 tour took place in Barcelona on May 17th. This two CD set captures that night with 22 songs, including The Black Page; Shariann; Ain’t I Got No Heart; Love of My Life; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.90

★★★ CD 6637948 MEAT LOAF: Bat Out of Hell II. Eleven of the singer/songwriter’s best including It’s All About Me; Paradise By Night; Tom Sawyer; Time Stand Still; Limelight; Red Barchetta, Canadian rock band’s biggest hits, including a truly unique Zappa experience. HOBO. Pub. at $14.95

★★★ CD 6781059 METALLICA: The Broadcast Archive. Drawn from the group’s most prolific periods, these 3 CDs capture these ferocious metal gods in adrenaline-pumping live performances from the group’s 30 CD, nearly 40 tracks include multiple renditions of hits like Enter Sandman and For Whom the Bell Tolls, plus other favorites like One and Wherever I May Roam. Interhit Records. Pub. at $19.90

★★★ CD 6992056 BOB DYLAN: 35 Tracks – The Bootleg Series Volume 10. On February 13th, 1977 Springsteen and the E Street Band put on a remarkable show at the Maple Leaf Gardens in Toronto which is released for the first time on this two CD set. Among the 16 tracks are House of Cards; Thunder Road; Backstreets; Born to Run; Night; Waiting in theendas; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

★★★ CD 6992057 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND: The Soul Classics. On February 13th, 1977 Springsteen and the E Street Band put on a remarkable show at the Maple Leaf Gardens in Toronto which is released for the first time on this two CD set. Among the 16 tracks are House of Cards; Thunder Road; Backstreets; Born to Run; Night; Waiting in theendas; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

★★★ CD 668141 CAPTAIN BEEFHEART: Transmission Impossible. In 1975, radio DJs on Chicago’s WLUW-FM bought a 35-track CD for $250. Four years later in 1979, they bought this same CD for $2,000. Now, for the first time in over 30 years, this stereo CD presents all 35 tracks for the first time ever. Encore. Pub. at $19.95

★★★ CD 6700691 ELVIS PRESLEY: Essential Original Albums. Three CDs bring together the entirety of six classic albums by the King of Rock ‘n’ Roll. A Date with Elvis; Elvis Is Back!; King Creole; Blue Hawaii; 68 Special; and Someone to Put Your Arms Around. Intersound. Pub. at $19.95

★★★ CD 6961525 MADONNA: Tokyo 1987. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Korakuen Kyujo, Tokyo, Japan in 1987. This fifteen track CD includes Open Your Heart; Lucky Star; True Blue; Papa Don’t Preach; Wake Up; Take; Incident at Neshabur; and Save/Old Soul Sacrifice. Zip City. Pub. at $14.95

★★★ CD 6615846 MADONNA: Tokyo 1987. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Korakuen Kyujo, Tokyo, Japan in 1987. This fifteen track CD includes Open Your Heart; Lucky Star; True Blue; Papa Don’t Preach; Wake Up; Take; Incident at Neshabur; and Save/Old Soul Sacrifice. Zip City. Pub. at $14.95

★★★ CD 6785457 SANTANA: The Golden Child. One of the greatest guitarists of all time seizes the stage in this live FM broadcast, recorded during Santana’s Ryneman Stadium tour in 1975. Six tracks include Black Magic Woman/Gypsy Queen; Oye Como Va; Treat/Time Waits For No One; Give and Take; Incident at Neshabur; and Save/Old Soul Sacrifice. Zip City. Pub. at $14.95

★★★ CD 6814389 THE DETROIT SPINNERS: The Ultimate Collection. This sterling two CD retrospective features all of the Detroit quintet’s significant Atlantic Records recordings, including I’ll Be Around; Could It Be I’m Falling in Love; Geeta; Wake Up Susan; Working My Way Back to You/Forgive Me, Girl; I’m Coming Home; and more. Thirty-one tracks. Rhino. Pub. at $19.99

★★★ CD 6674267 FRANK ZAPPA: The Rare Tapes Broadcast. Named the “Un-Concert” by Zappa himself, these nine hard-to-find live recordings come from a host of venues, recorded between 1975 and 1974. Radio intros and outros are joined by multiple excerpts, songs, and discussion, making this a truly unique Zappa experience. HOBO. Pub. at $14.99

★★★ CD 6963129 RUSH: Gold. This two CD set contains many of the Canadian rock band’s best songs, including The Spirit of Radio, By Night; Time Stand Still; Limelight; Red Barchetta, 2112 Overture; and more. Twenty-nine tracks. Mercury. Pub. at $19.99

★★★ CD 6883222 CHUCK BERRY & BO DIDDLEY: Guitar Legends. You’ll love the 10 songs including Berry’s hit two pioneers of rock’n’roll: I’m A Man; Carol; You Don’t Love; Thirty Days; Roll Over Beethoven; Road Runner; Almost Grown; You Can’t Judge a Book by Its Cover; My Ding-a-Ling; and Oh Boy, a Universal Music Classic. Pub. at $14.99

★★★ CD 6700112 THE DOORS: The TV Collection. Thirteen tracks collect audio extracts from unforgettable TV appearances, including performances on The Ed Sullivan Show; Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour; and more. Featuring Light My Fire; End; Moonlight Drive; Build Me A Woman; Wild Child; and many more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

★★★ CD 2888084 BRITNEY SPEARS: In the Zone. This CD includes 15 songs from the legendary pop star, including Me Against The Music; (I Got That) Boom Boom; Showdown; Breathe On Me; Outrageous; Don’t Hang Up; and more. Jive Records. Pub. at $14.99
and enter the item number in the search box.
**CD 6673813 JACKSON BROWNE: Awake Again.** Recorded live at the Casino de Montreux in Switzerland, this 1982 broadcast features 19 Browne performances. Somebody’s Baby; That Girl Could Sing, Fountains of Sorrow; For Everybody; Knock on Any Door; Your Bright Baby Blues; Tender Is the Night; For a Dancer; and more. Two-CD set. Iconography. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 6750375 PAUL SIMON: Complete Unplugged.** Two CDs present the legendary singer-songwriter performing some of his best songs, recorded in a 1992 broadcast at Kaufman Astoria Studios in New York. Includes acoustic versions of Born at the Right Time; The Boy in the Bubble; Mrs. Robinson; Scarborough Fair; and more. Twenty-three tracks. Iconography. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 6963188 THE VELVET UNDERGROUND: Gold.** This revolutionary band had an immense impact on the music scene in the 1960s. This two-CD set includes I’m Waiting for the Man; Heroin; Venus in Furs; Sweet Jane; and more. Two CDs. Universal Music. **$15.95**

**CD 6837999 AEROSMITH: Pump.** Enjoy fourteen tracks from “The Bad Boys from Boston” including Young Lust; I’m Going Down; Love in an Elevator; Monkey on My Back; Water Song; Janie’s Got a Gun; Dulcimer Stomp; The Other Side; My Girl; Don’t Get Mad, Get Even; Hoodoo; Voodoo Juice; Dreamin’; and more. **$13.95**

**CD 6759597 METALLICA: ...And Justice for All–The Early Years.** Revisit Metallica’s most pummeling era with this four CD set, collecting live radio broadcasts from between 1989 and 1993. Includes multiple performances of Master of Puppets; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Seek & Destroy and more. 4 CDs. **$17.95**

**CD 6965770 NEIL YOUNG: Homegrown.** Includes a bonus disc of acoustic performances, three unreleased singles, plus a digital download copy of his new album. This collection features the cream of the crop from both Stone the Crows and Maggie Bell after she left the group and began her solo career. Twenty tracks include Baby Blues; Tender Is the Night; For a Dancer; and more. **$14.95**

**CD 6762998 STONE THE CROWS & MAGGIE BELL.** A collection of 25 original songs produced by John Hamilton and mixed by Abi Ofarim, with a bonus disc of live performances recorded between 1957-1961. Includes the tracks A & B sides from 1955-1961, along with album tracks and rarities. Hits include I’m Thinking ‘Bout You; Crying in the Rain; Hallelujah I Love Her So; Mr. Lucky; and more. **$14.95**

**CD 6963189 POISON: Gold.** They started in the 1980s and became one of the biggest, best and most brazen bands around. This two CD set collects 32 songs, including Every Rose has its Thorn; Talk Dirty To Me; Look What the Cat Dragged In; I Won’t Forget You; I Want Action; and more. **$15.95**

**CD 6963190 METALLICA: Ride the Lightning.** This all-time heavy metal classic reaches 30 years of awe with the most prominent Metallica album of all time featuring 12 tracks that packed heavy metal power at every turn. Includes Enter Sandman and Nothing Else Matters, and fierce instrumental solos. **$15.95**


**CD 6837875 MITCH RYDER: Live at Rockpalast.** Noted for his gruff, wailing singing style and his dynamic stage performances this 1972 broadcast includes his concerts at Rockpalast in Germany, 1979, and again in 2004. Includes 31 tracks on three CDs, and two DVDs with a total running time of over 3 hours of the live performances. **$21.95**

**CD 696317X UB40: Gold.** For more than 30 years, UB40 has been one of the world’s premiere pop-reggae acts with several chart topping hits. Forty tracks are compiled here, including Red Red Wine, The Way You Do the Things You Do, I Can’t Help Falling in Love With You, Where I’m From, Shouts of Joy, I Can’t Help Falling in Love With You, Bigger Than Babylon, and more. **$14.95**

**CD 6954286 THE RESIDENTS: A Day of Aching Orphans.** The Residents are an American art collective best known for avant-garde music and multimedia works. Unique live recordings, performances from TV, and special remixes populate this specially packaged set. Eighty tracks include Semolina, Kamikaze Lady, Smelly Tongues and more. Four CDs. **$21.95**

**CD 6961649 STONE CROWES & MARGHEL WIGGLES.** This 2 CD collection features the cream of the crop from both Stone the Crows and Maggie Bell after she left the group and began her solo career. Twenty tracks include Baby Blues; Sunset Cowboy; Cado Queen; Oh My Mr. Trade; Wind; Hold On; I was In Chains; and more. **$14.95**

**CD 6942037 CROSBY, STILLS & NASH: Everyman.** This all-time classic includes their hits, including Help Me; Help Me; Woodstock; Spiegelman; and more. Thirty tracks include Help Me; Help Me; Woodstock; Spiegelman; and more. **$15.95**


**CD 6749375 PAUL YOUNG: Wherever I Lay My Hat.** This comprehensive compilation features all the hits from this pop soul singer who powered through the 80s and 90s with hit singles and top five albums. Features 32 tracks over two CDs, with hits like Come Back and Say I Was; Every Time You Go Away; Can’t Help Falling in Love With You, Mean Street, and more! **$14.95**

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/674
I've Been All Around This World; The Race Is On; Alabama Getaway; include album/rock opera is the most unusual project of the Blue Oyster Cult interviews, it includes live renditions of Boom. Pub. at $19.99 the One; Born to Run; Quarter to Three; the Fox Theater, Atlanta; the Aladdin Theater, Las Vegas; and more. 3 CDs. Tracks include from the legendary band, featuring old favorites, live tracks and rarities. CD artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. Scenes from a Memory; collection of five albums from the progressive metal band includes To Lay Me Down; Monkey and the Engineer; Jack-a-Rose; Cassidy; GRATEFUL DEAD: Live in Concert. BLUE OYSTER CULT: Imaginos. To Lay Me Down; Monkey and the Engineer; Jack-a-Rose; Cassidy; the U.S.A.; artist, including name in the history of rock and roll. This two CD set collects 23 songs from one of the two-CD set features 13 tracks of this German band including At My Home; Autumn; Butterkicking; Reflections on the Future; The Way I Feel Today; I Wanna Stay; I Saw the World; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $18.99. $13.95 6837492 DREAM THEATER: Original Album Series. This collection of five albums from the progressive metal band includes Images and Words; Awake; Falling Into Infinity; Metropolis Pt. 2. Scenes from a Memory; and Train of Thought, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. ★ CD 6861326 THE ELECTRIC FLAG: Live from California 1967-1968. The two-CD set collects 23 songs from one of the premier rock bands of that of the sixties. Among the tracks included here are: Soul Searchin’; Groovin’ Is Easy; Spotlight; Hey Joe; I’ve Been Loving You Too Long; and many more. $17.95 RockBeat Records. Pub. at $17.95 6962874 AEROSMITH: Gold. This two-CD set compiles tracks from the legendary band, featuring old favorites, live tracks and rarities. Tracks include Walk this Way; Janie’s Got a Gun; Dream On; Let the Music Do the Talking; Sweet Emotion; and more. Geffen. $15.95 ★ CD 6799434 PEARL JAM: Transmission Impossible. This collection of 46 tracks illustrates the extraordinary power of a live FM broadcast performance of Pearl Jam, even at an early stage of their career. Tracks include Release; Even Flow; State of Love and Trust; Better Man; and more broadcast from four different cities. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95 ★ CD 6738540 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Gap Year Broadcast. Performing live in Cleveland on April 7th, 1976, the Boss delivered 18 tracks from his early years. Springsteen has all the verve of a young rocker for Ten Avenue Freeze-Out; Spirit in the Night; It’s My Life; Thunder Road; She’s the One; Born to Run; Quarter to Three; and more. Two CDs. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95 ★ CD 6962904 CHUCK BERRY: Chuck Berry. Chuck Berry may be the the single most important name in the history of rock and roll. This two CD set collects 50 tracks from the legendary artist, including Maybelline; Betty Jean; Roll Over Beethoven; Johnny B. Goode; Back in the U.S.A.; and many more. Geffen. $15.95 ★ CD 6848230 BLUE OYSTER CULT: Imaginosis. This 1988 concept album/rock opera is the most unusual project of the Blue Oyster Cult name. The nine tracks illustrates the perfectly the entire band’s range of musical styles. In the Presence of Another World; Del Río Song; The Siege and Invinsture of Baron Von Frankenstein’s Castle at Weisssenria; Astronomy; Majestic of Illusion; Blue Oyster Cult, and Imaginos. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95 ★ CD 2877457 DEMI LOVATO: Confident. This eleven track collection features the sensational musical style of Demi Lovato. Includes Confident; Cool for the Summer; Old Ways; For You; Stone Cold; Kingdom Come; What’s in This Thing Called Love; Work for You; We’re All In This Together; and Father. UMG Recordings. $6.95 ★ CD 6803190 GRATEFUL DEAD: Live in Concert. The greatest band of all time takes the stage for this 1980 performance. Twelve tracks include Lay Me Down; Monkey and the Engineer; Jack-a-Rose; Cassidy; I’ve Been All Around This World; The Race Is On; Alabama Getaway; Greater Story Ever Told; They Love Each Other; and more. Digital Legends. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95 ★ CD 6961592 PEARL JAM: The Broadcast Archive. A collection of 42 live track recordings spanning the ‘90s from Saturday Night Live; MTV, The Late Show with David Letterman; an FM broadcast from The Aladdin Theater, and an FM broadcast from Seattle, Washington that include Alive; Punch; Juicy; Even Flow; Tremor Christ; Spin the Black Circle; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95 ★ CD 287069X CARL PERKINS: The Kings of Rock n Roll. His sound personified the working class. His songs were recorded by The Beatles, The Beeltes, Jimi Hendrix and Johnny Cash, which only further cemented his title as the King of Rock and Roll. This 13 track collection features some of his later hits like Disciple in Blue Suede Shoes; Born to Boogie, Matchbox; I Can Feel It; Rise and Shine; and more! Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95 ★ CD 6927084 SURVIVOR: The Definitive Collection. This two CD collection brings together 35 of the biggest and best songs from the decade during which Survivor recorded their California-based Scotti Bros. Records and includes hits such as ‘Somewhere in America; Rockin’ into the Night, Rebel Girl; Nothing Can Shake Me (from Your Love); High on You; and much more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95 ★ CD 6674127 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND; New York 1975. Recorded live at The Bottom Line, this 21-track Greenwich Village broadcast includes performances of Spirit in the Night; Then She Kissed Me; Growin’ Up; It’s Hard to Be a Saint in the City; Storyteller; When You Walk in the Room; She’s the One; Born to Run; and more. Columbia Records. Pub. at $14.95 ★ CD 697726X THE COASTERS: Live from the Palace of Auburn Hills. Show business has never seen a group quite like The Coasters. They occupy a special niche in the music field due to their style and approach. This two disc collection includes 16 Greatest Hits from the ‘50s; from the early 1950s to the mid 1960s, this release is a great collection of R&B, Rock & Roll and Soul music from this great group. $15.95 ★ CD 6657531 THE BYRDS: Transmission Impossible. Features three full length FM radio broadcasts of performances by this band, one of the groups that helped bring folk music to the masses. This 50 track collection includes performances from three of their greatest albums: Sweetheart of the Rodeo; Mr. Tambourine Man; and Dear Old Satan. Independence Productions. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95 ★ CD 2888068 BEYONCE: Dangerously in Love. Collects 17 tracks that feature Beyoncé performing live in the music megastar. Tracks include Crazy in Love; Naughty Girl; Baby Boy; Signs; That’s How You Like It; Daddy; Be With You. Columbia. $9.95 ★ CD 2831090 JOE SIMON: Step by Step. A collection of 35 tracks comprising Joe Simon’s top hits including My Adorable One; Teenager’s Prayer; Nine Pound Steel; Looking Back; My Wonderful Walk Part 1; That’s Like It. Does This Ring a Bell; Thunder Road; Our Love; Drowning in the Sea of Love; I Found My Dad; River; Music in My Bones; and more. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.99 $19.95 ★ CD 6828574 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Born To Run and The Other Band Tour. On April 11th, 1993 the Boss, along with the Other Band, performed in Verona, Italy for a huge outdoor gig, which was subject of a live broadcast on FM radio across Europe and North America. This two-CD set captures 23 tracks from the show including Thunder Road; Born to Run; Lucky Town; Born in the U.S.A.; Glory Days; I’m On Fire; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95 ★ CD 6796759 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Spirit of Radio. Head back to the days when FM rock was at its best and FM radio dominated the broadcast landscape. This two-CD set includes 23 tracks from the show including Born in the U.S.A.; Born to Run; The Spirit of Radio. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95 and enter the item number in the search box.
**Rock - Pop**

**6686125** BOWIE VS IGGY: The Broadcast Archives. Three CDs provide a nuanced audio portrait of two of the greatest live acts in the history of rock. David Bowie and Iggy Pop perform together in two full programs from 1977, with multiple live cuts of Raw Power, Sister Midnight, TV Eye; I Wanna Be Your Dog; and more. Disc. Three collects over 40 minutes of Bowie's greatest radio interviews. Thirty-four tracks in all. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $17.99

$13.95

**6621066** AC/DC: Cleveland Rocks. Recorded live at Cleveland's Agora Ballroom in 1977, one of the greatest bands in metal rip through seven early classics: Live Wire; She's Got Balls; Problem Child; The Jack; Balls to the Wall; Good Thing; and more. Reel to Reel. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**6990126** RUMBLE AT WAIKIKI: The John Blair Anthology. Here is the long overdue retrospective of John Blair's musical work at the end of the 1970s, when he rocked with the surf rock scene. This two disc collection with 52 tracks includes classics like: Oke Stew Foot; Honky Tonk Man; I'm Coming Home; Free Fall; Cat Fight; Moon Cricket; Blue Fire; Rocker. Rhino. Pub. at $19.99

$27.95

**6837379** A-HA: Original Album Series, Volume 2. Contains the essential albums from the acclaimed Norwegian rock band. Includes all of Hunting High and Low; Soucoudrel Days; Stay on these Roads; East of the Sun, West of the Moon; and Memorial Beach, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. Pub. at $39.95

$28.75

**6837557** KEVIN AYERS: Original Album Series. Five complete classic albums by this major influence of the psychedelic rock genre, including: Joy of a Toy; Shooting at the Moon; Whatcheversbringswesinging; Barcumonium; and The Confession of Dr. Dream and Other Stories, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. Pub. at $39.95

$28.75

**2790573** THE SHADOWS: The Complete Releases 1959-62. Featuring all their A & B sides plus all the tracks from EPs and the tracks from their first two LPs The Shadows and Out of the Shadows. Sixty-one tracks on 2 CDs include Feelin' Fine; Apache; Man of Mystery; The Savage; Chinchilla; Sweet Dreams; Shoadoogie; See You in My Drums; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

**2831066** THE FOUR TOPS: The Complete ABC/Dunhill Collection 1962-67. Collects five essential albums, including: Keep on Keeping On; Ultimate Soul; Ain't Too Proud to Beg; Thine Eyes Are as the Eyes of a Dove; Song of Solomon; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $23.98

$20.95

**6558925** LITTLE RIVER BAND: The Big Box. Formed in Melbourne in 1975, Little River Band is the first Australian rock group to enjoy sustained commercial success in the United States. Collected here on five CDs are original albums, audio interviews, new live video and audio performances from the band's all-time best performances. Five CDs. Rhino. Pub. at $49.99

$39.95

**6693237** CHUCK BERRY: Best of the Chess Years. Seventy-three original recordings from the best of Berry's years at the Chess label, 1955-1961. Three CDs collect Johnny B. Goode; Maybellene; Little Queenie; School Days (Ring, Ring Goes the School Bell); Whole Lotta Shakin' Going On; Guitar Boogie; Roll Over Beethoven; Sweet Little Rock and Roller; and more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $24.99

$19.95

**6971814** JOHNNIE RAY: Singles Collection 1951-1962. Four CDs with 103 classic songs by Elvis Presley, Paul Anka, Dean Martin, Frank Sinatra, Buddy Holly, Roy Orbison, Roy Lee Lewis, The Everly Brothers and many others, chronicles Ray's four-decade career before he headed to Nashville and songwriting superstardom, Kenny O'Dell recorded this bubblegum psych gem. This release features seven bonus single sides to render this 18 track collection his complete Vegas White Whale recordings; includes the hits Little White Cloud That Cried; Oh, What a Sad, Sad Day; Glad Rag Doll; Thine Eyes Are as the Eyes of a Dove; Song of a Dreamer; Up Until Now; You're the One Who Knows; and many others, Reel to Reel. Pub. at $39.95

$28.19

**2817772** BIG COUNTRY: Live at Rockpalast 1986 & 1991. This two CD set collects 40 hit songs from a period of time when rock n' roll was transforming the music industry. Includes classic songs by Elvis Presley, Paul Anka, Dean Martin, Johnny Cash, John Lennon, Roy Lee Lewis, The Everly Brothers and many others, Reel to Reel. Pub. at $19.95

$14.99

**2841304** THE ISLEY BROTHERS: The Early Years. Collects ten tracks from the duo-woop legends, including: Let's Twist Again; Never Leave Me Baby; Hold on Baby; I Need Your Love; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**2894447** LYNYRD SKYNYRD: Icon. No band embodies southern rock quite like Lynyrd Skynyrd. With these 12 tracks, you'll remember why they remain a household name to this day. Includes Sweet Home Alabama; Ain't I The One; Simple Man; That's Alright, Mama; Sweet Home Alabama; and, of course, Free Bird (Live). Geffen. Pub. at $14.99

$9.95

**2871068** DEEP PURPLE: Child in Time. This classic indie rock album features 10 tracks that are tinged with both humor and politics. Tracks include: Child in Time; When the Levee Breaks; Woman (Like the One I've Got); Are You Man Enough; Peace of Mind; All Right Now; Can't Deny It; Dungannon; Water; Long Long Time; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $19.99

$14.99

**2894440** LINDA RONSTADT: Icon. These 11 classics serve as proof why Ronstadt is a rock and country legend with 11 Grammy's to her name. Includes: You're No Good; When Will I Be Loved; Silver Threads and Golden Needles; The Long Way Around; It Happened One Night; What's Love Got to Do with It; Losing You; and more. Warner Brothers. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**2841304** THE ISLEY BROTHERS: The Early Years. Collects ten tracks from the duo-woop legends, including: Let's Twist Again; Never Leave Me Baby; Hold on Baby; I Need Your Love; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

Price cuts to $9.95

**6697057** THE JACKSONS: Mexico City 1975. An original broadcast recording featuring a fine selection of Jackson classics, alongside newer tracks still to receive a studio release on up-coming records. Nineteen tracks include Never Can Say Goodbye; Papa Was a Rolling Stone; The Life of My Life; Pride of My Life; You Are Not Alone; You've Got a Friend; and more. Epic. Pub. at $19.99

$14.99

**6915868** PORTNOY, SHEEHAN, MACALPINE, SHERINIAN: Live in Tokyo. This 95 minute live concert showcases a wide range of instrumental performances from each of the members' careers and collaborations. Among the 15 tracks in this two CD set are Shy Boy; The Stranger; A Change of Seasons: I, the Crimson Sunrise; Hell's Kitchen; and more. Epic. Pub. at $19.99

$14.99

**6837458** CILLA BLACK: Original Album Series. Collects five essential albums from the English singing sensation, including: Cilla: Cilla Sings a Rainbow; Sher-oo!; Surround Yourself with Cilla; and Sweet Inspiration, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. Pub. at $49.99

$39.95

**6979223** KENNY O'DELL: Beautiful People. Before he headed for Nashville and songwriting superstardom, Kenny O'Dell recorded this bubblegum psych gem. This release features seven bonus single sides to render this 18 track collection his complete Vegas White Whale recordings; includes the hits Little White Cloud That Cried; Oh, What a Sad, Sad Day; Glad Rag Doll; Thine Eyes Are as the Eyes of a Dove; Song of a Dreamer; Up Until Now; You're the One Who Knows; and many others, Reel to Reel. Pub. at $19.95

$14.99

Price cuts to $5.95

**6698632** THE BRITISH HIT PARADE 1956-58. This two CD set collects 40 hits songs from a period of time when rock n' roll was transforming the music industry. Includes classic songs by Elvis Presley, Paul Anka, Dean Martin, Johnny Cash, John Lennon, Roy Lee Lewis, The Everly Brothers and many others. Reel to Reel. Pub. at $19.95

$14.99

Price cuts to $5.95

**6963099** PETER FRAMPTON: Gold. Frampton launched his solo career in the early 70's and established himself as one of the elite preeminent rock superstars. Ten tracks are compiled in this two CD set, including: It's a Plain Shame; I'm in You; Jumpin' Jack Flash; Signed, Sealed, Delivered (I'm Yours); Shine On; I Got My Eyes on You; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $19.99

$14.99

Price cuts to $7.95
and enter the item number in the search box.
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/674
and enter the item number in the search box.

**Rock-Pop**

**CD 6977316 GRAHAM GOULDMAN: Love and Work.** In a career spanning over five decades, Gouldman is renowned as one of the UK’s finest songwriters. This album, dedicated to his former Wax partner Andrew Gold, includes 12 tracks, including Daylight; Angel Eyes; Everything Is Demy; and more. Absolute Pub. at $12.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6725953 BILLY RILEY: The Mojo Albums, Plus.** Twenty-nine tracks from the 1950s rockabilly star. Good Rockin’ Tonight; Great Balls of Fire; Be Bop A Lula; Go Go; Rock; Rockabilly Man; Mean Woman Blues; Poor Side of Town; Speed Lovers; Northwest Man; Susie Q; and more, some with multiple cuts. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6915817 BROTHERS OF A FEATHER: Live at the Roxy.** Features a live performance by Chris and Rich Robinson of The Black Crowes. Twelve tracks are collected here, including Somebody Tell Me; Somewhere in Between; One Turn You’re In; Round and Round; I Wanna Go Home; and more! Classic World Productions. Pub. at $22.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 5925061 ADAM & THE KING BEE: Pow Wow.** Adam Nortworth and Derek Kingaby of the British blues-rock group The Mustangs present their first album as a duo, offering up eight tracks: Peace Offering; Turn Right; Turn Right; Leave; Take Your Time; Original Sin; After All; She Could Be Lying. You Got Me Right! Bear Family Records. Pub. at $1.95. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6795876 BILL HALEY AND THE JIV-A-JOES: The Five-Year Plan.** Includes the legendary rock ’n’ roll band, including Rock Around the Clock; Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On; See You Later Alligator; Shake, Rattle and Roll; Blue Comet Blues; Rip It Up; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $7.95. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6749321 ANDY STARR: Dig Them Squeaky Shoes.** Re-issues 27 tracks from the rockabilly star, including She’s a Going Jessie; One More Time; Rockin’ Rollin’ Stone; Old Deacon Jones; No Room for Your Round; and Round; I Wanna Go South; Give Me a Woman; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2865906 CHUCK BERRY, 1955-61: The Complete Chess Singles As & Bs.** One of the key figures of early rock ’n’ roll, Berry’s formative years are celebrated in this astounding 66-track album, featuring every A- and B-side released in the period, including Maybelline; The Downbound Train; Johnny B. Goode; Roll Over Beethoven; Let It Rock; and much more. Two CDs, Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6749599 OOOhh! EEEE!: The Complete Ric Cartey Featuring the Jiv-a-Joons.** Twenty-eight tracks from the album. OoOhh! EEEE to My Heart Belongs to You; Mellow Down Easy; plus 11 more bonus tracks featuring the Jiv-a-Joons with other vocalists, as well as other performers like Sonny James, Tab Hunter, Don Johnston and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $22.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6560058 BOB CREWE: The Complete Elektra Recordings.** Two albums from a musical giant who was stolen from us far too early. First is The Bob Crewe Generation’s unique and risque concept album, Street Talk (eight tracks with four bonus tracks). Then it’s The Man's World: a live performance, joining the title track with eight more, plus five bonus cuts. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $25.98. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6520131 SANDY & THE WILD WOMBATS: Devoted to Rock ’n’ Roll.** Sandy & the Wild Wombats keep the rockabilly tradition alive with this 12-track album from 2017. Includes Wild Night; I’ll Go My Own Way; Leave Me Alone; You’re Shy; Keep Doing; Devoted; Miss Your Face; Play It Cool; Ridin’; Rockabilly Man; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6812281 RICK SPRINGFIELD: Beginnings.** A miniature copy of the 1972 LP that reproduces the original gatefold cover and both sides of Springfield’s self-titled album. Title tracks include Mother Can You Carry Me; Speak to the Sky; What Would the Children Think; 1000 Years; The Unhappy Ending; Hooky Jo; I Didn’t Mean to Love You; Come on Everybody; Why; and The Battle of Arnie Goodbody. Cardboard slip case. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98. $7.95 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6828442 RICHIE KOTZEN: Telecasters & Stratocasters.** A must have collection from the world renowned singer, songwriter, guitarist and musician Richie Kotzen. The 3 CD box set contains the albums Break It All Down 14 tracks; Something to Say 14 tracks; and What Is Love? 12 tracks from the Rock ‘n’ Roll album of Emotion. The Store For Music. Pub. at $22.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 281160X SISTER SLEDGE: Greatest Hits Live.** An 11 track compilation celebrating the best of Sister Sledge! Features hits like Everybody Dance; Thinking of You; He’s the Greatest Dancer; True Love; Frankie; Brother Brother Brother; Stop; Love of the Lord; We Are Family; Lost in Love; and presenting ten tracks from the album of Emotion. The Store For Music. Pub. at $14.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6749429 CLYDE STACY: Hoy Hoy.** Twenty-two rockabilly classics by the performer known for creating the “Tulsa Sound,” including Dream Boy; Nobody’s Darlin’; Hoy Hoy; Honky Tonk Hardwood Floor; Summer Time Blues; I Sure Do Love You Baby; Live and Learn; I’ll Try; You’re Satisfied; Return to Me, and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.90. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6814980 IAN DURY & THE BLOCKHEADS: Live at Rockpalast 1978.** The boisterous energy of this live performance turns嘶鸣 into a stunning concert experience. Fifteen superb tracks include Sex and Drugs and Rock ‘n’ Roll; I’m Partial To Your Acababara; What a Waste; Uprimset Kid; My Old Man; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $19.95. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 698408X THE BILL HALEY CONNECTION.** This collection of Roves and Covers presents a new and interestingly-angled spotlight on Bill Haley: in the spotlight we can see what inspired him and how he inspired other people. Twenty-nine tracks include Rock Around the Clock by Sonny Dae & His Knights, Rock the Joint by Jimmly Preston & His Prestidigitators, and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99. **PRICE CUT TO $9.95 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6941052 EDDIE COCHRAN: The Year 1957.** The year that Eddie Cochran’s too brief recording career took flight was 1957. Included on 19 tracks are Am I Blue; Mean When I’m Mad; Disc-Show-Off; In the Balcony; One Kiss; Completely Sweet; Undying Love; Stockin’ ’n’ Shoes; I’m Alone Because I Love You; Lovin’ Time; Proud of You; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $23.99. **PRICE CUT TO $9.95 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6857574 EDDIE BURGARTH BAND: Live at Rockpalast.** Recorded live at Crossroads-Festival at Harmonie Bonn, Germany, March 24, 2006 this 16 track collection includes Evening Over Rooftops; Speak Down the Wires; Why Can’t Somebody Love Me; Hones Fits for Heroes; American Boy Soldier; and more. Includes CD and DVD of the performance. ECR Records. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT TO $4.95 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6797092 WILLY HUTCH: In Tune.** Released in 1978, this album features eight tracks that include All Hell Broke Loose; Peace Offering; Australian Federation; Any Kind Of Possible if You Believe in Love; Come on and Dance with Me; Easy Does It; Hip Shakin’ Sexy Lady; and Nothing Lasts Forever. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98. **PRICE CUT TO $5.95 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 679579X GAVIN SUTHERLAND: Wireless Connection.** One half of the Sutherland brothers, Gavin goes solo with 12 tracks on this 2017 album. Peggy Told Me; Blueberry Wine; Stolen Dream; Wireless Connection; Microgroove; After the Storm (Revised); Old West Road; Merry Lights; Monkeys and Trees; The Thistle and the Rose; and more! MIG Music. Pub. at $19.95. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 658490X THE MUSTANGS: Just Passing Through.** Thirteen tracks: One Way Ticket; Hiding from the Rain; Fingerprints; Beautiful Sleeper; Just the Way It Is; Because It’s Time, Cry No More; Saturday Night; What Lies Within; Vinegar Fly; Save My Soul; From Where I Stand; Something to Say; One Way. Two CDs. The Store For Music. Pub. at $16.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6728111 BOBBY LANCE: First Peace/Rollin’ Man.** Twenty tracks comprise two complete albums by the 1970s singer-songwriter, including Somebody Tell Me; Last Song; So Long; One Turn You’re Out; Hot, Cold and Coal; She Made Me A Man; Last Stop Change Hands; Tribute to a Woman; You Got to Rock Your Own; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.98. **PRICE CUT TO $4.95 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6781349 JERRY WILLIAMS: Gone.** The 1979 album by the American blues-rock singer/songwriter. Includes Something Happened to You; Doe A Deer; The Night’s Too Long; If I Were The Only Girl In The World; Walkin’ On The Wire; Can You Stand The Rain; Peace Of Mind; Call To Arms; Talk To Me; Song for My Father; Give It Up For Your Love; Getting Stronger; Philosophizer; In The Shadow of Your Smile; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $9.95. **PRICE CUT TO $4.95 **SOLD OUT**

and enter the item number in the search box.
CD 6883273 FOREIGNER: Jukebox Heroes. Eagle Rock. $17.95
CD 6837387 ALICE COOPER: Original Album Series, Volume 2. Rhino. $21.95
CD 688639 FREDDY FENDER: The Good, the Bad & the Ugly. Bear Family Records. $14.95
CD 6883249 ELTON JOHN: Duets. Universal. Widescreen. $21.95
CD 6837498 BLACKFOOT: Original Album Series. Rhino. $21.95
CD 6717942 THE BEST: Loggins & Messina Legacy. $11.95

CD 6837530 THE HOLLIES, VOL. 2: Original Album Series. Rhino. $21.95


★ 6686311 THE JOHNNY BURNETTE TRIO: Rockbilly Bear Family Records. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

★ 679582X JAN HUNTER FEAT. MICK RONSON: Live at Rockpalast. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95
CD 6845410 BIG IN BASSWOOD. Not Now Music. $7.95
CD 6821014 THE KINGS OF ROCK ‘N’ ROLL: My Kind of Music. Union Square Music. $9.95

★ 2817802 SHERYL CROW: Live at the Capitol Theatre. Rock Full Media. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

DVD 2704145 ROCKTHOLOGY, VOLUME 4. Experience hard rock and heavy metal like never before with music videos, in-depth interviews, band history highlights, discography and more! Volume Four features rock legends Queen, Thin Lizzy, Black Sabbath, The Doors, Van Halen, Zeppelin, Jimi Hendrix, AC/DC, and Deep Purple. 61 minutes. Image Entertainment. $2.95

DVD 5704069 NAZARETH: Homecoming. Widescreen. Twenty years after their last official live set, Nazareth are back on their home turf of Glasgow, tearing through a sensational set of hits and live favorites. Includes a DVD of the enthralling concert with bonus interviews of the band, plus a CD with the same live tracks, from When the Lights Come Down to Love Hurts, 85 minutes. Eagle Rock. $3.95

DVD 5857015 AC/DC–NO BULL: The Directors Cut. Renowned director David Mallet captures all the ferocity of AC/DC’s 1996 Ballbreaker tour, unfolding live at the Air Canada Centre in Toronto, Long Beach, Las Vegas, and Vector Arena in Madrid, Spain. Completely re-edited in HD with audio mixed in both Stereo and 5.1 Surround Sound, it features performances of Back in Black; Thunderstruck; You Shook Me All Night Long; Highway to Hell and more. 120 minutes. Eagle Vision. $4.95

DVD 1871196 FREE FOREVER. Fullscreen. Free’s greatest live performances and videos are collected in this vividly provocative tribute to one of the greatest bands of the ‘70s. The second DVD features an audio-only recording of their Isle of Wight performance, plus three stunning videos from the set. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $29.98 $5.95

DVD 6725821 YES ACOUSTIC: Guaranteed No Hiss. Widescreen. On January 26th, 2004, fans were treated to an electric-only performance from YES, featuring a live and uncut set of acoustic songs. Here that program is presented on DVD, with seven tracks including Long Distance Runaround, South Side of the Sky; Roundabout, and more. 65 minutes. Classic Pictures. $5.95

DVD 5703029 JEFF BEECk: Rock ‘n Roll Party Honoring Les Paul. Widescreen. Filmed live at the famous Capitol Records in Los Angeles. Jeff, with the City, this program captures the musical icon performing a selection of Les Paul songs and other great rock ‘n roll tracks—27 in all! Jeff is joined by special guests Imelda May, Gary U.S. Bonds, Brian Setzer, and Train’s Shorty. 164 minutes. Eagle Vision. $4.95

DVD 5700167 DEAR MR. FANTASY: A Celebration for Jim Capaldi. Widescreen. On January 21st, 2007, a sensational line-up of artists gathered at the Roundhouse in London to pay tribute to the life and music of Traffic co-founder Jimi Capaldi. The late songwriter—one of the most underrated of his generation—is riveted in performances of his top tracks including Paper Sun, performed by Peter Welz, Dear Mr. Fantasy, performed by Peter Townsend; and more. 140 minutes. Eagle Rock. Pub. at $19.98 $3.95

DVD 4581296 FOREIGNER: All Access Tonight. Fullscreen. Foreigner takes us back to rock’s heyday with a livewire performance from their sold-out 2002 North American Tour. In addition to live renditions of Double Vision; Juke Box Hero; Hot Blooded; I Want to Know What Love Is and more, this all-access DVD provides a rare glimpse of the band on the road and behind the scenes. 90 minutes. Eagle Vision. $5.95

DVD 2788284 THE ROLLING STONES: Some Girls Live in Texas ’78. Widescreen. The Rolling Stones’ 1978 tour of the USA in support of that year’s Some Girls album is considered by fans to be one of the very best presented on both a DVD and on VHS. As Fort Worth, Texas set features live performances of such iconic classics as Honky Tonk Women; Imagination; and Jumpin’ Jack Flash. 128 minutes. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $19.98 $3.95

LIMITED QUANTITY DVD 2893216 VELVET REVOLVER: Rockpalast. Widescreen. This concert by Velvet Revolver was filmed at the Palladium in Cologne, Germany in March 2008. The set features 18 tracks from their debut album “Contraband” and covers of Stone Temple Pilots and Guns N’ Roses. Tracks include Fall to Pieces; Slither; Interstate Love Song; Sex Type Thing; Beer Drinkin’ Woman; and more. 86 minutes. Eagle Vision. $14.95

DVD 6716542 PAUL RODGERS: Live in Glasgow/Live at Montreux 1994/Live at Wembley. Rodger’s performs solo and with Bad Company in a trio of concert programs. First he’s live at Glasgow, with Joe Elliott No More Mr. Nice Guy, Creepin’. Then he’s live at Montreux with friends like Brian May and John Bonham for tracks like Wishing Well. Finally Bad Company is Live at Wembley, performing classics like Can’t Get Enough. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. Eagle Vision. $59.95

DVD 672583X ALANIS MORISSETTE: Live at Montreux 2012. Widescreen. On July 2, 2012, Alanis Morissette, one of the most successful female artists and songwriters of all time, returned to Montreux as part of her Guardian Angel Tour in support of her album Harav: and Bright Lights. Twenty live recordings include You Learn; Hand’s Clean; Hands Across the Table; Pocket; Thank U; and more. 98 minutes. Eagle Eye Media. $5.95

DVD 1871324 FCA315 TOUR: An Evening with Peter Frampton. Widescreen. Recorded in 2012, this live performance is divided into two electrifying sets. The first features the music from Frampton’s landmark album Frampton Comes Alive!, played front to back. The second set spotlights selections from throughout Frampton’s career, including his most recent albums. Over 5 hours on 2 DVDs. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

DVD 6716431 HEAVEN & HELL: Radio City Music Hall 2007. Widescreen. Filmed at New York City’s Radio City Music Hall, this was the first concert by the Ronnie James Dio, Tony Iommi, Geezer Butler and Geoff Tate line-up, now newly christened Heaven & Hell, for over 15 years. Over 100 minutes. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $27.98 $5.95

DVD 2286862 STYX LIVE: The Grand Illusion/Pieces of Eight. For the very first time in their illustrious career, Styx performs two of their classic, triple platinum albums – The Grand Illusion and Pieces of Eight—back to back, live, in their entirety. Shot in high definition, this epic performance features hits such as Renegades, Blue Collar Man, Foolin’ Yourself, and Come Sail Away. 131 minutes. Eagle Vision. $19.98

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/674
CD 6941249 THE FABULOUS FI F TIES. This three-CD, 50-track collection offers music from the fifties-performed by the original artists including The Crew-Cuts, Catch a Falling Star by Perry Como, ‘I’m Waiting Behind You by Eddie Fisher; Que Sera, Sera (Whatever Will Be, Will Be) by Doris Day; That’s Amore by Dean Martin. $5.95

CD 6784877 EDDY DUCHIN: Let’s Fall in Love. Fall in love all over again with 25 classics featuring one of the most popular American pianists and bandleaders of the 30s and 40s. Tracks include You Are My Life, I Like a Dollar in My Pocket, Up a Lazy River, My Heart Toodles Away, Dreamboat, Let Me Love You. More. $5.95

CD 5878853 THE INK SPOTS: Greatest Hits. All the top-tier treasures of this four-man vocal group come together in 18 tracks: If I Didn’t Care; Address Unknown; When the Swallows Come Back to Capistrano; Whispering Grass; We Three (My Echo, My Shadow, and Me). For Each Other; We Three, by ‘40s Ink Spots, featuring Paul Robeson. More. $5.95

CD 6758018 HIT PARADE 1950. These are the 25 classics that made 1950 a year to remember. Revisit mid-century America with essentials like The Tenants Waltz by Patti Page; Mama’s Choice by Nat King Cole & Dinah Shore; When Can I Dream, Can’t I? by The Andrews Sisters; There’s No Tomorrow by Tony Martin; Moon Over Miami by Perry Como; I Only Have Eyes for You; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 6756026 HIT PARADE 1951. The songs that charmed, entertained, and enthralled you in 1951 are the subject of this lovely 25-track selection. Includes Because of You by Tony Bennett; Come-On-A My House by Rosemary Clooney; Shrimp Boats by Joe Stafford; Jefferson Franklin League by The Ink Spots; Take It Easy; Tequila Sunrise; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 6758034 HIT PARADE 1952. All the joy of mid-century America is packed into this 25-track selection featuring some of the most beloved numbers by the biggest stars: You Belong to Me by Jo Stafford; Kiss of Fire by Perry Como; I’m Walking Behind You by The Hi-Jackers; A Guy’s a Guy by Doris Day; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 6784975 HIT PARADE 1946. Here are the 1946 classics you’ve carried in your heart over Miami; I Only Have Eyes for You; and more. receipts in this beloved 50s outfit, presented here in all-new instrumental arrangements. Includes renditions of Hotel California; Life in the Fast Lane; Lyin’ Eyes; Pennies from Your Love; Best of My Love; Desperado; One of These Nights; Give Me the Night; Magic; and many more. Acrobat. $4.95

CD 6784976 HIT PARADE 1946. Here are the 1946 classics you’ve carried in your heart through decades. Twenty-five nostalgic recordings include Prisoner of Love by Perry Como; Swaying by Freddy Martin; The Old Lamp-Lighter by Sammy Kaye with Billy Williams; Day by Day by Frank Sinatra; and more. Dynamic. $4.95

CD 6784990 HIT PARADE 1939. Collects 25 tracks that seized the public imagination and climbed to the top of the charts in 1939, including Moonlight Serenade by Perry Como and Bob Hope; Body and Soul by Woody Herman; Hold Tight, Hold Tight by The Andrews Sisters; Cherokee by Charlie Barnett; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 4467555 THE BEST OF THE ANDREWS SISTERS: Golden Memories. Features 25 of the best tracks of the Andrews Sisters’ most popular trio of the 1930s and ’40s, and were noted for their devotion to entertaining the hops. Here are twenty tracks of many of their best songs, including Rum and Coca Cola; Beer Barrel Polka; Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy; Tico, Tico; and Beat Me Daddy, Eight to the Bar. Signature. $6.95

CD 6879895 PERRY COMO: Greatest Hits 1943-1953. Presents a comprehensive selection of Como’s pre-rock n’ roll hits. Fifty tracks include 10 number ones and virtually all of his top 10 hits, including Long Ago and Far Away; Lili Marlene; I Dream of You; I’m Always Chasing Rainbows; Winter Wonderland; I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her Now; A Bushel and a Peck; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95

CD 4950784 HERE’S NAT KING COLE. Nat King Cole performs on over sixty tracks of his favorites as Pretend; Lover Come Back To Me; Too Young; Smile; Autumn Leaves; Unforgettable; Nature Boy; Mona Lisa; Forget Me; Darling; Je Vous Aime Beaucoup; The Sand & the Sea; Answer Me My Love; and Somebody Loves Me. Disky Communication. $6.95

CD 6784941 HIT PARADE 1943. These are the songs that had you on the dance floor in 1943, and they’re sure to put a smile on your face today. Enjoy Paper Doll by The Mills Brothers, For Me and My Gal by Judy Garland and Gene Kelly, As Time Goes By by Doris Day and Bing Wilson; I’ll Be Home for Christmas by Bing Crosby; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 6846905 DEAN MARTIN: 100 Hits. The 100 songs that fill this four CD set have captivated listeners for generations, including That’s Amore; Volare; Memories Are Made Of This; Mambo Italiano; Sway; When You’re Smiling; What a Difference a Day Makes; Ain’t That a Kick in the Head; and many more. Not Now Music. $14.95

CD 6785043 HIT PARADE 1948. Twenty-five hit recordings from the 1948 annual hit parade, which features such artists as Captain & Tennille; Dionne Warwick; Paul Anka; Helen Reddy; Olivia Newton-John; Tony Orlando & Dawn; Tom Jones; Linda Ronstadt; Joe Cocker; Lynn Anderson; Glen Campbell; Jefferson Starship; Hall & Oates; and many others. Three CDs. Acrobat. $19.95

CD 6636217 STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART. Contains sixty tracks of some of the greatest music in the American song book, with hits by artists such as Bob Dylan; Loretta Lynn; George Jones; Jerry Reed; Tom Anderson; Kenny Rogers; Fats Domino; Dolly Parton; B.J. Thomas; Daryl Hall; and John Oates; Paul Simon; Bruce Springsteen; and many more. $9.95

CD 6862642 SINATRA: The Platinum Collection. These are 75 unforgettable songs that made Ol’ Blue Eyes one of America’s favorite 20th-century performers. Includes classics like Come Fly With Me; I’ve Got You Under My Skin; It’s Only a Paper Moon; Dancing in the Dark; Nice ‘N’ Easy; Fools Rush In; You Make Me Feel So Young; and many more. $11.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/674
CD 0683061 THE VERY BEST OF CONNIE FRANCIS. Forty digitally remastered tracks showcase the hits that made Francis a star on both sides of the pond. Includes the favorites you know so well on two CDs: Lipstick on Your Collar; Stupid Cupid; Among My Souvenirs; Who's Sorry Now; Tennesse Waltz; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

$7.95

CD 6659425 HIT PARADE 1941. Some of the biggest names in 20th century music live again with this 25-track assembly, bringing together only the best from 1941. Includes Stardust by Artie Shaw, Take a Train by Duke Ellington, Dolores by Bing Crosby, Yes, My Darling Daughter by Dinah Shore; and more. Three CDs. Not Now Music.

$11.95

CD 0654353 MANTOVANI & HIS ORCHESTRA: Cascading Strings. Nearly 100 original recordings from 1951-1954 feature Mantovani recording two complete suites—Victor Herbert's Suite Parts 1 & 2 plus a number of individual compositions like Under the Roof of Paris; and Suddenly; Jasmine Records.

$19.95

CD 664287X THE VERY BEST OF JACK SCOTT. An early rocker who mixed the sounds of country, rockabilly and gospel, Jack Scott's style is captured in this two-CD collection. Includes What in the World's Come Over You; Leroy; Burning Bridges; My True Love; Goodbye Baby; Cry, Cry, Crazy Heart and more. Two CDs. Day Music.

$7.95

CD 0693080 NEIL DIAMOND: Gold. This collection of Neil Diamond hits is further evidence of his little music legend. Among the 41 tracks collected in this two-CD set are Sweet Caroline; Kentucky Woman; Red, Red Wine; Cherry; Cherry; Two-Bit Manchild; Shilo; Shilos; and many more. Geffen.

$15.95

CD 6659399 JULIE LONDON: The Ultimate Collection. Seventy-five original recordings featuring the smoky and intimate voice of a performer best known for Cry Me a River. Here, that hit is followed by Diamonds Are a Girl's Best Friend; September in the Rain; Some of My Best Friends Are Indians; and more. Three CDs. Not Now Music.

$11.95

CD 6878083 DOMINGO: Songs. Placido Domingo’s album, his first pop album in over 20 years, is a personal collection of some of the world’s most popular melodies. These songs have been made famous by Frank Sinatra, Elvis Presley, George Benson and other artists, including What a Wonderful World; Come What May; Time after Time; From This Moment On; and many more. Fourteen tracks. Sony Music.

$7.95

CD 6837956 THE RIGHTeous BROTHERS: Soul and Inspiration. Enjoy some of the world’s best incluing My Soul and Inspiration; He Will Break Your Heart; Justine; Bring Your Love to My Little Laila; Love Lulu; Go Ahead and Cry; My Baby; Stranded in the Middle of Nowhere; He, Mr. Eccentrico; and many more. Two CDs. Not Now Music.

$16.95
Three Dog Night: Do You Love Me by the Contours; and many more. Reader’s Digest.

$19.95

Paul Anka; and more. One Day Music.

$9.95

Happiness by Connie Francis; and many more. Acrobat.

$19.99

FL OYD CRAMER: I Remember Hank Williams/Floyd Cramer Gets Organ-ized. Two 1962 albums: The first 12 tracks collect 10 hits by Remember Hank Williams with Crramer’s take on Lovescapes Blues; Hey, Good Lookin’; Your Cheatin’ Heart and more. The next 12 come from Gets-organized, moving Floyd Cramer from the piano to the organ and including songs like Somewhere Over the Rainbow, The Dreamer Plus eight bonus tracks. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

$9.95

Three CDs c ollects 30 hit s from the sixties that everyone will love to sing-along with, including Dedicated to the One I Love by The Mamas & The Papas; Sunny by Bobby Hebb; The Look of Love by Dusty Springfield; One by You Love Me by The Contours; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.98

$14.95

The Keely Smith Collection 1949-62. One of the significant coterie of Italian American crooners to come to the fore and more. Three CDs. Not Now Music.

$13.95

Four CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98

$13.95

One of early rock ’n’ roll’s most enduring duos is presented in 25 radio show recordings: Bespin; There’s No Place Like Home; Loving You; Nola; Summertime; Jealous; Smoke Rings; Guitar Boogie; Tea for Two; and many more. Flyright Records.

$5.95

One of the most consistent hit makers of the ’60s, Gene Pitney establishes his idiosyncratic pop style with his trademark melodramatic vocals. This two CD collection brings together all his biggest hits, including Somebody’s Foot, My Heart Has a Mind of Its Own; My Happiness; Who’s Sorry Now; Don’t Break the Heart That Loves You; and many more. Two CDs. Universal Music.

$15.95

Four CDs. Acrobat.

$14.95

GREAT BRITISH INSTRUMENTALS OF THE ’50S. A wonderful collection of 25 songs from Mathis as he pays tribute to Burt Bacharach and Kaempfert. Tracks like Very Thought of You; Wonderful by Night; Spanish Eyes; Strangers in the Night; Don’t Stay, I Say a Little Prayer; Odds; and Ends; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98

$13.95

Published at $9.95

Three CDs. Not Now Music.

$11.95

Copyright © 1994 William D. Anderson. All rights reserved.
Oldies - Easy Listening

**CD 697133** EDDIE FISHER: Seven Classic Albums. Enjoy the smooth sounds of Eddie Fisher captured in this four CD collection. PRICE $29.95

**CD 283112** JOHNNY MATHIS: Me and Mrs. Jones. From the great Johnny Mathis comes these 15 tracks including Mr. and Mrs. Jones; Sweet Surrender; Summer Breeze; The Corner of the Sky; I'll If I Could Reach You; I Was Born in Love with You; Summer Me/Winter Me; Pieces of April; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98 $12.95

**CD 283112** THE DICK HAYMES HITS COLLECTION. 1941-56. One of the most popular singers of the postwar period is revived for this 67-track collection, featuring number-one hits You Never Will Know and I'll Get By; plus collaborations with Harry James, Benny Goodman, Helen Forrest, Judy Garland, Ethel Merman, The Andrews Sisters, Artie Shaw and Bing Crosby. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 5908590** JO STAFFORD: I Remember You. Stafford performs with the orchestra of Tommy Dorsey and Paul Weston in 18 tracks. The title track joins renditions of Embraceable You; The Trolley Song; Blues in the Night; Let's Just Pretend; Too Marvelous for Words; This Is Always; I'm In the Mood for Love; and many more. Fifty tracks on 2 CDs. Not Now Music.

**CD 629705** THE GIRLS FROM PETTICOAT JUNCTION: Sixties Sounds. Collects eleven tracks from the Petticoat Junction Gals-Linda Kaye Henning, Meredith MacRae, and Lori Saunders—who also performed outside of the show. These songs include You Could Only Be Me; Wheeling, West Virginia; Goodbye Love; There's Got to Be a Word; Who Needs Memories of Him; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95

**CD 648613** EDITH PIAF: 100 Songs. This four CD collection offers 100 songs—nearly half of Piaf's entire recorded output, including many of her best-known hits, such as l'accordeoniste; The Three Bells; Padam Padam; Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien; La Vie En Rose; and many more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $49.98 $44.95

**CD 6682405** CHANSON D'AMOUR. Seventy-five classic love songs on three CDs, including such romantic numbers as When I Fall in Love by Nat King Cole; Devoted to You by The Everly Brothers; Misery by Johnny Mathis; Dream Lover by Bobby Darin. Can't Help Falling in Love by Elvis Presley, and more. One Day Music. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 6684851** NINA SIMONE. The Definitive Collection 1958-62. This 79 track, four CD set comprises all the recordings from Simone's albums: Little Girl Blue; Nina Simone and Her Friends; The Amazing Nina Simone; Nina Simone at Town Hall; Nina Simone at Newport; Forbidden Fruit; Nina at the Village Gate; and Nina Simone Sings Ellington plus tracks released on Bethlehem and Colpix singles not included on albums. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

**CD 6684851** ANDY WILLIAMS. The House of Bamboo. Williams was immortalized as the "King of Easy Listening," and you'll see why with this impressive collection of his best-loved hits: Moon River; Butterfly; By the Time I Get to Phoenix; Carol; Summer; Are You Sincere; House of Bamboo; and many more. Fifty tracks on 2 CDs. Not Now Music. Pub. at $9.75

**CD 5908728** FRANKIE LAINE: The Hits Collection 1947-61. Three CDs bring together every Billboard Top 100, Cash Box Top 20, and UK Top 50 chart hit accrued by Laine over the course of some 14 years, including duets with everyone from The Coasters to Edsels. This collection includes landmark classics like That Lucky Old Sun; Mule Train; The Cry of the Wild Goose; I Believe; Hey Joe; and more. Eighty tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 2837404** JO STAFFORD: Pathways. Light Explorer. This four CD set includes 106 tracks of the classic light-pop work of Stafford, including many rarities. Songs include Piggy Wiggly Woo; Let's Take the Long Way Home; That's for Me; Goodnight My DARLING; So Do I Go So Soon; My Darling; and many more. JSP Records. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**CD 6785553** 1950'S PARTY. Fill your next get-together with 18 timeless hits, including All of Me (by The Originals); Anatomy of Love (by Leta Lincoln); Long Gone Daddy (by The Edsels); Mona Lisa by Nat King Cole. It's Only Make Believe by Conway Twitty; Chantilly Lace by Big Bopper; Searchin' by The Coasters; and more. Javelin. Pub. at $4.95

**CD 6795234** ANDY WILLIAMS: Long Play Collection. Six of Andy's original LPs, brought together in one three-CD collection! Includes every track of "Danny Boy" and Other Songs I Love To Sing, Under Paris Skies; Moon River and Other Great Movie Themes; Andy Williams' Best; Warm and Winding; and many more. Universal Music. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 6745407** NOOLS: Most Popular: World War 2 Englishmen. Every song in this two-CD compilation except for a couple of borrowed melodies is the composition of Coward. Songs include Don't Let's Be Beardly to the Germans; London Love; Like American; Louisa; Limonid; Let's Do It; Twentieth Century Blues; and many more. Forty-four tracks. Avid Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 6711634** THE BOBBY VEE COLLECTION. 1959-62. A prolific hitmaker who bridged the gap between rock 'n roll and teen pop, Bobby Vee delivered top ten entries like Devil or Angel; Rubber Ball; More Than I Can Say; and many more. Forty-six tracks. Avid Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 6742499** THE CRUISIN' CLASSICS 1956-1961. Hit the road for a trip down memory lane with these 75 favorites of early rock 'n' roll. Cruise along with highlights from The ABCs of Love by the Chantels; When I Fall in Love by Nat King Cole; I'm In the Mood For Love; I've Got You Under My Skin; and many more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 6938582** AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS. VOLUME 3. 1952. This great-value 105 track collection comprises every record which charted in the Top 15 of the Billboard Best Sellers and Cash Box chart. It features some of the biggest names in music like Jo Stafford; Fats Navarro; Peggy Lee; and many more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 6756339** DUANE EDDY: $1,000,000.00 Worth of Twang. This compilation pulls together 26 tracks on two CDs plus eight bonus tracks featuring hits by legendary instrumentalist Duane Eddy. This collection includes Rebel Rouser; Forty Miles of Bad Road; Cannonball; Moonin' n' Grovin'; and Pepe. Not Now Music. Pub. at $7.95

**CD 2820099** PERRY COMO: Till the End of Time. Three CDs compile the must-have collection of 1950's music stars. Seventy-five tracks include Till the End of Time; Love and Devotion; Some Enchanted Evening; I'm Always Chasing Rainbows; There's No Place Like Home for the Holidays; I Dream of You; and many more. Avid Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 2845369** FRANCES DAY: Golden Girl of the 1930's. This double-CD contains 50 tracks from Day's triumphs during the '30s, most notably the stage show Jill Darling. Includes It's De-Lovely; Did You Ever See a Dream Walking?; Puttin' On Your Englisby You Bring Out the Best in Me; and more. Avid Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
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★ CD 6640710 THE LITTLE BOX OF HALLOWEEN. Fifty trick or treat rarities for All Hallow’s Eve, all in one set. Two CDs including nearly 50 songs. Homer, Zephyr, The Hurricanes, Petula Clark and others. Three CDs. One Day Music. $14.95

★ CD 590871X THE FOUR ACES: THE Hits Collection 1951-59. This 52-track collection comprises all the Top 10 hits of this widely popular vocal group, as well as a handful of non-chart singles. Some of their landmark number one songs are here, including ‘It’s No Sin; Stranger in Paradise; Three Coins in the Fountain; Mister Lonely; Devil or Angel; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 6689187 ANY DAY NOW: The Quality Records Story. Seventy-five tracks comprise the Quality Records label’s best releases from both sides of the North American divide, including notable numbers by Chuck Jackson, Curtis Lee, Barbara Lynn, the Isley Brothers, The Safaris, Glen Campbell, Freddy Cannon, Del Shannon, and more. Three CDs. One Day Music. $7.95

★ CD 5920350 THE FIRST HOT 100 OF THE 60s. Highlights a landmark in music history—the Billboard Hot 100 chart of the 1960s—by collecting every single track featured on that year’s list. Includes ‘El Paso’ by Marty Robbins; ‘Why’ by Frankie Avalon; ‘Mack the Knife’ by Bobby Darin; ‘Be My Guest’ by the Boyz Conway twitty; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. $7.95

★ CD 6700659 THE BOSWELL SISTERS COLLECTION 1925-36. Forty-nine tracks comprise a significant portion of the A and B sides of the 78s the Boswell Sisters released during their active years. The greatest vocal harmony trio of them all performs ‘Shout, Sister, Shout; The Object of My Affection; I Found a Man; and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 5830123 THE COUNTRY HITS COLLECTION 1948-60. One of the most popular vocal groups to emerge just before the rock ‘n’ roll explosion, the Ames Brothers give us their best with more than 50 tracks, including their Billboard Top 100 entries like Music, Music, Music; Can Anyone Explain; Undecided; Tammy; Melodie D’Amour; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 280543X PAUL ANKA: The Essential Recordings. This two CD collection brings together all the early hits from the young songwriter was able to express what it is to be a teenager. Features 40 tracks, including ‘Diana; Lonely Boy; You Are My Destiny; Puppy Love; Summer’s Gone; Don’t Say You’re Sorry; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 6690122 HIT THE ROAD JACK: The ABC-Paramount Story. The story of the ABC-Paramount label is populated with some of the most recognizable figures in 20th-century music. Here are the greatest creations for the company are highlighted in a 50-track set. Two CDs include songs by Ray Charles, Paul Anka, Carole King, and other legends. One Day Music. $7.95

★ CD 6690491 WILD CHILD: The Warwick Records Story 1952-61. A rollercoaster ride for just three years. Warwick Records was home to an impressive stable of musicians in rockabilly, doowop and pop. These 75 tracks encompass some of their best releases, including tracks by Wanda Jackson, Esther Phillips, Johnny ‘Guitar’ Ray, and others. Three CDs. One Day Music. $7.95

★ CD 6943012 TOUCH YOU: The Very Best of Michael Bolton. This collection of 35 tracks is taken from Bolton’s career-high during the 90s featuring numerous hits and outstanding cover versions including ‘When a Man Loves a Woman; Said I Loved You, but I Lied; Fools Game; Soul Provider; Completely; Drift Away; Desparate Heart; and more. Two CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 2805804 KEELY SMITH: Sings the John Lennon/Paul McCartney Songbook. In her chart-topping album, Smith reveals the delightful and surprising melodic richness and beauty to be found in the compositions of The Beatles’ chief song writers. Twelve tracks include ‘Can’t Help Myself Please Please Me; And I Love You; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.98

★ CD 4640950 THE VERY BEST OF JONI JAMES, 1951-60. Forty-four tracks highlight the singles of this American pop star who, despite finding success in the 50s and 60s, largely fell from the public consciousness. Tracks include ‘Let There Be Love; Is It Any Wonder; Why Don’t You Believe Me; How Can I See You Now; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 6716626 BUDDY HOLLY: That’ll Be the Day. Reissues recordings that made him fall in love with one of rock ‘n’ roll’s earliest icons: You’re My One Desire; Blue Days—Black Night; Modern Don Juan; Yr-A-Lang, Girl’ on My Mind. That’ll Be the Day; Love Me; Midnight Shift; and more. Javelin. $4.95

★ CD 6690424 THE TOP RANK STORY 1962. For Top Rank Records, 1962 brought a year of great music from a range of performers and genres. This 42 track set collects the best, including memorable contributions from Gary U.S. Bonds, The Originals, Andy Stewart, The Sheerlins, Lee Dorsey, Danny & the Juniors, and others. Two CDs: Dynamic. $5.99

★ CD 6705846 JO STAFFORD: The Centenary Hits Collection 1944-59. Over 100 tracks comprise Stafford’s Billboard and Top 40 Cash Box chart entries, including number one hits Candy; Tempation; My Darling My Darling; You Belong to Me; I’ll Make Love to You. Features collaborations with The Pied Pipers, Johnny Mercer, Frankie Laine and Gordon MacRae. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

★ CD 6690343 STICKS AND STONES: The Sue Records Story. Despite their association with Ike & Tina Turner, Sue Records’ output was largely jazz based. This collection of 50 classics captures all facets of the label’s greatest releases, including Ike & Tina Turner with more by Barbara George, Bobby Hendricks, The Platters, The Chandeliers, Baby Washington and others. Two CDs. One Day Music. $8.95

★ CD 5990398 THE CRUISIN’ STORY 1955. Fifty favorites from the best of the postwar period, including Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley & The Comets; I Got a Woman by Ray Charles; Mystery Train by Elvis Presley; Maybellene by Chuck Berry; Only You by The Platters; Cry! Cry! Cry! by Johnny Cash; Blue Velvet by The Clovers; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $9.95

★ CD 685754X THE CLEFTONES: The Complete Releases 1955-62. Features 45 tracks of this talented doowop group’s hits from their singles and albums including ‘You; I Was Dreaming; Little Girl of Mine; You’re Driving Me Mad; Staring Around My Heart; Hey Babe; Mish Mash Baby; For Sentimental Reasons; Blues in the Night; She’s in My Heart; How Deep Is the Ocean; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 2870940 MITCH MILLER & THE GANG: Essential Collection. This three CD collection features 79 tracks that welcome you to sing along! Hits include Memories; You Are My Sunshine; Don’t Fence Me In; We Meet Again; That Old Gang of Mine; Carolina in the Morning; Home on the Range; On Top of Old Smokey; Till We Meet Again; That Old Gang of Mine; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 6943039 GUY LOMBARDO: Essential Gold. This three CD, 70 track collection of the Guy Lombardo orchestra’s essential recordings includes ‘Enjoy; Silver Bells; Anniversary Song; Easter Parade; Dearly; A Sailboat in the Moonlight; Goodnight Sweetheart; Frankie and Johnny; Whistling in the Dark; June in January; Don’t Make Me Love You; and many more. Dynamite Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99

Important Can It Be?, and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/674
tracks on 3 CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

* CD 6811561 NELLIE BLY: Love: Great 50's Love Songs. The 1950s brought us some of the most memorable love songs and ballads. This massive collection has 75 songs on three CDs, featuring hits like "If I Were a Bell" by Dinah Washington; "The Best Thing in Life Are Free" by Ray Charles; "Swinging on a Star" by Frank Sinatra; "Lover" by Nat King Cole; and so much more. Two CDs. Jasmine Records. Pub. at $17.95

* CD 6694375 THE ANDREWS SISTERS: The Hits Collection 1937-55. An incredible 125 tracks capture some eight years of output by one of the most successful female vocal groups in the history of popular music. Number-one favorites like "Shoo-Shoo Baby," "Rubin and Cocoa Cola," and "I Wanna Be Loved" join collaborations with stars like Bing Crosby, Jimmy Dorsey, and Carmen Miranda, as well as Patty Andrews' later solo hits. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

* CD 6638449 MAURICE CHEVALIER: Oh Come On Be Sociable. France's preeminent cabaret singer charms with 20 great recordings: "I Was Lucky; It's a Life If You Don't Weaken;" "One O'clock Jump;" "Mack the Knife;" "Dream Lover;" "Splish Splash;" "Queen of the Hop;" "Things;" " Clementine;" and many more. Pochink Records. Pub. at $23.99


* CD 6690017 FIRST LOVE: The Piccadilly Records Story. As the musical tide turned in Britain's favor in 1961 and 1962, one piece of the B trivial Invasion puzzle was Piccadilly Records. The top label is celebrated on these three CDs, collecting 60 tracks by The Dave Clark Five, Emile Ford, The Shadows, The Animals, The Kinks, and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

* CD 6690475 WAR PAINT: The Gone Records Story. Three CDs dig into Gone Records' library to present 75 of their best, recorded between 1957 and 1962. The title track comes from Bill Haley & His Comets, joined by Jimmy Clanton; "Palisades Park" by Freddy Cannon; "The Twist" by Chubby Checker; "The Loco-Motion" by Little Eva; and much more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

* CD 5923069 THE FIRST US TOP 100. This massive 100-track set brings together every single 1955 hit from Billboard's first Top 100 chart in the U.S., including "Love Me Tender;" "I Was Lucky;" "I Only You (and You Alone)" by The Platters; "Love and Marriage" by Frank Sinatra; "Forgive My Heart" by Nat King Cole; "Hawk-Eye" by Frank Laine; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

* CD 6690254 OH BOY! The Brunswick Story: A major label in the early years of rock, Brunswick Records captured a story of the first decade in music history with the 50 original recordings collected on this set. Includes "That'll Be the Day" by Buddy Holly & The Crickets; "Reet Petite" by Jackie Wilson; "When Sin Stops by With", and many more. Jennings; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. Pub. at $7.95

* CD 6765378 OTIS WILLIAMS & THE CHARMERS: Ivory Tower and Other Great Hits. Over 60 tracks from the popular vocal group, performing with and without Otis Williams. Drawn from the critical years of 1953 and 1956, these two CDs collect s ines like "Heaven Only Knows," "Please Believe Me;" One Five Fine; Tell Me Now; In Paradise; It's All Over;" "Gypsy Lady;" "Pardon Me;" and many more. Jasmine Records. Pub. at $7.95

* CD 6623960 THE TONY MARTIN HIT COLLECTION, 1936-57. Crooner Tony Martin dominated the charts in his time, and this 50-track set reveals why with many of his best-known Top 40 hits. Includes "Strange in Paradise;" "Hand in Hand; Tonight We Love; To Each His Own;" and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $27.99

* CD 6738996 SWINGIN' WITH BING! Bing Crosby's Lost Radio Performances. Collection of unforgettable live radio appearances by the legendary crooner. Seventy-five tracks include Strange Music; "Swinging on a Star;" "They There Eyes; The Best Things in Life Are Free;" "If This Isn't Love;" and much more, plus collaborations with Dinah Shore, Billie Holiday, Armstrong, Ella Fitzgerald, Les Paul and others. Three CDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $49.98

* CD 6690238 MIDNIGHT SPECIAL: The Oriole Records Story. The first British record label, Oriole holds a special place in music history. The 50 tracks from six of their greatest years feature all the label's most important artists: Mary Wells, Billy Joe Royal, Hugo Montenegro, Lornie Donenheim, Clinton Fearon, Chubby Checker, and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. Pub. at $14.95

* CD 5880955 SKEETER DAVIS AND THE DAVID SISTERS: The Complete RCA Singles As & Bs 1953-62. Presents all of Skeeter Davis' RCA A and B sides as recorded with The Davis Sisters, including the hit "I Forgot More Than You'll Ever Know." Also includes solo A and B sides from the same period, including the Top Five hits Set Him Free; I'm Falling To; and The End of the World. Sixty-one tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

* CD 671160X AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS 1943. Ninety-eight tracks comprise songs from the Billboard Top 20 In 1943--a period when the American Federation of Musicians' recording ban resulted in some a cappella hits. Includes gems by Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby, Dina Shore, Sammy Kaye and others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

* CD 582274 THE WONDER YEARS. This collection features 60 rock 'n' roll classics on three CDs, including "Stand by Me by Ben E. King; Please Mr. Postman by The Marvelettes; Ain't That A Shame by Fats Domino; I Forgot More Than You'll Ever Know by Skeeter Davis; Walk In Hand; Tonight We Love; To Each His Own;" and many more. My Generation Music. Pub. at $9.95

* CD 2862573 KATHIE LEE GIFFORD: My Way Home. This is Gifford's first CD of all original songs. Collects 12 tracks, including "Treat Me Nice;" "Every Time I'll Be That Love;" and "Only My Pillow Knows." Sharrin; It; and more. LML Music. Pub. at $15.99

* CD 6705440 TREAT ME NICE: THE SONGS OF LEIBER & STOLLER. Orchestral treatments of 20th-century rock and R&B get the tribute they deserve with more than 60 recordings. Includes Yakey Yark performed by The Coasters; Jailhouse Rock performed by Lee Hazlewood; and the feeling performances by Elvis Presley; and more. Two CDs. Jasmine Records. Pub. at $7.95
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**CD 6887023 JIMMY ROSELL: Lullaby of Broadway.** Twelve tracks from one of the most significant Italian-American pop singles hitmakers of the 1960s, Lullaby of Broadway: My Port of Call: Give My Regards to Broadway; Chintatown; My Chinatown; Lullaby of Broadway; Manhattan; How About You?, Brooklyn Bridge; My Eyes Adore You. Pre-order. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 6758479 HIGH SCHOOL DAYS & HAZY HIGHWAYS.** All the themes of the 1950s are on display with these 75 original recordings, including Love Me Do by The Beatles, School Days by Chuck Berry, Hit the Road Jack by Ray Charles, Can’t Help Falling in Love by Elvis Presley, The Locomotion by Little Eva, and many more. Three CDs. One Day Music.

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 2795965 KAY STARR.** A 10 song compilation from the amazing Kay Starr, including Honey; Don’t Meddle In My Mood; I Ain’t Gonna Cry; Them There Eyes; I’ve Got My Love to Keep Me Warm; Honeydew Rose; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99.

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 2807827 FRANKIE VAUGHAN: US & UK 1950-82.** He was one of the most popular and successful British singers of the 1950s and ’60s, his career transcending the vagaries of the rock ‘n roll era. This two CD collection features 60 tracks, including My Sweetest Word Away; Happy Day; and many, many more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99.

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 2831139 MELISSA MANCHESTER: March 49.** This Rock collection features Victims of the Modern Heart; Mathematics; Energy; Shocked; Restless Love; Water from the Moon; Just One Lifetime; The Music of Goodbye (Love Theme from Out of Africa); Just One Star Beyond; So Full of Yourself; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 6655948 POP MEMORIES.** This two CD set compiles 30 hits from some of music’s biggest stars from yesteryear. Includes Hello Dolly! by Louis Armstrong; Mr. Blue by The Fleetwoods; Twilight Time by The Platters; Mr. Wonderful by Peggy Lee; I Love Your Style by Amore by Dean Martin, and many, many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.98.

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**CD 2830967 NEIL SEDAKA: At His Best.** The prolific singer/songwriter (and recent American Idol judge) celebrates half a century in the music business with this 10 track collection of hits. Songs include Silent Movies; One More Mountain to Climb; Gone with The Moon; Rosemary Blue; God Bless Joanna; Cardboard California; What Have They Done to the Moon; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99.

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 6669346 SINGLE COLLECTION FEELING.** Kapp Records Story. Fifty Kapp Records classics represent the years of 1958 to 1962—the label’s years in the music business with this 10 track collection of hits. Songs include Silent Movies; One More Mountain to Climb; Gone with The Moon; Rosemary Blue; God Bless Joanna; Cardboard California; What Have They Done to the Moon; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99.

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 6781357 KEELY SMITH: Little Girl Blue/Little Girl New.** Expanded edition of Smith’s classic album, featuring 12 tracks and two bonus recordings including Little Girl Blue; Here’s That Rainy Day; Gone with the Wind; I’m Gonna Get My Baby Back Again; Maybe This Time; The Sky; Blue Skies; Going Through the Motions; When You Cry; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.98.

**CD 6686362 LEONARD COHEN: Once More for Marianne.** In a 1976 broadcast from Switzerland’s Casino Barriere de Montreux, Leonard Cohen performs 25 tracks live: Bird on the Wire (multiple cuts); So Long, Marianne; Who By Fire, There is a War; The Stranger Song; Suzanne; Let’s Love; Sisters of Mercy; Suzanne; The Butcher; and more. Two CDs. Golden Rain. Pub. at $19.99.

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 6887677 CHUBBY CHECKER: King of the Twist.** The artist known for giving America one of the most beloved dance crazes of the twentieth century, Checker delivers that original hit and many of its variations and follow-ups, plus other essentials like The Chicken, The Fly, The Pony, The C.C. Rider, Stroll, Dance Hall, and many others. Intense.

**CD 6791824 A&B: Original.** This unique 10-CD box documents a relative rarity: singles whose A- and B-side both made it to the American Billboard charts. These 100 essentials include original recordings of Elvis Presley, Chuck Berry, Everly Brothers, Pat Boone, Little Richard, Connie Francis, Ray Charles, Roy Orbison and many others. Intense.

**CD 6689663 BLAST OFF: The Felsted Records Story.** Forty early years for the British record label are captured in one set. Released between January 1958 and February 1962, these 50 tracks include Bye Bye Bye, Lazy As The Sea, Off By The Spaceman; Guardian Angels by The Camerons; Singing Waters by The Truetones; High Noon by Salt ‘N Pepper; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**CD 6758584 LIGHTS OUT: The Dore Records Story.** A luminous, 2 CD collection of Dore label recordings from 1958 to 1962. This three CD set includes Lights Out by Johnny Day, Baby Talk by Jan & Dean; Boogie Woogie Feeling by Tony Camacho; To Be With You by The Teen Idols; I’m To Love Him by The Juke Box Boys; and more. One Day Music.

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**CD 4527151 THE JO STAFFORD COLLECTION, 1939-62.** Rediscover more than 100 classics from this beloved singer of the swing era, recorded in his prime and through the late 1950s. This 2 CD set presents Stafford’s Hits and Best of the 1950’s; and Disc Four wraps things up with Pops, Jazz, Standards & Showtunes. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99.

**PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 3553604 DECADE OF HITS THE 50’s.** The good of days coming roaring back to life with a whole 75 track collection of the Rediscover glorious ‘50s gems like Mr. Sandman by The Chordettes; Stranger in Paradise by Tony Bennett; Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley and His Comets; Love Me Tender by Elvis Presley; War Of Little Susie by Len Barry; Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly; and much, much more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99.

**CD 678500X HIT PARADE 1949.** Rediscover the sounds of your youth with 25 of the greatest songs released in 1949 by the label that launched “Chicano” star Ritchie Valens, Del-Fi Records also boasted Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99.

**CD 669101X JUNGLE FEVER: The Del-Fi Records Story.** The label that launched “Chicano” star Ritchie Valens, Del-Fi Records also boasted Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99.

**CD 6693121 AMERICAN HEARTBEAT 1960.** Relive a year in great music with 50 well-loved recordings: Only the Lonely by Roy Orbison; True Love Ways by Buddy Holly; Because They’re Young by Duane Eddy; The Git by Jan & Dean; A Secret of Love by Leadbelly; and many, many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.99.

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 6857656 EARTHA KITT: The Singles Collection 1952-62.** Comprises selected A & B sides of Kitt’s singles for the RCA, Kapp and MGM labels, including two only recently released tracks in the UK. Fifty-three tracks include Tiara Va Jama; Caliente; Monotonous; Uska Dara-A; A Turkish Tale; My Heart’s Delight; Sweet and Tender; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobatic.

**PRICE CUT to $12.95**
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**CD 6584829 DINAH SHORE: All the Hits and More 1939-60.** This 100-track collection features all of Shire's U.S. chart entries, plus other selection singles, including the number-one hits "I'll Walk Alone," "The Gypsy, Anniversary Song," and "Buttons and Bows." Features the starlet's work with the orchestras of Tommy Dorsey, Artie Shaw, and Erskine Hance, as well as duets with A.T. Marton and Buddy Clark. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99.$17.95

**CD 6959573 THE FONTAINES SISTERS: The Singles Collection 1946-60.** Sixty tracks feature 44 entries in the Billboard and Cash Box charts, including the Sisters' two number-one releases with Perry Como, A You’re Adorable and Hoor-De-Doo, as well as all select A and B sides from their singles on the Majestic, RCA, and Dot labels. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.$12.95

**CD 6960616 BANANA SPLIT FOR MY BABY.** Collects 33 tracks from the good old summertime, including Summer’s Coming by Ronnie Dawson; I Don’t Care if the Sun Don’t Shine by Curtis Johnson; Volare by Dean Martin; Splish Splash by Bobby Darin; La Bamba by Ritchie Valens; Sunday Barbecue by Tennessee Ernie Ford; and many more. Bear Family. Pub. at $13.99.

**CD 6584861 THE HILTOPPERS: Singles Collection 1952-58.** With their clean-cut college look, wholesome image, harmony vocals and easy-listening sound, the Hiltoppers found great success in the 1950s. Collected here are all their Billboard chart entries, as well as most of their A and B sides from the era, including hits like I’m Tying; PS, I Love You; Only You; and Marionne. Fifty-eight tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.$12.95

**CD 6861369 JIMMY ROSELLI: Saloon Songs.** Forty-five beautiful songs by the iconic Jimmy Roselli. The tracks compiled include Carolina in the Morning; Maggie; Bye Bye Blues; Daddy’s Little Girl; That Old Gang of Mine; If I Had My Way; and more. M&R Records. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 6693059 WATCH YOUR MOUTH: Gems from the Warner Brothers Vault.** Recorded between 1957 and 1962, these 75 classics represent the early days of Warner’s musical offerings. Includes several notable recordings by The Everly Brothers, Johnny Nash, Tab Hunter, Connie Stevens, Peter, Paul & Mary; Bob Luman; and The Chiffons. One Day Music.

**CD 6558828 CHUCK BERRY: The Complete 1955-61 Chess Singles.** More than 50 brilliantly remastered tracks capture the finest moments in the output of this rock ‘n’ roll founding father. Includes essentials like Maybellene; Roll Over Beethoven; Brown Eyed Handsome Man; Joe Gun, Let It Rock; Little Star; I Got To Find My Baby; and more. Two CDs. Hoodoo Records. Pub. at $17.99.$12.95

**CD 6682305 NAT KING COLE: Stardust.** Includes thirty-seven of the most obscure performances from The Nat King Cole Show, coupled with additional music from a 1963 appearance on Australian television. Tracks include But Beautiful, You Belong to Me, April Love; Beer Barrel Polka (Roll Out the Barrel); It’s All in The Game; Stardust; When I Fall in Love; and more. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $26.98.$19.95

**CD 6848281 MARGARET WHITING: Maggie Isn’t Margaret Anymore/Fop Country.** A singer of American music and country music, Whiting’s career spanned more than thirty years. Twenty-five albums include her. Many of her tracks include There’s A Kind of Hush; I Remember You; If This Is Goodbye; Gentle On My Mind; If I’m Losing You; The Heart of a Sailor; Believe In Me; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.98.$13.95

**CD 6848885 RAY ANTHONY & HIS ORCHESTRA: Rock Around the Rock Pile.** Collects 24 tracks of that legendary and his world famous orchestra. Includes Rock Around the Rock Pile; Big Band Boogie; The Girl Can’t Help It; Jailhouse Rock; Marilyn; Kisses Sweeter Than Wine; Hot Diggity Dog; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99.

**CD 592507X AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1941.** An astounding 91 tracks bring together every record that appeared in the Best Sellers Top 10 during 1941, featuring several of the biggest names of the swing era. From Artie Shaw’s Frenesi to Glenn Miller’s Chattanooga Choo Choo, it also includes many others of their many masters. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99.$17.95

**CD 6941419 #1 LOVE SONGS OF THE ’70S.** Collects twenty-one tracks of popular love songs from the 70s including Diana Ross and Ain’t No Mountain High Enough. By George! Let’s Stay Together; Barry White and Can’t Get Enough of Your Love; Babe; The Spinners and One of a Kind (Love Affair); and many more. Reader’s Digest.

**CD 6896301 THE PIANO MEN.** A sterling 75-track collection of hits by favorites of the masterful pop music makers. Hoagy Carmichael, Roger Williams, Floyd Cramer and Peter Nero are four of the greatest stars to ever tickle the ivories. This four CD set includes: The Stars Fall Tonight; Autumn Leaves; Always; and many more. Reader’s Digest.

**CD 6758487 HITS ROCKABILLY.** Fast cars and rockin’ sounds go hand in hand with these forty tracks from the early days of rock ‘n’ roll. Includes Hot Rod By The Berry Brothers; Draggin’ by Curtis Gordon; Pink Cadillac by Sammy Masters; Race with the Devil by Gene Vincent; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music.

**CD 6896324 IN THE MOOD: Golden Stars, Timeless Favorites.** Travel to a simpler time with 30 timeless tracks of immortal songs from the bygone era. Includes In The Mood by Glenn Miller & His Army Air Force Band; Love Me or Leave Me by Mel Torme; Georgia on My Mind by Frank Sinatra; The Trolley Song by Judy Garland; and many more. Reader’s Digest.

**CD 6784755 AL JOLSON: Let Me Sing and I’m Happy.** Twenty-five recordings from one of the most popular entertainers of the early 20th century. Tracks include Let Me Sing; I’m Happy; Saturday Night; California, Here I Come; Oh, You Beautiful Doll; Swannee; Sonny Boy; My Mammy; After You’ve Gone; For Me and My Gal; and more. Dynamic.

**CD 678499X HIT PARADE 1944.** Beloved radio show takes you back to a simpler time with their greatest releases of 1944. Twenty-five tracks include I Couldn’t Sleep a Wink Last Night by Frank Sinatra; Long Ago (And Far Away) by Jo Stafford; The Trolley Song by Judy Garland; Amor by Andy Williams; and more. Dynamic.

**CD 6701701 YESTERDAY’S GOLD: Wartime Anthems.** The greatest performers of the wartime era remind us of a golden age in music with 20 classic tracks: Mad Dogs and Englishmen by Vera Lynn; Counting the Days by Dinah Shore; and more by Bing Crosby, Deanna Durbin, Perry Como and others. Dynamic.

**CD 6785107 HIT PARADE 1959.** Over 50 years later, the hits in this 25-track selection reflect the must-have entertainment. Enchanted treasures like Mack the Knife by Bobby Darin; Venus by Frankie Avalon; Smoke Gets In Your Eyes by The Platters; Charlie Brown by The Coasters; There Goes My Baby (By The Berry Brothers; and many more. Reader’s Digest.
The Clovers; and more. Three CDs. One Day Music.

CD 6690494 THE TOP RANK STORY 1961. For Top Rank Records, 1961 brought a younger and more energetic approach to rhythm and blues. This 50 track set collecting some of its finest acts, including many others. Two CDs. One Day Music. Sold Out.

CD 6689048 THE ROYAL TEENS STORY 1957-1961. The Royal Teens; Teddy Berman; The Clovers; The Platters; and many others. Two CDs. One Day Music. Sold Out.
Hayden Thompson and Paul: and more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

CD 6690438 WHIRLWIND: The Phillips International Story. Fifty diverse tracks demonstrate Phillips International's mission to release an eclectic mix of R&B, pop, jazz, and country. Two CDs collect memorable recordings from Charlie Rich, Carl Mann, Bill Jlisits, Sunny Burgess, Barbara Pittman, and many others. One Day Music. $9.95

CD 6688833 BAD WOMAN: Gems from Phillips Records USA. Explore a record label's legacy with 50 of the most notable releases from the Phillips: Bad Bad Woman by Bob Corso; Come Running by Marty Wilde; Hey Little Girl by Johnny Hallyday; Autumn's Bother by The SpringFIELDS; Bobby Is the One by Paul McCartney; and more. Three CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $9.95

CD 6690300 RUNNIN' WILD: The Everest Records Story. Fifty tracks highlight the many faces of this forgotten record label, featuring an eclectic mix of releases including Runnin' Wild by Dolly Dawn; No One But You by The Lions; I Can't Forget by Patsy Cline; I Say Goodbye to My Love by Kelly Lester; So Tired by Russ Morgan and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $9.95

CD 6690033 GANGSTER OF LOVE: The APT Records Story. One of many mid-century labels whose short existence belies their amazing output, APT Records is celebrated with this collection of 50 of their most famous and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $9.95

CD 6639747 RANDY NEWMAN: Original Album Series. Five 1960s and 1970s albums by a household name singer-songwriter, all in one set! Five CDs present every track of Randy Newman's 12 Studio Albums: Sail Away; Good Old Days; Little Criminals, packaged in cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. What a great collection of Randy Newman's work! $9.95

CD 669022X MIDNIGHT SHIFT: The Festival Records Story. Straight out of rock 'n' roll's exciting early days, these 75 tracks representing the best of Festival Records. The title track comes from Buddy Holly, joined by Now and Then There's a Fool Such as I by Bill Haley & His Comets; Old Show by Red Foley; and more. One Day Music. $9.95

CD 6690157 I GOT A WOMAN: Gems from the Decca Vaults USA. Sixty selections from 1960 and 1961 highlight a crucial period in Decca's history. The title track comes from Sammy Davis Jr., joined by A Little Bitty Tear by Burt Ives; Success by Loretta Lynn; When the Saints Go Marching In by the Everly Brothers; and more. Three CDs. One Day Music. $9.95

CD 6689084 GOODY GOODY: Gems from the Reprise Vaults. Selected from 1961 to 1962, these 60 recordings capture the rise of Reprise Records, carried by the great Frank Sinatra. O' Blue Eyes and the rest of the Rat Pack; and the classics on this set, joined by songs from The Marvelettes, Nancy Sinatra, Dorsey Burnette and others. Three CDs. One Day Music. $9.95

CD 6649795 ACTION: The Apex Records Story. The storied legacy of a prolific record company is highlighted across 50 of their best songs. Includes Eddie Cochran, The Teen Kings, A Whole Lot More Than Love, That's the Way You Are by Bobby Vinton; Black Rock by The Five Spots; When Will I Be Loved by The Everly Brothers; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $9.95

CD 6689841 BIG SHOT: The Fernwood Records Story. Drawn from 1957 to 1962 these 40 recordings capture the rise of Fernwood Records, one of the label's most critical years, collecting classics like Big Shot by Johnny Cannon; Patience Baby by Eddie Collins; You and Your Fellow by The Lynics; Have Guitar Will Travel by The Scots Moie Trip; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $9.95

CD 5967996 GENE VINCENT & THE BLUE CAPS: The Story. Get acquainted with one of the groups who laid the groundwork for the future of rock 'n' roll. Includes 20 tracks from his 1950s surf hits Be Bop A Lula; Race with the Devil; Bluejean Boy; Unchained Melody; Your Cheatin' Heart; and Git It, plus a CD-ROM with a biography, photo gallery, and discography. EMI Plus. SOLD OUT

CD 6627900 SNAP YOUR FINGERS: The Barry Records Story, 1960-1962. Explore the history of this Toronto-based record label with 75 of their defining recordings. Three packed CDs include songs like Snap Your Fingers by Joe Henderson; Hully Gully Twist by The Nite Kings; Easy My Pain by The Platters; and more. One Day Music. $9.95

CD 6692970 THE VERY BEST OF JOHNNY PRESTON. Preston is best known for his international hit Running Bear. On these two CDs, that classic is joined by 39 more, including Little League Of Love; I'm Going To Be A Rock & Roll Guitar; I'm Starting To Go Steady; Charming Billy; Feel So Good (Feel So Fine); and many more. One Day Music. SOLD OUT

CD 6642764 THE SONGS OF LEIBER & STOLLER. Jerry Leiber and Mike Stoller were two of the most important songwriters of early rock 'n' roll. Collecting 25 songs from 1955 to 1962, this set includes Be Bop A Lula; I'm a Woman; It's Sure Gonna Hurt; I'm Yourself; Jump Baby Jump; and many more. One Day Music. SOLD OUT

CD 663547 JUMP BABY JUMP: The Mar-Vell Records Story. Experience the legendary Houston label with 40 of its best releases. Includes Jump Baby Jump by Hany Carter; Hot Lips Baby by Herbie Duncan; Mean Woman Mean Woman by Ray Lynn; Root Beer by The Law Brothers; Moon Twirl by Chuck Daile; and more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. PRICE TO CUT to $9.95

CD 5943027 PATTIE PAGE: The Singles 1946-1952. A postwar hit-maker who overcame the challenge of rock 'n' roll, Pattie Page's influence is celebrated in this assembly of more than 80 remastered recordings. Includes My Sweet Potatoe; I'm Old Fashioned; I Say I'm Sorry; I Love You For That; There Are You Now; The Rains; On With A Song; and more. Three CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $9.95

CD 6690440 TUXEDO JUNCTION: The Harmony Records Story. From Gene Krupa's jazzy title track to the Carter Family's traditional closer Wondered Man Blues, these 50 tracks encompass the label's eclectic and high-quality output from 1957 to 1962. With more from Dinah Shore, Rosemary Clooney, Carl Perkins, Sarah Vaughan, Nelson Eddy, and others. Two CDs. One Day Music. $9.95

CD 6682847 LEMON POPSICLES AND STRAWBERRY MILKSHAKES: Magic Moments. Your days of young love will come flubbing back with this collection of 75 beloved romantic anthems from a simpler time. Includes hits from Carole King, The Everly Brothers, The Drifters, Bobby Darin, Sam Cooke, Perry Como, Bobby Darin. Three CDs. My Generation Music. SOLD OUT

CD 6684873 SHE'S GOT YOU: The Epic Records Story. This fabulous 60-track collection lives up to Epic's name, presenting every track of the label's great Frank Sinatra: Ol' Blue Eyes and the rise of Reprise Records, carried by the title track comes from Sammy Davis Jr., joined by Kay Starr; The Pretenders; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $9.95

CD 6682628 BAD BAD WOMAN: Gems from the Capitol UK Vaults. Dive into Capitol Records' illustrious archives for hit songs from a range of genres. Seventy-five tracks on three CDs include Rambin' Rose by Nat King Cole; Surfin' Safari by The Beach Boys; Sparkin' Eyes by Dean Martin; I'm A Woman by Peggy Lee, and many more. One Day Music. $9.95

CD 5967996 GENE VINCENT & THE BLUE CAPS: The Story. Get acquainted with one of the groups who laid the groundwork for the future of rock 'n' roll. Includes 20 tracks from his 1950s surf hits Be Bop A Lula; Race with the Devil; Bluejean Boy; Unchained Melody; Your Cheatin' Heart; and Git It, plus a CD-ROM with a biography, photo gallery, and discography. EMI Plus. SOLD OUT

CD 6627900 SNAP YOUR FINGERS: The Barry Records Story, 1960-1962. Explore the history of this Toronto-based record label with 75 of their defining recordings. Three packed CDs include songs like Snap Your Fingers by Joe Henderson; Hully Gully Twist by The Nite Kings; Easy My Pain by The Platters; and more. One Day Music. $9.95

CD 6692970 THE VERY BEST OF JOHNNY PRESTON. Preston is best known for his international hit Running Bear. On these two CDs, that classic is joined by 39 more, including Little League Of Love; I'm Going To Be A Rock & Roll Guitar; I'm Starting To Go Steady; Charming Billy; Feel So Good (Feel So Fine); and many more. One Day Music. SOLD OUT

CD 6642764 THE SONGS OF LEIBER & STOLLER. Jerry Leiber and Mike Stoller were two of the most important songwriters of early rock 'n' roll. Collecting 25 songs from 1955 to 1962, this set includes Be Bop A Lula; I'm a Woman; It's Sure Gonna Hurt; I'm Yourself; Jump Baby Jump; and many more. One Day Music. SOLD OUT

CD 663547 JUMP BABY JUMP: The Mar-Vell Records Story. Experience the legendary Houston label with 40 of its best releases. Includes Jump Baby Jump by Hany Carter; Hot Lips Baby by Herbie Duncan; Mean Woman Mean Woman by Ray Lynn; Root Beer by The Law Brothers; Moon Twirl by Chuck Daile; and more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. PRICE TO CUT to $9.95
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CD 6690025 FOR YOU ALONE: The Carlton Records Story. During its short existence, the Carlton label contributed much to the American musical tapestry, disbudding in country, rockabilly, doowop and more. Their full range is represented in these 60 tracks, including recordings by Kenny Rogers, The Big Al Downing and others. Three CDs. One PRICE CUT to $3.95


CD 6578312 DEFINITIVE AMERICANA. The 50 tracks showcased here each offer their own riches and rewards as representatives of Americana in its many forms. Featuring music from Pete Seeger, Woody Guthrie, Johnny Cash, Jerry Lee Lewis, Lead Belly, Mahalia Jackson, B.B. King, and many more. Not Now Music. SOLD OUT

CD 6683010 TEEN SCENE: Gems from the Fontana Vaults. Seventy-five classics, drawn from 1958-1962 in the Fontana label’s output. Three CDs include recordings by Anthea Franklin, James Brown; Johnny Otis; Tony Orlando; The Hunters; The Marvelettes; and many more. Three CDs. One Day Music.

CD 6690246 MUSIC FOR THE MILLIONS: Gems from Bell Records USA. Sixty early tracks present the unique legacy of Bell Records. Targeting a young teen audience, they recorded all tracks between 1951-1952 radio shows. Forty-five tracks include renditions of ‘It’s a Most Unusual Day; Getting to Know You; Cry; You Belong to Me; I Got Rhythm; Pretty-Eyed Baby; When I Fall in Love; Dance and Prance’ and many more. Real Gone Music. SOLD OUT

CD 6659101 THE BALLADS OF RONNIE HANKINS. Ronnie can sing just as well as he can rock, as this 30-track collection proves. Includes ballads, like ‘How Can You Say Goodbye’, performed by lesser-known stars: Johnny B. Goode, by Sam Cooke, At the Hop by Barry Frank; Great Balls of Fire by Bob Miller and more. Three CDs. One Day Music.


CD 654911X CARL DOBKINS JR.: My Heart Is an Open Book. Thirty pleasuring tracks by the rock ‘n’ roll crooner. My Heart Is an Open Book is an absolute must for fans of the 1950s rock and roll...This is a pleasure. Three CDs. One Day Music.


CD 6548490 PEGGY LEE AT LAST: The Lost Radio Recordings. Two CD’s jam-packed with previously unreleased hits from the legendary singer’s 1951-1952 radio shows. Forty-five tracks include renditions of ‘I’m Gonna Love You Tonight; I Had the Time of My Life; It’s A Most Unusual Day; Getting to Know You; Cry; You Belong to Me; I Got Rhythm; Pretty-Eyed Baby; When I Fall in Love; Dance and Prance’ and many more. Real Gone Music.

CD 6642470 JIMMY ROSE: Telstar Anthology. Three CDs compile the most notable hits from maverick music producer Joe Meek. Seventy-five tracks include Telstar by The Tornados; It’s Just a Matter of Time by Mike Berry; Always on Saturday by Andy Cavell. There Was a Time by Tony Valentine, and more. Three CDs. One Day Music.


CD 6669782 DENNY DOHERTY – OF ALL THE THINGS: The Complete ABC/Dunhill Masters. Thirty solo recordings from The Mamas and the Papas’ Denny Doherty. Songs include Watcha Gonna Do; Got a Feelin’; Hey, Good Lookin’; Still Can’t Hear the Music; Tuesday Morning; and many more. Three CDs. One Day Music.

CD 6595360 DINAH SHORE: The Nashville Nightingale–Selected Sides 1939-1955. Before establishing herself as one of TV’s biggest stars, Dinah Shore released a series of international hits. Featuring the Forest, Betty Hutton and many more. Four CDs. JSP Records. PRICE CUT to $4.95

CD 6662731 THE ISLEY BROTHERS: Twist & Shout. Two original hit albums by the vocal trio–plus 24 bonus tracks–all digitally remastered on two CDs. Twist & Shout joins the title hit with others like That Snake and Let’s Twist Again. Then Shout! features classics like When the Saints Go Marching In and Rock Around the Clock. Two CDs. Not Now Music.
Oldies - Easy Listening

**CD 6621163 BUDDY KNOX & JIMMY BOWEN WITH THE RHYTHM ORCHESTRA: Rock.** Brings together 31 classics by these trailblazers of rock and roll. The best-selling hits of the 1950s and early 1960s, all of which are included in this collection of 36 tracks.

**CONTRACTION: CD**

**<br>CD 5963826 AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS 1942.** Eighty-five tracks comprise every record that appeared in the Best Sellers Top 10 during the year of 1942, including notable tracks like Glenn Miller’s popular Chattanooga Chop and Dirig Shores’ timeless Dearly Beloved, plus other favorites from Jimmy Dorsey, Bing Crosby, Benny Goodman, Sammy Kaye, and Glenn Miller. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 593396 THE BALLADS OF JOHNNY BURNETTE.** An early rock ‘n roll group, Johnny Burnette and the Stray Cats move us with 30 tracks, including Dreamin’; Clown Shoes; My Special Angel; Please Help Me I’m Falling; Shattered Dreams; You’re So... Sandy Stewart and Kaye Ballard. Sepia. Pub. at $20.99.

**CD 6696136 THE LOU BUSCH/JOE “FINGERS” CARR COLLECTION 1940-62.** Features hits by one of the arrange/conductor/composer of the “golden era” of popular music and his duo of Joe “Fingers” Carr with their career-making hit trailblazers of the rockabilly genre. Kicking off with the Rhythm Orchids: Rosie Lee; Honey Lovin’; Sorry I Lied; Recipe of Love; Again; My Honey; Your Love Is a Good Love; and Alto Saxophonist P.J. Perry including his own skills in 20 tracks, two of them performed by Canadian vocalist Joani Taylor shares his own skills in 20 tracks, two of them

**CD 6620752 PERRY COMO–IF I COULD BE WITH YOU: Standards & Rarities, Volume 2.** Over two hours of Como classics on two CDs! Disc One collects recordings from the 40s, from Rambling Rose to I May Never Pass This Way Again. Disc Two offers 15 songs, from Ivy Rose to Gone Is My Love, then presents 14 tracks from Irving Berlin’s Mr. President, also featuring Sandy Stewart and Kaye Ballard. Sepia. Pub. at $20.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 5934389 JIMMY EDWARDS: Love Bug Crawl.** Eighteen tracks from an unsung performer who got his biggest hit, Love Bug Crawl. Other songs include Do That Again; My Honey; Your Love Is a Good Love; Rosie Lee; Honey Lovin’; Sorry I Lied; Recipe of Love; multiple takes on My Honey and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6807844 NEIL SEDAKA: Happy Birthday Sweet Sixteen.** This singer, songwriter, and pianist enjoyed a slate of hits in the late ‘50s and early ‘60s, all of which are included in this collection of 36 tracks. Songs include Oh Carol; Stairway to Heaven; Calendar Girl; King of Clowns; Solitaire; I’m a Song; Sing Me; Superbird; Swingin’ Daddy; That’s Amore; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 678139X ROSEMARY CLOONEY: I Feel a Song Coming On.** Presents 24 unreleased recordings by one of America’s most beloved songbirds in her prime. These lost radio recordings include taking a Chance on Love; It’s a Man’s World; Delicious; Danny; Day by Day; D-D-D-d-Dance; Me; Anything Goes; Blues in the Night; Keep It Gay; Tenderly; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 5934435 LET’S GO JIVIN’ TO ROCK & ROLL.** Mixing cultures and styles, household names and one-hit wonders, here are 69 tracks from rock ‘n roll’s infancy. Sad Yeah by Sammy Salvo; I’ve Got a Dollar by Jimmy Dell; Love Makes the World Go Round by Perry Como; The Shape I’m in by Johnny Miller; You’re So... Sandy by Sammy Valvo; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 5934261 1962 EMMIY BETH HATE PARADE.** Exclusive to Woolworth’s, Britain’s Embassy label released cover versions of hits released from 1954-1965. Collected here are the tracks from every pop single released by Embassy during 1962, plus four bonus tracks from 1961 including renditions of The Lion Sleeps Tonight; Rock-A-Hula Baby; VA-C-A-T-I-O-N; Your Cheatin’ Heart; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6820956 THE GOLDEN AGE OF BRITISH POP! My Kind of Music.** A collection of forty two British Pcp classics that includes Please Don’t Tease by Cliff Richard; Halfway to Paradise by Billy Fury; Tower of Strength by Frankie Vaughan; Man from Laramie by Jimmy Young; Unchained Melody by Jimmy, Moon River by Danny Williams; and much more. 2 CDs. Union Square Music.

**CD 5934370 JIMMY DELL: Cool It, Baby.** One half of the duo that kicked off Duane Eddy’s rise to stardom, Jimmy Dell sings some of his strongest songs here. The collection features rare collaborations with Eddy. Includes Penny, Weeny; Rainbow Doll; Chicken Hawk; Oh, Oh, Baby; Left Right Here; Me and My Big Mouth; I’ve Got a Dollar; Cool It, Baby; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6620965 BALLADS OF THE KINGS: The Johnny Mann Singers.** The Johnny Mann singers interpret 24 well-loved treasures originally performed by Frank Sinatra and Elvis Presley, including Are You Lonesome Tonight; Love Me Tender; All The Way; Close to You; Talk to Me; Young at Heart; From Here to Eternity; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $19.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6619495 JOANI TAYLOR: In a Sentimental Mood.** A beautiful collection of twelve Great American Songbook songs performed by Canadian vocalist Joani Taylor and alto saxophonist E. Perry including This Can’t Be Love; In a Sentimental Mood; Embarrass Me You; Allie; Undecided; Sentimental Journey; Lover Man; Love Walked In; More Than You Know; and more. Cello Live Records. Pub. at $12.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6711642 BURT BACHARACH: Essential Recordings 1955-62.** Experience 60 recordings by the multi-faceted composer, encapsulating his versatile range of genres. These features favorites classics like Dionne Warwick’s Don’t Make Me Over; Gene Pitney’s Only Love Can Break a Heart; Tommy Hunt’s Just Don’t Know What to Do with Myself; The Shirelles’ Baby It’s You; and more. Valentine Records. Pub. at $29.99.

**CD 596380X 1945 BRITISH HIT PARADE, PART 1, VOLUME 5: The B Sides.** Gather a snapshot of 1952 with B-sides from hit-makers who made it to the UK record sales charts. Nearly 100 tracks in all, this collection features memorable contributions by Bill Hayes, Ernie Ford, Frank Sinatra, Gary Miller, Frankie Laine, Nat King Cole, Dean Martin, Bing Crosby, Pat Boone, Tex Ritter, Doris Day, and many others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 5934605 1959 BRITISH HIT PARADE, VOLUME 6, PART 1.** Comprises every record that entered the UK chart from January 1, 1959 to June 14, 1959 in chronological order of entry. Get a nostalgic look at a great moment in music with hits by Little Richard, Duane Eddy, Bobby Darin, The Platters, Pat Boone, Elvis Presley, The Everly Brothers, Jerry Lee Lewis, The Four Aces, and more. Over 100 tracks on four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 5934397 JOHN BUCK & THE BLAZERS: Chi Chi.** The first ever complete compilation of music by this renowned orchestra leader. The title track joins 18 others, including Forbidden City; Last Dance; Black Is the Color of My True Hair’s Color;受伤 Again; The Lion Sleeps Tonight; V-A-C-A-T-I-O-N; Bambu; Spanish Farewell; Let’s Kiss; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6638209 ROCK AND ROLL AT FIFTY.** Rock’s first decade is spotlighted in this collection of hits, packaged in a collectible case packed with photos and history. Three CDs offer 60 classics that started it all. Blue Suede Shoes by Carl Perkins; Full Truck by Little Richard; That’s Amore by The Crickets; Shake, Rattle and Roll by Bill Haley and His Comets; and more. Shout! Factory.

**CD 5924650 1954 BRITISH HIT PARADE, VOLUME 3.** This four-CD set contains every record that entered the UK chart from January 9, 1954 to December 18, 1954 in chronological order of entry. Features notable hits like That’s Amore by Dean Martin; Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller; Young at Heart by Frank Sinatra; and more. Eighty-five tracks and more. 2 CDs. Union Square Music. **SOLD OUT**
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**SOLD OUT**

**DVD 6649491 FRANK SINATRA: Primetime.** Presents two classic Sinatra specials from the late 1960s, along with another guest-filled program from 1977. Sinatra celebrates the impact of black music on American popular culture and dance. Albert Sabin offers an early rendition of the now-classic 'My Way' in Sinatra, and joins the likes of Dean Martin, Tony Bennett, Natalie Cole and others in Sinatra and Friends. 154 minutes. Shout Factory. **Pub. at $14.98**

**SOLD OUT**

**DVD 6649467 FRANK SINATRA: Around the World.** Fullscreen. Sinatra is onstage in four legendary performances from around the world. He’s joined by special guest Gene Kelly in Hollywood for 'Ol' Blue Eyes Is Back; goes to Madison Square Garden with tunes old and new in 'Sinatra Meets Europe;' performs for an adoring London crowd in Sinatra in Concert at Royal Festival Hall; and brings all his classics Eastward for the rare 1985 concert Sinatra in Japan: Live at the Budokan Hall. Tokyo. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Shout Factory. **Pub. at $11.98**

**DVD 3682730 WILD THING. The Sixties DVD Jukebox.** Fullscreen. Captures the essential music of a decade, all on one DVD. Includes 20 original TV recordings, with performances of Happy Jack by The Who; Hot Summer by The Animals; and many more. Thirty tracks on 2 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. **Pub. at $14.98**

**CD 5998923X REIKI: Music for Healing & Relaxation.** Inspired by Reiki, the healing Japanese spa treatment, these eight soothing melodies will help restore a sense of balance and calm. Tracks include Healing Hands; Simplicity; Timeless Reflection; Mind, Body, Soul; Peace of Place; of Calm; Eternal Peace; and more. Somerset. **$3.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 5993361 WILDFLOWERS.** A delightful mix of piano melodies and the natural sounds of the meadow and forest make these 14 tracks an ideal addition to your daily recharge. Includes music like Nature’s Path; Fragile Beauty; The Speckled Meadow; In Full Blossom; and more. Somerset. **$3.95**

**CD 5977770 STEVEN HALPERN: Optimal Health at the Speed of Sound.** Listening to the music on this album provides an effective and easy way to reduce stress for a healthier life. Halpern’s multi-modal program combines Next-Gen Brain Balancing Music with sonic entrainment tonalities and subliminal affirmations that harmonize body, mind and spirit. Inner Peace Music. **Pub. at $13.98**

**CD 2848279 I DREAM ABOUT THIS WORLD: The Wyeth Album.** By Catherine Marie Charlton. A collection of compositions that are inspired by paintings and the creative processes of the Wyeth family. Many of the works were composed by Catherine Marie Charlton as well as other composers. Selections on this 11 track CD include Nonesuch; Granen; by Jean Sibelius; I Dream About This World; Outside of Time, a Healing; Helga Suite;Chorale by Anne Wyeth McCoy and more. Presented in stunning booklet. Phil’s Records. **Pub. at $28.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 5971611 RAIN & THUNDER: Lifescapes.** Immerse yourself in refreshing rain and thunder sounds, drawn one hundred percent from Mother Nature herself. Nearly an hour of mesmerizing stormy soundscapes. Mood Media. **$4.95**

**CD 5917573 CALMING RAIN: Lifescapes.** The day’s stress will wash away with over twenty minutes of calming piano music set to a soothing rain shower. Thirteen tracks of relaxation, from Sunshower to Alpine Mist to Diamonds in the Sky. Mood Media. **$4.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 5998167 INNER CALM.** Let go of your worries and rediscover that place of peace and inner calm with this soothing sound journey through calming atmospheres, strings, piano and guitar. Twelve tranquil tracks. Lifescapes. **$3.95**

**CD 4485041 SLEEP: Music for Your Mind, Body and Soul.** To wake refreshed and revitalized from a sound sleep is one of nature’s own tonics. Nearly an hour of soothing sounds have been carefully arranged to bring you deep refreshing and energizing sleep. Mood Media. **$3.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 5707951 SUMMER UNDERSTORM: Sonatas & Impromptus.** A mix of piano melodies and the natural sounds of the ocean waves blended with beautiful melodies of harp, strings, guitar and flute. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. **$4.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 5971630 RELAXING FOREST MUSIC AND NATURE SOUNDS: Lifescapes.** Somerset. **$3.95**

**World - Folk**

**CD 2857184 BAGPIPES & DRUMS OF SCOTLAND.** Presents 85 all-new arrangements (21 stand-alone songs plus 22 medleys with 64 songs). Includes Auld Lang Syne; Regimental Company March; Highland Laddie;The Black Bear; Amazing Grace; The Bonnie Blue and the Brave; and many more. Mood Media. **$3.95**

**CD 696303X THE MAMAS & THE PAPAS: Gold.** One of the most popular 1960s groups, this American folk rock band produced an array of hits. Among the 32 tracks compiled in this 2 CD set are: Monday Monday; Get a Feelin’; Dreamin’; Do You Wanna Dance; Dedicated to the One I Love; and many more. **$16.95**

**CD 6758673 PEREZ PRADO: King of Mambo.** He may not be a household name outside of Latin music circles, but the dance music legend is often credited with creating—the mambo—definitely is. Enjoy 50 classics on two CDs including Mambo Number 5; Cherry Pink & Apple Blossom Mambo; White Guan tanamera; Patricia; Quizas, Quizas, Quizas; and more. Not Now Music. **$7.95**
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/674
**CD 6604870 CLANNAD: Turas 1980.** Collects twenty tracks from a live concert in Bremen, Germany in 1980, which includes Turas Carolan; An Buanu Bheir; Crann Ull; Gathering Mushrooms; Rince Philip a Cheoil; Two Sisters; The Old Couple; and more. Two CDs. Pub. at $16.95

**CD 5934737 THE CARTER FAMILY 1927-1934.** A.P. Sara, and Maybelle—they were the Carter Family, a traditional American folk music group that had a profound influence on genres from bluegrass to rock to southern Country. Re-mastered from carefully selected original recordings, these 125-plus tracks capture the best years of a trio that forever changed the landscape of popular music. Five CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 6940356 BOB DYLAN: Shelter from the Rain.** The classic 1967 broadcast features live renditions of ten classics: A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall; Blowin’ in the Wind; Railroad Boy; Deportee; I Pity the Poor Immigrant; Shelter from the Storm; Maggie’s Farm; One Too Many Mornings; Mozambique; and I Feel Wind. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6908683 DANIEL O’DONNELL: Simply Daniel.** Collects two original best-selling albums from O’Donnell, the master of Irish-American folk music, Live, Laugh, Love: Yesterday’s Memories. This two CD set collects 30 tracks, including The Roads of Kildare; Yesterday’s Memories; All I Want Is You; Walk Away, Little Heart; This Land; Weeping Willow Blues; and many more. Acro. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 5690271 CONNIE FRANCIS SING FOLK SONGS ALONG WITH CONNIE FRANCIS.** The beguiling starlet applies her golden voice to 26 timeless folk mainstays, including Oh Suzanna; Red River Valley; On Top of Old Smoky; Down in the Valley; Auld Lang Syne; Clementine; And the Band Played On; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 6791875 CATERINA VALENTE: International Hi-Fi Nightingale.** Presents 212 tracks from the 60-plus-year career of an international star of stage and screen. Ten CDs represent a cross-section of her work, with tracks like C’Est Si Bon; Pardon Madame; Flamingo; O Pardal Boy; La Vie Me Pousse; Mio; Chanson D’Amour; Malaguena; and more. Intense. $24.95

**CD 2079806 TOM WAITS: Under the Bridge.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Bridge School Benefit, Shoreline Amphitheatre, Mountain View, CA, 1999 and for KCRW, Santa Monica, CA in 1998. Twelve tracks include Jockey Full of Bourbon; Hold On; Chocolate Jesus; Fall of the World; They’re So; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2831031 ALICE COLTRANE: Spiritual Eternal.** A collection of Coltrane’s groundbreaking studio sides for the label are included in this 2 CD set. Eighteen tracks include Spiritual Eternal; Wisdom Eyes; The VooDoo; Caballos; Om Supreme; Morning Worship; Spring Rounds; Hare Krishna; Bhaba Govindan; and more. Primo. Pub. at $19.99 $13.99

**CD 6005257 JULIETTE GRECO: Les Grandes/Chansons.** Gets an intriguing insight into the world of the French chansonnier as interpreted by one of the most outstanding and characteristically French chanteuses. Twenty-Five French-language tracks like Si Tu Parles D’Amour; A L’autre De La Vie; Paris; La Fete est La; Java Partout; and more. Legacy. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6638570 JOHN PRINE: Live at the Singer-Songwriter Festival.** Performed live at the 1996 Singer-Songwriter Festival in Frutigen, Switzerland, Prine entertains with 17 classics. Intense. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**CD 2831031 ALICE COLTRANE: Spiritual Eternal.** A collection of Coltrane’s groundbreaking studio sides for the label are included in this 2 CD set. Eighteen tracks include Spiritual Eternal; Wisdom Eyes; The VooDoo; Caballos; Om Supreme; Morning Worship; Spring Rounds; Hare Krishna; Bhaba Govindan; and more. Primo. Pub. at $19.99 $13.99

**CD 655247 TRINIDAD LOVES TO PLAY CARNIVAL 1914-1939.** Presents 25 vintage tracks from Trinidad’s rich musical tradition. Performers like Jules Sims, King Robert, the Athila, the Lion, Lord Invader and more interpret calenda and calypso classics like Don’t Break It I Say; Ancient Carnival; The Bamboo Band; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $26.98

**CD 6560252 PEREZ PRADO: Salsa Classics.** Six essential albums from the King of Salsa are collected here in this 6 CD set. Digitally remastered in their entirety are Voodoo Suite Plus 6 All Time Greats; Latin Satin; A Touch of Tabasco; Mambo Happy; and more. Intense. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6605670 PEREZ PRADO: The Essential Perez Prado Live.** Collects sixty Latin hits performed by one of the most outstanding and characteristically Latin bandleaders. Twelve tracks include Concierto Habanero; Los Incas; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

**CD 2831031 ALICE COLTRANE: Spiritual Eternal.** A collection of Coltrane’s groundbreaking studio sides for the label are included in this 2 CD set. Eighteen tracks include Spiritual Eternal; Wisdom Eyes; The VooDoo; Caballos; Om Supreme; Morning Worship; Spring Rounds; Hare Krishna; Bhaba Govindan; and more. Primo. Pub. at $19.99 $13.99

**CD 6649390 THE CLASSIC BROTHERS COLLECTION 1956-62.** The Clancy Brothers brought traditional Irish folk music to a wide audience during the late ’50s and early ’60s. This 62-track set includes all of the tracks from their three LPs for their Traditional label. Features O’Donnell Abo; The Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6228655 FLACO JIMENEZ: Fiesta–Live in Bremen.** For everyone who enjoys lively music that blends rock, country and Latin styles, this live show is a must listen. The two CD set collects 21 tracks including Gitano Legitimo; Tonight is the Night; Southmates; Ay de je in San Antonio; Mi Corazon; Huya Baby que pasas; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

**CD 1729920 PEGGY SEEGER: The Classic Albums Plus EP’s.** This collection celebrates this folk singer’s career with 82 tracks across five albums: Folk Songs of Counting and Complaint; Animal Folk Songs for Children; America Amok; Guy Carawan; Folksongs and Ballads; Peggy Seeger Presents Origins of Skittle; Peggy Seeger; and Come Along John. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. $14.95

**CD 6612166 BOB DYLAN: Folk singer’s Choice.** This collection of 12 songs from is from a live radio performance Dylan did on March 11, 1962, along with Cynthia Cooper and Dan Ponce. It includes: Fixin’ to Die; Smokestack Lightning; Hard Travelin’; Baby Please Don’t Go; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6887074 ODENZA: The Albums Collection 1954-62.** This substantial 122 track, five CD set provides a comprehensive overview of the folk and Irish music career, comprising nine of the albums she made from 1953 to 1962. Tracks include Old Cotton Fields at Home; Payday at Coal Creek; Sail Away; and more. Acro. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 6805301 BOB DYLAN: True Loves.** Collects two live albums from the master of American folk music. Live, Laugh, Love: Yesterday’s Memories. This two CD set collects 30 tracks, including The Roads of Kildare; Yesterday’s Memories; All I Want Is You; Walk Away, Little Heart; This Land; Weeping Willow Blues; and many more. Acro. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
**CD 67660058** BOB DYLAN: The Legendary Broadcasts 1985-1993. Sixteen tracks bring together audio extracts from Dylan’s most iconic performances in the '80s and '90s, featuring classic songs like “Blowin’ in the Wind,” “Like a Rolling Stone,” Farm Aid, 1985. The 1991 Grammy Awards; two David Letterman appearances; and more. BDA. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 5993432X IAN & SYLVIA: The Beginning of the End.** Reissues the rare and un-audio studio recordings of these pioneer Canadian folk singers, including Many More Than Not; Creators of Rain; Summer Wages; Midnight; Barney; Some Kind of Fool; Shark and the Cockroach; Last Lonely Eagle; Needle of a Spindle; Everlasting; How to Say Goodby; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 68986040 THE ESSENTIAL ERIC ANDERSEN.** This two CD set collects 33 songs from the renowned folk singer, including Everything Ain’t Been Said; Dusty Box Car Wall; (We Were) Foolish and more. BDA. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6073852 BOB DYLAN: Finjan Club.** The folk icon performs 11 songs in Montreal on July 2, 1962. Death of Emmett Till; Stealin’, Hiram Hubbard; Blowin’ in the Wind; Risk; Rocks and Gravel; Quit Your Lowdown Ways; He Was a Friend of Mine; Let Me Die in My Footsteps; Two Trains Runnin’; Ramblin’ on My Mind; and more. NorthQuest. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 67710401 EDITH PIAF: Birthday Edition.** Collector’s edition. Contains 27 the iconic French performer with 15 original albums between from 1946 and 1962, featuring some of her greatest chansons. Includes the entire Encores Parisiens; Mes Grands Succes; La Vie en Rose; Chansons Parisiennes Vol. 1 & 2; Edith Piaf; Piaf at the Olympia; and many more. BDA. Intense. Pub. at $24.95

**CD 6814859 BOB DYLAN LIFE AND LIFE ONLY: Radio & TV 1961-1965.** This 80-minute collection is taken from a selection of radio and television appearances that Bob Dylan performed between 1961-1965. Features songs and interviews from the 1961 folk Hootenanny at the Riverside Church in New York, two TV appearances on The Steve Allen Show and more. Among the songs performed are: Handsome Molly; Orn' Wise; Sally, Sally; and many others. Sixteen tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6861377 JIMMY ROSELL: The Best of Neapolitan Songs.** Roselli’s voice was among the greatest of the 20th century, thrilling millions of fans in a career spanning six decades. This two CD collection contains 116 songs from the recording period in Dylan’s career. Songs include “Poor Lazarus”; Sally Gall; “I’d Go Left Behind” The Tramp; “Baby Let Me Follow You Down; Blowin’ in the Wind; Man of Constant Sorrow” and more. BDA. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6764062 BOB DYLAN: The Minneapolis Party Tape.** Venture back to the folk legend’s roots with a rare live recording, captured at the home of Bonnie Beecher in May, 1961. A young Dylan performs: Ramblin’ Round; Death Have No Mercy; This Train (Is Bound for Glory); This Land Is Your Land; Come; See; and more. Twenty-five tracks. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6764070 BOB DYLAN: The Legendary Broadcasts 1960-1964.** Nineteen tracks compiled from several live performances from a formative period in Dylan’s career. Songs include: Pico; Lazarus; Sally Gall; “I’d Go Left Behind” The Tramp; “Baby Let Me Follow You Down; Blowin’ in the Wind; Man of Constant Sorrow” and more. BDA. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3820153 SUZANNE VEGA: Capistrano.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Coach House, San Juan Capistrano, CA, 1993 and a live TV broadcast of the same year, these twelve tracks include: I Just Wanna Dance with You; Never Ending Song of Love; Back Home Again; Memory Number One; The Boys from Killybegs; Stand Beside Me; and many more. Also includes live concert DVD. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 68613DX THE CARTER FAMILY: Roots of Country, The Carter family without doubt, is one of the most influential figures in American roots music.** This collection of 25 tracks illustrates how their timeless music continues to resound. Songs include: Jolene; Flower; Worried Man Blues; The Hard Times in New York; Clocking In and many more. Two CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6883205 THE BEST OF VOL. 2.** Collects 12 tracks from renowned folk artists such as Cat Stevens, The Mamas & the Papa’s, The Arlo Guthrie, Joan Baez, Nick Drake, Shawn Phillips and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6749348 BOB DYLAN: The McKenzie Tapes.** Dylan’s rare home recordings from between 1961 and 1962, featuring instrumentals, covers, traditional classics, and Dylan’s own compositions. These tracks include: Hard Times in New York; Wayfaring Stranger; (I Heard That) Lonesome Whistle; Fin’l to Die; A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall; and more. BDA. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6653202 EDITH PIAF: The Platinum Collection.** This three disc set compiles 75 of her most iconic performances in the '80s and '90s, featuring classics from the French chanteuse, including Carry it On; Gentle On My Mind; Maria Dolores; Prison Story; The Banks of Ohio; We Want Our Freedom Now; Suzanne; Morning Morning; Swing Low Sweet Chariot; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6757204 XAVIER CUGAT: Brazil.** From an early pioneer of Latin-American music comes 25 of his defining recordings: Brazil (Aquarelo Do Brazil); Miami Beach Rhumba; Oye Negra; Begin the Beguine (with the Tico Tico Serenaders); It’s The End; I’ll Tell Me Ma; Paddle Me Own Canoe; The Ferryman; Quare Bungle Rye; and Molly Malone. TGG. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6320072 TRADITIONAL IRISH PUB SONGS: 24 Classic Songs! Twenty-four tracks; including: Dirty Old Town; I’ll Tell Me Ma; Mad About the Boy; Inneskil len Dragon; Dirty Old Town; I’ll Tell Me Ma; Paddle Me Own Canoe; The Ferryman; Quare Bungle Rye; and many others. TGG.

**CD 6758541 JOHNNY CASH VS BOB DYLAN: The Singer and the Song.** Collects 50 legendary recordings from these two icons, offering a glimpse of how their worlds collided in the '60s. Includes: The Line; Bring Me Home; Hard Times in New York; clocking in at over three hours. Two CDs. Not Now Music.


**CD 68660935 CHARLES TRENET: Renowned French performer with many of his defining recordings: Brazil (Aquarelo Do Brazil); Miami Beach Rhumba; Oye Negra; Begin the Beguine; It’s The End; I’ll Tell Me Ma; Paddle Me Own Canoe; The Ferryman; Quare Bungle Rye; and Molly Malone.

**CD 6682553 EDITH PIAF: At the Paris Olympia.** Two CDs collect four legendary concerts, featuring the French vocalist at her best. Among the landmark performances, the collection includes: Carry it On; Gentle On My Mind; Maria Dolores; Prison Story; The Banks of Ohio; We Want Our Freedom Now; Suzanne; Morning Morning; Swing Low Sweet Chariot; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6768204 TRADITIONAL IRISH DRINKING SONGS.** Twenty-four classic songs, including: Whiskey in a Jar; Seven Drunken Nights; Finnegan’s Wake; The Wild Rover; Fairytale of New York; I’ll Tell Me Ma; Paddle Me Own Canoe; The Ferryman; Quare Bungle Rye; and Molly Malone. TGG.

**CD 6693399 THE BEST OF FOLK, VOL. 2.** Features recordings from Live Aid, 1985; The 1991 Grammy Awards; two Farm Aid performances; and many more. Two CDs. Not Now Music.
World - Folk

CD 6682928 ORAMA PORTOUDO: Buena Vista Legend. Twenty-six tracks and three bonus tracks serves as a perfect introduction to Cuban music. Includes digitally remastered cuts of Portoondo’s Magna Negra (That Old Black Magic); Adivos; Noche Cuban; No Hagas Caso; Malocca; Tobacco; and more. Not Now Music.

CD 6690467 VIGILANTE MAN: Gems from the Topic Vaults. Drawn from 1954 to 1962, these 40 classics from the independent Topic Records label feature songs from some of the finest folk and protest singer-songwriters of the 20th Century. Includes Vigilante Man by Woodie Guthrie; Sally Dog by Ramblin’ Jack Elliott; Penny’s Farm by Pete Seeger; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

CD 6633276 EDITH PIAF: No Regrets. Piaf’s stormy life is encapsulated in 93 classics including her greatest success, "Maman De La Cloche; L’Etranger; La Vie En Rose; Le Petit Homme; Les Ne Regrette Rien," and many more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

CD 6688256 DAWN OF THE BRITISH BEAT BOOM. Fifty tracks collect the hits that helped lay the groundwork for British beat. Includes UK essentials like My Bonnie by Tony Sheridan & The Beagles; Shakin’ All Over by Woydie Guthrie; Bad Boy by Marty Wilde; Apache by The Shadows; and more. Album on CD.

CD 5896932 BOB DYLAN’S GREENWICH VILLAGE: Songs from the Scene in 1961. Fifty tracks celebrate and embody Greenwich Village’s most important year—one that would shape the future of folk and rock. Collects three original albums by the Dylan father of folk rock. Includes both Pete Seeger and Lead Belly’s respective takes on New York City; Woody Guthrie’s Pretty Boy Floyd; Simon and Garfunkel’s Song of Silence; a Lenny Bruce performance on The Steve Allen Show; and much more. Two CDs. Chrome Dreams.

CD 6681350 JIMMY ROSELL: Mala Femena. Collects 12 beautiful Italian songs from the legendary singer, including Mala Femena; This Heart of Mine; All the Time in the World; Get the Hocus When It Rains; If Love Is Good to Me; and many more. M&R Records. Pub. at $14.99

CD 6687507 INSPIRED BY CANADA/NOTRE PAYS/AMICI CHAMBER ENSEMBLE. This sixteen track collection pays tribute to Canada through song. Tracks include The World Is Waiting for the Sunrise; Hello Canada; La Chanson du Vol Canadien; and Chants du Quebec; Maple Leaf Forever Rag; Huron Carol; Sacrée Famille; and more. La Musique. Pub. at $16.99

CD 6682867 SERGE GAINSBOURG: Avec Amour. Collects three original albums by the noted French pianist–Lecornant (10 tracks); Du Chant a La Une! (9 tracks); and No. 2 (8 tracks)—plus 18 bonus tracks featuring the vocals of Bob Martin, Juliette Greco, Catherine Sauvage and others. Three CDs. Music for the flagrant.

CD 6682669 GEORGES BRASSENS: Bonhomme. Six original albums from this iconic French performer, capturing his musical poetry in one comprehensive set. Includes the endured hit of all, L’aventure; La Soeur; Les Sabots d’Helene; Je me suis fait tout petit; Oncle Archibald; and Le Pornographe. Forty-four tracks on 3 CDs. Not Now Music.

CD 2065537 SERGE GAINSBOURG: The Essential Early Recordings. Even a cursory listener to this early music of Serge Gainsbourg gives a breathtaking insight into the development of his talents. This 55-track CD collection features 40 tracks, including Le Pincarnisse Des Lises; Ronsard 58; La Nuit O’D’Octobre; Indifférente; Viva Vita; Judith; Black Trombone; Intoxicated Man; and more. Primo.

CD 6771726 BILLY OCEAN: The Collection. Boasting a number of memorable hits that eventually catapulted him to international fame, the "Caribbean King" delivers 32 of his best in this two-CD collection: Caribbean Queen; Get Outta My Dreams; Get Into My Car; Calyspo Crazy; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $19.99

CD 2788565 SEAN WILSON: 60 at Sixty. This release celebrates Wilson’s performing and recording career and coincides with his 60th birthday. Features 40 tracks on two CDs and 20 tracks on a DVD, the songs include Better Than Today; Three Wooden Crosses; Love at First Sight; The Old Man; Horses & Plough; Better Than Today; and more. H&H. Pub. at $14.99

CD 6692885 SERGE GAINSBOURG: Le Bon Vivant. A potent cultural figure of post-war France who found international fame with his hit Je T’aime (Moi Non Plus). Gainsbourg gets the spotlight with this two-album set. Two CDs collect Du Chant a La Une and No. 2, plus rare bonus songs. Twenty-eight tracks in all. Not Now Music.

CD 6678346 HEDY WEST AND BILL DOME. “Donate now” button. Click to make a one-time gift.

Country & Western - Bluegrass

CD 6376064 HEDY WEST AND BILL CLIFTON: Getting Folk Out of the Country. Explores the crossover that two country music notables made with 12 tracks by this storied duo. Free Little Bird; Maid on the Shore; Whitehouse Blues; Little Sadie; Blow Ye Gentle Winds; Curley Headed Baby; The Train; Dear Old Mamie; The Wild Moor; Mississippi Sawyer; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

CD 5909656 JIMMIE RODGERS: Blue Yodels. He’s a founding father of country music whose influence is incalculable. Here, 20 tracks, including some of his most famous recordings, remind listeners why his name is etched in the annals of music history. Includes The Soldier’s Sweetheart; Train Whistle Blues; Hobo Bill’s Last Ride; and several blues yodels. Acrobat.
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CD 2805359 LONNIE DONEGAN: The Essential Recordings. Before Elvis invaded UK’s shores it was Lonnie Donegan and the Skiffle craze that introduced a whole generation to American Blues, Country and Folk songs. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Rock Island Line; Traveler; Lorelei; San Miguel; Dead or Alive.

That Ain't Right Woman; Mexican Joe; Bimbo; Billy Bayou: Four Walls. He’ll Have to Go My Heart's like a Welcome Mat. Acoubat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 6788655 GEORGE JONES: The Best Of. Ten great tracks of classic country guitar: White Lightnin’; Tender Years; Love Bug; Thats What He Gave To Phoebe; Rock With the World; My Man; A Man Who's Worth More Than Your Tears On A Good Year for the Roses; A Lifetime of Regret; Get a Little Lovin’ Come In; And Sellout in Man. HHO. $4.95

CD 6784801 COUNTRY HIT PARADE 1950. Revisited a golden time for classic country with 25 hit recordings, delivered by the original artists. Your toes will be tapping faster than you can say I Love You. Because by Ernest Tubb, Birmingham Bounce by Red Foley, Long Gone Lonesome Blues by Hank Williams, and many more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 6682472 COUNTRY OUTLAWS. Sixty great recordings from the bad boys of country. Includes several tracks from the country stars—inclu...s—Willy Nelson, Waylon Jennings, and Johnny Cash— including hits like Folsom Prison Blues; Crazy; Lorena; I Walk the Line; Nine Pound Hammer; and much more. Acoutab. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95


CD 6896278 HANK WILLIAMS: The Hits...Like Never Before. Collects 15 songs from the country music icon, including Cold, Cold Heart; Move it on Over; Wedding Bells; Long Gone Lonesome Blues; Hey, Good Lookin’; Lovescik Blues; I’m Moving On; Blue Kentucky Girl; Woman Walk the Line; The Red Roses; and many more. Acoubat. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

CD 678688X HANK WILLIAMS: Hey Good Lookin’. Twenty-eight of the tracks that made Hank Williams one of the most recognizable names in the history of country music. The hit title track features Dear John, Just Walkin’, Men with Broken Hearts; Whiskey, Whiskey, Whiskey; Crazy Heart; and more. HHO. $4.95

CD 6758533 THE BEST OF JIM REEVES: Welcome to My World. Collects 75 vintage recordings of the legendary singer on three CDs. Includes Welcome to My World; Four Walls; He'll Have to Go; According to My Heart; Bimbo; I Fall in Love; Mexican Joe; Joe Anymore. HHO. $14.95

CD 6682421 JOHN PAYCHECK: Greatest Hits. This collection features 11 tracks from the singer who changed how country music is sung. Tracks include Take This Job and Shove It! She’s All I Got; Slide Off Your Satin Sheets; Motel Time Again; For a Minute There; Song and Dance Man; Something About You I Love; and more. TIME LIFE. $11.95 $7.95

CD 6703909 EMMYLOU HARRIS: The Cincinnati Kid. The singer-songwriter brings her folk and country stylings to Cincinnati, Ohio with this 1985 concert at The Taft Theatre. Sixteen tracks include I’m Moving On; Memphis Night and Day; Ballad of Sally Rose; Save the Last Dance for Me; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6662774 KENNY ROGERS: Greatest Hits & Love Songs. These are the songs that made Kenny one of the most successful country artists of the 1950's and 1960's. This three CD collection spotlights the standout on the first decade of Price’s remarkable career, bringing together every A and B side he released during the period covered on singles released on Capitol, RCA, and Dot labels during the first decade of his career, including chart hits that made Price one of country’s biggest stars. A You; For Rent; You’re the Reason I’m in Love; and more. Two CDs. Acoubat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 5923204 RAY PRICE: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1950-62. This three-CD collection shines the spotlight on the first decade of Price’s remarkable career, bringing together every A and B side he released during the period covered on singles released on Capitol, RCA, and Dot labels during the first decade of his career, including chart hits that made Price one of country’s biggest stars. A You; For Rent; You’re the Reason I’m in Love; and more. Two CDs. Acoubat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 6585973 THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND: Nashville 1974. Performed in front of a select audience and broadcast locally in Nashville, this 22-track live album contains an array of favorites by the country-rock group: Foggy Mountain Breakdown; Traveling Man; Recall On; Honky Tonk; Cosmic Cowboy; The Battle of New Orleans; My Walkin’ Shoes; Flinthill Special; and more. Acoubat. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
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**CD 5853338 MY RIFLE, MY PONY AND ME.** Twenty-six tracks bring together iconic songs inspired by great western adventures on the open and small screen. My Rifle, My Pony & Me by Dean Martin & Ricky Nelson; The Sons of Kate Elder by Johnny Cash; Rawhide by Frankie Laine; The Yellow Rose of Texas by Roy Rogers; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $17.95

**CD 5686027 ANITA CARTER: Ring of Fire.** The youngest of the Carter Sisters, Anita goes solo for 26 classic country tracks, recorded between 1962 and 1964. (Love’s) Ring of Fire; Fair and Tender Ladies; Satan’s Child; Fly Pretty Swallow; Voice of the Bayou; A few Short Years Ago; Running Back; No, My Love; No; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 676021X THE HANK THOMPSON & HIS BRAZOS VALLEY BOYS COLLECTION, 1946-62.** Brings together 57 tracks by the prolific hit-maker and his highly-rated band, including all 46 of Thompson’s chart hits; Wild Side of Life; Pub-a-Dub; Wake Up, Irene—and more, plus selected A and B sides on the Blue Bonnet, Glove, and Capitol Labels. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 5686273 HOMER & JETHRO ASSAULT THE ROCK ’N ROLL ERA.** The forefathers of song parody, country music jokesters Homer Haynes and Jethro Burns offer their hilarious takes on the biggest rock hits of their time. Thirty-one tracks include songs like Hoon! (multiples taken); Two Tone Shoes; Middle-Aged Teenager; At the Flop; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $25.99

**CD 6749534 JOHNNY WESTERN: Gunfight at O.K. Corral.** Sixteen unforgettable recordings capture the hard-bitten spirit of classic western cinema; Ghost Riders in the Sky; Gunfight at O.K. Corral; The Gunfighter; Don’t Take Me to Town; Rings; The Hanging Tree; Boroncia; Rawhide; Ballad of Boot Hill, Wyatt Earp; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 2841339 MELBA MONTGOMERY: Golden Moments.** The golden voice of Melba Montgomery who came from homegrown country for a 30 year period between the ’50s and the ’80s. This collection provides a sample from every aspect of her career. Songs include Searching for Someone Like You; Making Believe; Lonely Boy; The Door is Open; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6674100 BONNIE RAITT: Same Old Love.** Recorded live at the Orpheum Theatre in Minneapolis, this FM broadcast features Raitt at her best in performances of Baby, I Love You; Thank You; Sugar Mama; Three Time Loser; The Glow; Angel from Montgomery; Give It Up (Or Let Her Best in performances of World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6491222 COUNTRY WEDDING SONGS.** A collection of thirty country music songs hinting at a wedding theme, including How Your Love Makes Me Feel, Diamond Rio, When I Said I Do, Clint Black with Lisa Hartman Black; Amanes, Lonestar; Forever and Ever, Amen, Randy Travis; Not a Moment Too Soon, Tim Mcgraw; and more. TIME LIFE.

**CD 2033973 KITTY WELLS: The Complete Country Chart Hits 1952-62.** Compiles all 17 recordings by Kitty which charted the U.S. country charts during the decade following her debut hit, It Wasn’t God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels, including B-sides that charted and duets that also earned wide acclaim. 49 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

**CD 5699096 THE FARON YOUNG COLLECTION, 1951-62.** One of the coteries of country stars to come to prominence in the early 1950s at the height of honky tonk, Faron Young’s well-loved ‘50s hits are presented in this two-CD set. Sixty tracks comprise all A and B sides originally recorded by the original band, plus a couple of number two hits. Tracks include I’ll Be True to You; Elvis: Trying to Love Two Women; Love Song; American Loonie Suede; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98

**CD 6858848 THE OAK RIDGE BOYS: Original Greatest Hits.** This collection presents all 13 number one country hits as originally recorded by the original band, plus a couple of number two hits. Tracks include I’ll Be True to You; Elvira; Trying to Love Two Women; Love Song; American Loonie Sued; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 6896774 DEBBY BOONE: You Light Up My Life.** Collects 12 tracks from the ’70s music sensation plus 13 bonus tracks from The Boone Girls. Songs include You Light Up My Life; When the Lovelight Starts Shining; A Rock and Roll Song; He’s a Real Charmer; Jimmy Dean; Tennessee; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.99

**CD 3567052 EDDY ARNOLD: The Complete US Chart Singles 1945-62.** Seventy-seven tracks bring together every A and B side that Eddy charted in either the Country or Pop charts from his 1945 debut through to 1962, almost all of them making the Top 10. It’s a feast of classic country that traces Eddy’s progression from the traditional style of his early hits to the lush Nashville sound of the late ’50s and beyond. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6678697 LEE GREENWOOD & TANYA TUCKER: Back to Back–The Best of Country.** Lee and Tanya perform live in concert for this 16-track assortment. The first ten songs are honky tonk; Commercial, Burgers and Beer and Thank You For Changing My Life. The final six go to Tanya, from Baby! I’m Yours to You Are So Beautiful. Javelin.

**CD 2880471 WAYLON JENNINGS: Williams.** Features 14 tracks from the early recordings of the great singer-songwriter’s career. Tracks include A Few More; A Love Like That; Abline; Big Manou, It’s So Easy; Crying; While Lightnin’; Burning Memories; Lorena; Don’t Think Twice ’Tis Alright; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6596271 HANK WILLIAMS: Greatest Hits of 1950.** Takes fans back to 1950 to showcase 10 hits featured on the Billboard Country Top 15 during that year. Relive country origin from scintillating numbers like (Love’s) Ring of Fire; Fair and Tender; The Top 10. It’s a feast of classic country that carries the Indians’ music sensation plus 13 bonus tracks from his 1945 debut through to 1962, almost all of them making the Top 10. It’s a feast of classic country that traces Eddy’s progression from the traditional style of his early hits to the lush Nashville sound of the late ’50s and beyond. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6748679 JAVELIN.** This album reflects Screwy’s never-dying love of hardrock country. Songs include Detour; Too Much Monkey Business; Tomorrow Never Comes; The Blues Come Around; Low Down Dog; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $25.98

**CD 6686971 BILL MONROE AND HIS BLUEGRASS BOYS: All the Classic Releases 1936-49.** Bill Monroe practically invented the genre of Bluegrass. This huge 112-track set charts how it happened, song by song. Featuring appearances by Lester Flatt, Earl Scruggs, Charlie Monroe and other influencers, it includes classics like My Long Journey Home; Little Red Shoes; On Some Foggy Mountain Top; and more. Four CDs. Sycamore. Pub. at $52.49

**CD 6748679 LEE GREENWOOD: TWO TONE SHOES; Middle-Aged Teenager; At the Flop; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $25.99

**CD 6675905 THE GREATEST COUNTRY COLLECTION, 1951-62.** Noticeable for his collection includes Detour; Too Much Monkey Business; Tomorrow Never Comes; The Blues Come Around; Low Down Dog; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $25.98

**CD 5796573 THE SLIM WHITMAN COLLECTION, 1951-62.** Notable for his collection of number two hits. Tracks include I’ll Be True to You; Elvis: Trying to Love Two Women; Love Song; American Loonie Suede; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 6896383 LOSTSTAR: Party Heard Around the World.** This American country band keeps delivering the hits with this album, featuring 10 tracks: Beat (I Can Feel Your Heart); Live, Laugh and Love; She Wants What She Wants; You’re the Reason Why; YOU...; Making Memories; The Future; Goodbye Is Goodbye; Let Me Love You; and Party Heard Around the World. Saguaro Road Records.

**CD 6896383 LOSTSTAR: Party Heard Around the World.** This American country band keeps delivering the hits with this album, featuring 10 tracks: Beat (I Can Feel Your Heart); Live, Laugh and Love; She Wants What She Wants; You’re the Reason Why; YOU...; Making Memories; The Future; Goodbye Is Goodbye; Let Me Love You; and Party Heard Around the World. Saguaro Road Records.

**CD 6896383 LOSTSTAR: Party Heard Around the World.** This American country band keeps delivering the hits with this album, featuring 10 tracks: Beat (I Can Feel Your Heart); Live, Laugh and Love; She Wants What She Wants; You’re the Reason Why; YOU...; Making Memories; The Future; Goodbye Is Goodbye; Let Me Love You; and Party Heard Around the World. Saguaro Road Records.
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**CD 668646X ROY ACUFF: The King of Country Music.** Acuff proves his right to the country throne with nearly 60 vintage tracks including red-dirt songs like “What Will Do” and “I Love You Or I Lie; Lonesome Joe; Sweep Around Your Own Back Door; Don’t Say Goodbye; Rushing Around; Please Daddy Forgive;” and more. Family Records. Pub. at $19.99 $21.95

**CD 608929X LEFTY FRIZZELL: An Article from Life.** This ultimate boxed collection of one of the greatest songwriters and singers in country music includes a 264-page, fully illustrated, hard cover volume spanning all of Frizzell’s career; a twenty-two-set collection of 361 tracks every 78, 45, and LP track; from his entire career; along with Lefty’s autobiography, on 8 of the CDs, plus over one hundred non-session recordings. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $239.99 $224.95

**CD 6756432 SLIM WHITMAN SINGS ANNIE LAURIE & ANYTIME.** Two complete albums represent a period of transition for the country singer, revealing a different side of his music that many of his fans remain unfamiliar with. Open your mind for 24 tracks, including “Sweeten Their Day” and “Stripes” from Silver Wings; Okie from Muskogee; On the Road Again; and more. Masters of Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 6691463 CHET ATKINS: Mister Sandman.** Twenty-two country guitar classics by a master of the instrument: Main Street Breakdown; Boogie Man Boogie; Hello Ma Baby; Memphis Blues; Alice Blue Gown; Alabama Jubilee; Honeysuckle Rose; Have You Ever Been Lonely; Old Man River; and more. IMC Music Ltd. $39.99

**CD 6848524 THREE OF KITTY WELLS.** Two CD set collects 41 original tracks from America’s first female country star. Includes Heartbreak USA, Makin’ Believe; Amigo’s Guitar; I Can’t Stop Loving You; Release Me; It Wasn’t God Who Knocked Tony Angel; and many more. Not Now Music $11.95

**CD 6691576 OAK RIDGE BOYS: Ultimate Music Collection.** Features ten Christian/Gospel numbers gathered here for the first time and performed by one of Country Music’s greatest groups including Father Along; Because of Him; The Old Country Church; I Know Who Holds Tomorrow; When I Lay My Burdens Down; My Heavenly Father Watches over Me; In the Shelter of His Arms; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4671533 WILLIE, MERLE & RAY: Big Hits Live from the “Last of the Breed” Tour.** In the third stop of the Hall of Famers reunion onstage for the final performance of their 2007 tour. Join Willie Nelson, Merle Haggard, and Ray Price for live renditions of 13 tracks, including Miles and Miles of Texas; Make The World Go Away; Silver Wings; Ole From Mississippi; On the Road Again; and more. Ambassador Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 6708002 JOHNNY CASH: Essential Original Albums.** Six complete albums by The Man in Black: Ride This Train; Now, There Was A Song; The Sound of Johnny Cash; Johnny Cash and the Heart Songs of Our Soil; and Hymns by Johnny Cash. Filled with classics like Seasons of My Heart; I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry; Mr. Lonesome; Lead Me Gently Home; and more. Three CDs. Masters of Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 6632785 FROM BOPPIN’ HILLBILLY TO HOT ROCKABILLY.** From the beginning of the 1950s until the rockabilly explosion of 1955, this four-CD set is a wide-ranging look at what Carl Perkins called “the birth of rock ‘n’ roll.” Nearly 120 tracks include classics like “Matchbox,” “Blue Suede Shoes,” “Dura-Flakes,” “Shake, Rattle, and Roll,” and many more. Atkin, Autry Inman, Johnny Hicks, Eddy Arnold, Marty Robbins, Carl Perkins, Elvis Presley, and more. Proper Records $29.99

**CD 5934869 JIMMIE RODGERS: Recordings 1927-1933.** An enormous five-CD set compiles some six years’ worth of chart material from the American gin gers. “The Father of Country Music” entertains with over 100 remastered tracks including The Soldier’s Sweetheart; Waiting for a Train; Texas Blues; Let Me Be Your Sidewalk; In a Mellow Mood; My Baby’s Goin’ Delta Blues; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 6878251 THE ROE FAMILY SINGERS: Songs of the Mountains, Songs of the Plains.** The Roe Family Singers mix original music and contemporary takes on old-time, traditional, and gospel tunes into one rolling and rollicking river of fresh, yet familiar American music. Songs include Pretty Fair Maid in the Garden; O Young Lovers; Ida Red; Red Darling; and more. Fifteen tracks. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 6898511 HANK WILLIAMS: The Legend Begins.** This three CD set compiles 61 songs from the early years of this legendary country star’s career. Some of which are rare and unreleased recordings. Songs include: “I’m Sorry;” “The Bluebirds Are Greater Than Mine;” “Help Me Understand;” I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry; I Can’t Get You Out of My Mind; many more. TIME LIFETIME $5.95

**CD 6640940 CHET ATKINS: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** Collects 127 tracks in the tradition of the old masters like Hank Williams, including Mister Sandman, Gallipoli; Gun; Country Gentleman; Mister Misery; Johnson Rag; It Ain’t Necessarily So; I Can’t Stop Loving you with Don Gibson. Release Me with Kitty Wells; and more. 3 CDs. Big3 $9.95

**CD 682059X CLAPTON GRASS.** Eric Clapton’s most beloved hits get the Grass treatment with this collection of 43 authentic instrumental Bluegrass covers, including Badge; Change the World; Lay Down Sally; Promises; Layla; Belt Bottom Blues; My Father’s Eyes; Three Little Girls; Easy Hot Back Home; Needs His Woman and more. Synergy $5.95

**CD 6691854 JOHNNY TILLOTSON: It Keeps Right on A-Hurtin’.** Twenty-nine hits and favorites from this hit-maker of country and pop, including Poetry in Motion; It Keeps Right on A-Hurtin’; Why Do I Love You; Tears on My Pillow. Without You; I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry; Lonely Street; Send Me the Pillow You Dream On; and more. HHO $21.95

**CD 678660X BOXCAR WILLIE & FRIENDS: Gentlemen of Country Live.** Boxcar Willie teams up with Johnny Rodriguez; Bobby Bare, Gene Watson, the Bellamy Brothers; Freddy Fender for 13 live tracks. Includes renditions of Hobo Heaven; How Can I Love Her So Much; Roguish Sheila; Farewell Party; Let Your Love Flow; Whisky River; and more. TIME LIFETIME $24.95

**CD 6786804 FAR YOUNG: Alone with You.** Fifteen classics by one of the original outlaw country stars: Hello Walls; Four in the Morning; A Heartache for Keepsake; Live Fast, Love Hard, Die Young; Face to the Wall; Unmitigated Gall; Goin’ Steady; Some of Those Memories; Three Days; Crying Time; and more. HHO $4.95

**CD 6786707 CONWAY TWITTY: Move It On Over.** Twenty-six vintage country hits to your collection with this tribute to one of country music’s most influential figures. The title track joins The Other Cheek; Pluck Guitar Play; Big Town; Twenty-two country guitar tracks including Tandy; Why Do I Love You; Never Again; My Life; Calling You; Never Again; My Love for You; I Saw the Light; I’m Through Loving You; Linda; Turned on; and more. The Other Cheek $7.95

**CD 6786901 HANK WILLIAMS: Move It On Over.** Bring 26 vintage country hits to your collection with this tribute to one of the country music’s most influential figures. The title track joins Calling You; Never Again; My Love for You; I Saw the Light; I’m Through Loving You; Linda; Turned on; and more. Time Lifetime $9.95

**CD 6786568 BOB WILLS: Country’s Legendary Guitar Genius.** One of country music’s most influential figures, Wills, provides 18 unforgettable recordings: All Night Long; Don’t Cry Baby; If He’s Moving In; I’m Moving Out; Let’s Get It Over and Done With; Right or Wrong; Cotton Eyed Joe; Honeysuckle Rose; Linda Lou; and more. HHO $4.95

**CD 6673512 FERLIN HUSKY: On This Night Again.** Husky brings his honky-tonk sound to 15 tracks including Memories; Gone; Little Tom; If I Can’t Have All of You; I Feel Better All Over; Blues in My Heart; Baby for You: Wings of a Dove; Boxcar Willie; Six Days on the Road; Truck Driving Son of a Gun; and more. Fourmatt $4.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/674
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**6705839 COUNTRY'S GOT HITS.** Eighteen country favorites you know and love: Where I Come From by Alan Jackson; My Next Three Days by Tim McGraw; She Thinks I Still Care by Kenny Chesney; Who I Am by Jessica Andrews; Ain't Nothin ' Bout You by Brooks & Dunn; and more. **$13.95**

**6795870 LEFTY FRIZZELL: The Singles Collection 1950-62.** Fifty-five tracks high on a honky-tonk state, featuring all 18 of his U.S. chart entries over some 12 years. Includes hits like I Love You a Thousand Ways; If You've Got the Money, I've Got the Time; I Want To Be With You Always; Legs of Roses; City Lights; Overnight Sensation; Chains of Love; Lonely Nights; Fool for Your Love; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $23.98. **SOLD OUT**

**679246 MICKEY GILLEY: The Definitive Hits Collection.** One of the biggest country performers of the '70s and '80s is revived in this collection of all 17 of his number-one hit singles, plus another 15 cuts, spanning 1975-1996. UVX, Texas, Texas Rose of Texas; Crazy; Over You; Don't Shake Hands with the Devil; Hangman's Boogie; Tell Me More; Roly Poly; Tennessee Flat Guitar; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**6754635 ALABAMA: Down Home.** The pre-eminent country rock band presents their singles from 1980 to 1993 in this two-CD set. Twenty tracks in all, including Tennessee River, Why Lady Why; Feels So Right; Close Enough to Perfect; Dividend Delight; You’ve Got the Touch; Sung of the South; Hangman’s Boogie; and more. Two-seven tracks. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.99. **SOLD OUT**

**6682790 JOHNNY CASH: Storyteller.** The Man in Black features in three hit albums, plus bonus tracks. Includes the 12-track With His Hot and Blue Guitar, The Songs That Made Him Famous; and The Fabulous Johnny Cash, packaged with bonus tracks. Ohio’s Lasso Productions and Marion, Indiana’s Legend Productions. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**6934117 COWBOY COPAS: Settin’ Flat on Ready.** Thirty-four tracks revive a tragically lost country star. The Copas classics include Chains of Love; Lonely Nights; Fool for Your Love; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $18.99. **SOLD OUT**

**6717616 EDDY ARNOLD: Each Record Tells A Story.** Collects 147 U.S. chart hits between 1945 and 2008 and earned induction into the Country Music Hall of Fame. This collection includes Soul Deep; A Man’s Kind of Woman; From Heaven to Heartache; Leaving on a Jet Plane; and more. More. Twenty-seven tracks. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**6949612 JIMMY WEBB: Angel Heart.** Collects 16 songs from the country artist, including Angel Heart; God’s Gift; One of the Few; Driftwood; High Rent Ghetto; Work for a Dollar; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**6934079 THE COKERS: We’re Gonna Bop.** Thirty-two tracks represent the complete Coker family recordings on the Abbot and Decca labels between 1954 and 1957. Arkansas-born Alvis, Alvadae, and Sandy offer solo and group tracks like Meadowlark Melody; Witch’s Waltz; Don’t Go Baby (Don’t Go); We’re Gonna Bop; Baby I Like Your Style; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**6792748 BRADLEY KINCAID: Selected Sides 1927-1950.** Once a National Barn Dance and Opry regular, Kincaid is now an undeservedly forgotten figure of classic guitar-driven country. Remastered here are 18 tracks by the Kentucky musician, drawn from more than 20 years of his career. Four CDs include Goosberry Pie; After the Ball; On Top of Old Smoky and much more. JSP Records. Pub. at $26.99. **SOLD OUT**

**5875878 BILL BOYD’S COWBOY RAMBLERS, VOLUME 2: Lone Star Rag 1937-1949.** One of Western swing’s leading stylists presents 14 tracks: Beaumont Rag; What’s the Use; Guess Who’s in Town; Fast, Love Hard, Die Young; Go Back, You’re No Good; I’ve Got That Old Feeling; From the Rolling Thunder; and more. Vocals by Pat Boone; and more. Music Brokers. Pub. at $6.95. **SOLD OUT**

**6632553 COUNTRY: The Luxury Collection.** Fourteen definitive country classics, performed by some of the genre’s most iconic stars. Includes Stand by Your Man and Poor Little Rich Girl by Patsy Montana; Needles and Pins; The Night Has a Thousand Eyes; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**6640702 JOHNNY CASH/CHARLIE PERKINS.** Collects 26 tracks from two of the Man in Black’s last albums. Includes original movie soundtracks: director John Frankenheimer’s 1970 crime drama I Walk the Line, and director Sidney J. Furie’s 1970 biker romance adventure Little, Fauss and Big Boy. With bonus tracks. bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**6749313 ALLERTON & ALTON: Black, White and Bluegrass.** A unique and groundbreaking duo in the history of bluegrass, this collection is drawn from performances in the late 1940s and early '50s, plus bonus tracks. Twenty-seven tracks in all, including multiple renditions of Keep on the Sunny Side; Kentucky; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**6977359 SISTER SAIDIE II.** An inspiring musical collaboration bringing together some of the best women that bluegrass music has ever enjoyed. Enjoy 12 excellent tracks, including Losing You Blues; Since I Lost My Burden Down; Love and Pride; and more! Pinecastle Records. **SOLD OUT**

**5934508 RONNIE DAWSON & HIGH NOON WITH LISA PANKRATZ: The Carnegie Hall Tour.** Nineteen rolling tracks from the rockabilly outfit, performed live at Columbus, Ohio’s Lasso Productions and Marion, Indiana’s Legend Productions. One of many multiple renditions of standards like Yum Yum Yum and Up Jumped the Devil; plus I’m Tore Up, Rockin’ Bones; Party Time and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**5934303 HOW THE WEST WAS WON.** Beloved performers highlight the coming of the wild frontier in this unique 26-track collection. A 37-page pamphlet explores this quintessentially American story, while recordings by Bing Crosby, Rosemary Clooney, Jimmie Dickenson, and many more take us along the journey. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**6698812 JIMMY WEBB: Angel Heart.** Collects 16 songs from the country artist, including Angel Heart; God’s Gift; One of the Few; Driftwood; High Rent Ghetto; Work for a Dollar; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**5873383 GEORGE HAMILTON IV & GEORGE HAMILTON IV & THE MUSICAL RHYTHM TRAIN: Together: Pictures from Life’s Side.** Singing together for nearly thirty years on the Grand Ole Opry in Nashville, Tennessee, George IV & V also each toured solo. Here are collected eleven of their most popular tracks. Includes Where I Live; I Know What I Know; Abilene; Early Morning Rain; Break My Mind; Forever Young; Heart of Gold; Old Country Church; and more. Sc touchdown. Pub. at $13.99. **$4.95**

**672902X FARON YOUNG-HI-TONE POPPA: Gonna Share This Shark Tonight.** Reissues 32 country classics by the great country legend; Alone With You; If You Ain’t Lovin’ (You Ain’t Lovin’); A Place for Girls Like You; Just Married; Live Fast, Love Hard, Die Young; Go Back, You Fool; I’ve Got Five Dollars and a Saturday Night; Summer Breeze; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**5934265 GREETINGS FROM GEORGIA: The Peach State.** Twenty-five southern greats pay tribute to the beloved state with an assortment of classic tracks. Includes Georgia on My Mind by Frankke Laine; Sweet Georgia Brown by Pat Boone; Georgia Camp Meeting by Chet Atkins; Georgia Sunshine by Dean Martin; Georgia, Georgia by William Jennings; and much more! Bear Family Records. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**
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**CD 6749466 HANK SNOW:** Wanderin’ On. The Yodellin’ Ranger gives us 25 vintage country classics. The title track joins Prisioned Country; Lonesome, Don’t Let Me Be Understood; San Antonio Mama; My Little Swiss Maidien; The Blue Velvet Bond; Broken Wedding Ring; Let’s Pretend; Brand on My Heart; Linda Lou; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 6684196 ORION: Some Think He Might Be King Elvis.** The mysterious masked performer who added intrigue to the “Elvis isn’t dead” conspiracy, Orion interprets 27 southern classics: That’s All Right; Rockabilly Rebel; Susie Q; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; Peggy Sue; Matchbox; Me and Bobby McGee; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**PRICE CUT to $9.98**

**CD 6726062 JIM FORD: The Unissued Capitol Album.** In October 1970, Jim Ford set out to follow his country soul masterpiece Harlan County with a self-titled major label release. That album was made, but never saw the light of day–until now. Collected here are all 10 tracks of that ill-fated album. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $17.99

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**CD 6725996 EDDIE HILL: THE HOT GUITAR: Gonna Shake This Shack Tonight.** A country deep-zy turned performer, Eddie Hill gives us 29 classics plus five live tracks: The Hot Guitar; Singin’ Songboat Stomp; Melting Steel; Mind Your Own Business; Educated Fool; The Darndest Thing You Ever Saw; Cold, Cold Woman (The Hot Guitar); Fire Bal Eagle; Lovin’ Spoon; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**PRICE TO $4.95**

**CD 593415X DUB DICKERSON: Boppin’ in the Dark.** An enigma among 1950s country greats, Dickerson comes out of the shadows and into your collection with 32 of his best. The title track joins Among the Cracks–the hit always remained elusive. Collected here are twenty-five tracks by the modern country performer: Number; I’d Be Ahead if I Could Quit While I’m Behind; Tonight; Happy Man; Ridin’ on My Skateboard; You Can’t Take It With You; and more, plus a track of interview excerpts. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**PRICE TO $4.95**

**CD 6744710 BRAD HUDSON: New Heartbreak.** Twelve tracks by the modern country performer: Ramblin’ Song; Huggin’ the Hound; Appalachian Spades; If You Ever See What You See in Your Dreams; Next New Heartbreak; Truckers’ Blues; Smoky Mountain Strong; The Day My Daddy Cried; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99

**PRICE TO $5.95**

**CD 6725981 BOBBY WILLIAMSON: What Is This Feeling?** A companion to the Williamson family’s first two Bear Family albums, Reissues 22 tracks by the country king: Let Me Know; The House of Broken Dreams; Another Story Told; There’s No Escape; My Gal Comes from Heaven; Where Were You Last Night; No One Can Ever Love You; I’m Gonna Change My Mind; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**PRICE TO $4.95**

**CD 6938639 BORROWED TROUNE BAND: A debut album from an up and coming Indiana based Bluegrass band with twelve tracks that include Little Bessie; Sadie; One More Time; My Time Will Come Someday; Friendship in Heaven; When the Waltz Is Over; I Wanna Go; Borrowed Time; and more. Bonfire Recording Company. Pub. at $13.99

**PRICE TO $6.95**

**CD 5977886 MYRNA LORRIE: Hello Baby.** Collects 22 notable tracks by the Canadian Country Music Hall of Fame inductee: Hello Baby; That’s What Sweethearts Do; Teenager’s Breakup; Topsy Turvy Heart; Moony Moon; Listen to My Heart; Danglin’ Eyes; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $19.99

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 6738827 LORRAINE JORDAN & CAROLINA ROAD BAND: Country Grass.** Joining by special guests like John Anderson, Eddy Raven, Lee Greenwood, Tommy Long and others, these bluegrass performers offer 14 recordings, including Seminole Wind; I Got Mexico; Dixie Rose; I’m Ready for the Times to Get Better; You Can Have Her; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99

**PRICE TO $4.95**

**CD 6725988 DON RENO & RED SMILEY: Sweethearts in Heaven.** Twenty-four bluegrass gems make up the group’s complete recordings for Dot Records from 1957–1964. Includes: Howdy Neighbor Howdy; Sweethearts in Heaven; Where Did Our Young Years Go; Cotton Eyed Joe; Your Love Is Dying; Danglin’ Eyes; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 5934311 HULSFREED HAYRIDE: 10 Years of Wild Savage Rock ‘n’ Roll.** Collects a decade of performances from the Knoxville songwriter and more. Between the Cracks–the hit always remained elusive. Collected here are twenty-five tracks on that little-known album. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $19.99

**PRICE TO $9.95**

**CD 694129X HANK WILLIAMS: I Saw The Light.** The last album recorded by the country music pioneer. These 11 tracks include Cool Water; Behind; Tonight; Happy Man; Ridin’ on My Skateboard; You Can’t Take It With You; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**PRICE TO $9.95**

**CD 6887540 KINGS OF COUNTRY: TIME: LIFE.** $15.95

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 6693075 WILLIE NELSON: Crazy.** Contains 13 tracks from the 1975 album by the country legend. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 6786874 GEORGE JONES: The Lone Star Legend.** Fourmatt. Thirty-eight tracks melding country and rockabilly classics, recorded across decades of Davis’s career. The title track and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**PRICE TO $6.95**

**CD 6848796 CHARLIE THE LEE: Blind Willie Johnson: The Prisoner’s Dream.** This collection of 17 tracks was recorded in December 1962 in a small auditorium in the Vacaville California State Prison. Songs include The Prisoner’s Dream; Rollin’ Bridge; Twenty One Years; Some More; Picture of Mother; Cold Gray Bars; The Wall; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**PRICE TO $9.95**

**CD 6784798 COUNTRY HIT PARADE 1948.** Dynamic.

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 6784828 COUNTRY HIT PARADE 1952.** Dynamic.

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 6784784 COUNTRY HIT PARADE 1948.** Dynamic.

**SOLD OUT**


**$14.95**


**SOLD OUT**

**CD 6693105 75 ORIGINAL COUNTRY LOVE SONGS.** Not Now Music.

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 6688389 RED MILLER: From a Jack to a King. Bear Family Records.** Pub. at $24.99

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 5942848 GENE AUTRY: Early Sides.** JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

**$21.95**
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**CD 6720654 JENKS ‘TEX’ CARMAN: Cow Punk. Bear Family Records.** $6.95

**CD 6586104 JO ANN CAMPBELL: All the Hits. Real Gone Music.** $18.98

**CD 5934443 LINK DAVIS: Big Mamou. Bear Family Records.** $25.99 $6.95

**CD 589719X LEE EMERSON: It’s So Easy for You to Be Mean. Bear Family Records.** $24.99 $4.95


**CD 6781306 EDDY ARNOLD: Complete Original #1 Hits. Real Gone Music.** $18.98

**CD 6620973 MIGHTY YOUNG: Live from the North Side of Chicago. S’more Entertainment.** SOLD OUT

**CD 6670657 BOB WILLS AND HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS: Riding Your Way. Real Gone Music.** $34.98 $28.96

**CD 6621228 JIMMIE HEAP AND THE MELODY MASTERS. Bear Family Records.** $24.99

**CD 5932017 PAUL CLAYTON SINGS UNHOLY MATRIMONY. Collectors Choice Music.** SOLD OUT

**CD 5880866 GEORGE JONES: Live at Church Street Station ’88. Javelin.** $19.99

**CD 6700764 THE GREAT GENE VINCENT. MVD Audio.** $14.99

**CD 6586139 RAY GRIFF: The Entertainer. Real Gone Music.** $16.98 PRICE CUT to $2.95

**CD 67546X8 BLACKHAWK: STRONG ENOUGH. SPV.** $5.95

**CD 6739753 REMINGTON RYDE: A Storyteller’s Memory. Pinecastle Records.** $14.95

**CD 6621147 THE BEST OF SANDY KELLY. Crashin’ Music.** $14.99

**CD 5908175 RONNIE MCDOWELL: At Church Street Station 1986. Acrobat.** $11.95

**DVD 2862433 THE BELLFURIES: Big Sandy and the Fly-Rite Trio. widescreen. In June 2011 at the 13th Anniversary Rockabilly Rave, these two genuine supergroups came together in front of a massive sell out crowd. Thousands of fans witnessed a Saturday night that has gone down in rockabilly history. The two all-time-performer powerhouses Sandy and the Fly-Rite Trio and just Plain Lonesome By The Bellfuries. 79 minutes. Boppitik.** $9.95 $6.95

**DVD 6701310 THE GREAT JIM REEVES ANTHOLOGY. REVISED. Fullscreen. From humble beginnings in early 1950s East Texas to holding the Beatles off the top of the charts in 1964, this revised DVD anthology charts the progress of one of America’s biggest music superstars. Collects 30 TV performances by Gentleman Jim, including rare Old Ole Opry appearances and more. 90 minutes. H.S. Factory.** $13.95 $9.95

**DVD 75521XW WILSON NELSON: Live! at the US Festival 1983. Factory. Held over weekends in 1982 and 1983, the U.S. Festival brought together an exposition for technology and some of the greatest acts in rock. June 4 was ‘Country Day’, and the headliner was none other than Wilson Nelson, performing such classics as Whiskey River; Crazy; On the Road Again; Always on My Mind; and 19 others. His performance is captured here. 80 minutes. Shout! Factory.** $16.98

**DVD 5908299 TOWN HALL PARTY APRIL 18, 1959. A fun-filled country music barn dance program that ran from early 1952 until early 1961. Town Hall Party featured performances from some of the top artists of the day. After an introduction by Jay Roberts, this program presented Gordon Terry, Jeannie Mack, Johnny O’Neill, Diane Jewett, Charlie Williams, and many others. Bear Family Records.** $31.95 $11.95

**CD 6720654 MEL TORME: The Impossible Recordings.** $20.95

**CD 675855X LATE NIGHT SAX.** $6.95

**CD 6721679 BERT KAEMPFERT: Eight Classic Albums.** $7.95

**DVD 6755921 ‘Fatehead’ Newman, and many more. Not Now Music.** $14.95

**CD 6604528 BILLY ECKSTINE: The Mellow Mr. B. Four Eckstine collections on one CD. Eckstine and Sarah Vaughan Sing the Best of Irving Berlin (nine tracks); Billy Eckstine’s Imagination (11 tracks); Once More with Feeling (12 tracks); and Billy Eckstine and Queenie Lee in Basin Street.** $14.95

**CD 6605281 LAMBERT, HENDRICKS & ROSS: Hopelessly Hip! Four original albums from 1959-1962, collected onto two CDs. Includes the entirety of The Swingers! (10 tracks and one bonus track), Lambert, Hendricks & Ross’ The Hottest New Group in Jazz (10 tracks), Lambert and Ross Sing Ellington (11 tracks), and High Flying with Lambert, Hendricks & Ross with the Ike Isaacs Trio (11 tracks).** SOLD OUT

**CD 6649009 DAVE BRUBECK: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Features sixty numbers from American jazz legend Brubeck’s career including Take Five; Stepped Out of a Dream; Sweet Georgia Brown; Look for the Silver Lining; Lullaby in Rhythm; All the Things You Are; Me and My Shadow; There to Get Ready; Tea and Two; and more. 3 CDs. Big.** $9.95

**CD 66234X4 LOUIS ARMSTRONG: The Centennial Album. Two CDs capture the music of one of jazz’s greatest musicians, delivering 50 tracks like, Comet Chop Suey; Heebie Jeebies; Musical Ramble; Melancholy; Fireworks; West End Blues; Basin Street Blues; Blue Monday; If I Could; Lois Blues; Shine; There They Were; When the Saints Go Marching In; Ain’t Misbehavin’.** $4.95

**CD 5932042 THE FATS WALLER COLLECTION 1922-43. This valuable 25-track collection traces Waller’s impressive career, from his first recordings all the way to just before his untimely death in 1943. Playing on both piano and organ, he’s joined by other leaders of his day including Casuals. Standards like Honeysuckle Rose; Ain’t Misbehavin; When You Wish Upon a Star; and many more. 3 CDs.** $5.95

**CD 6832709 JOHN COLTRANE: Giant of Jazz. Collects thirty tracks of Coltrane’s greatest jazz hits including Giant Steps; Blue Train; Straight Street; Chronic Blues; My Favourite Things; Like Sonny; and more.** $14.95

**CD 6751083X ESSENTIAL NEW ORLEANS JAZZ. Collects 50 original Dixieland Jazz favorites on two CDs. This compilation features jazz legends like Louis Armstrong, Jelly Roll Morton, King Oliver, Bix Beiderbecke, Bob Crosby, Pee Wee Russell, Sidney Bechet, Kid Ory, and many more.** Not Now Music

**CD 6592629B THE BEST OF CAB GROSSER. Four scaled-down classics from the Hi-De-Ho Man whose loose-limed leadership of one of America’s best bands led to a long-time residency at the legendary Cotton Club. Among the twenty tracks,Swing, (10 tracks), Lambert, Room With a View, Beau Riff, and a Jazz Portrait of Frank Sinatra. On 87 tracks. Reel to Reel.** $14.95
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**CD 6971881 OSCAR PETERSON: Eight Classic Albums. Considered to be one of the greatest jazz pianists, this four CD set includes Peterson’s albums The Jazz Soul of Oscar Peterson; Plays the Duke Ellington Songbook; Plays the Harold Arlen Songbook; Plays the Jerome Kern Porter Trio Songbook; Plays Fats Waller and Bix Beiderbecke’s Songbook; Plays the Cole Porter Songbook; Plays the Harry Warren and Bix Beiderbecke’s Band.** $19.95

**CD 6205533 MEL TORME: The Impossible Recordings.** $20.95

**CD 678555X Moon: Whisper Not; Spellbound; Blue Skies; The Flat Foot Floogie; By Myself; and more. Primo.** $6.95

**CD 678555X LATE NIGHT SAX.** $6.95

**CD 6971679 BERT KAEMPFERT: Eight Classic Albums.** $7.95

**CD 6604528 BILLY ECKSTINE: The Mellow Mr. B. Four Eckstine collections on one CD. Eckstine and Sarah Vaughan Sing the Best of Irving Berlin (nine tracks); Billy Eckstine’s Imagination (11 tracks); Once More with Feeling (12 tracks); and Billy Eckstine and Queenie Lee in Basin Street.** $14.95

**CD 6604528 BILLY ECKSTINE: The Mellow Mr. B. Four Eckstine collections on one CD. Eckstine and Sarah Vaughan Sing the Best of Irving Berlin (nine tracks); Billy Eckstine’s Imagination (11 tracks); Once More with Feeling (12 tracks); and Billy Eckstine and Queenie Lee in Basin Street.** $14.95
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**CD 664851 BOOGIE WOOGIE: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** A collection of sixty jazz hits by the original innovators like Count Basie, Duke Ellington, and more. Includes Duke Ellington; Basie, Count; Jelly Roll Morton, and others. Ten CDs. PNM. At $11.95

**CD 651962 THE DJANGO REINHARDT COLLECTION, 1935-46.** This 52-track collection covers the core of Django Reinhardt’s distinctive career, most notably the concentrated period of creative activity in Paris and London during the 1930s. An excellent introduction to one of the most innovative jazz guitarists of all time. Two CDs. PNM. At $9.99

**CD 6675026 GLENN MILLER: Live from the Cafe Rouge 1940.** Glenn Miller and His Orchestra performs 19 live tracks across two complete concert recordings. Includes renditions of Star Dust; Tiger Rag; The Little Man Who Wasn’t There; Let’s All Sing Together; Indian Summer; and more. Flyright Records. At $7.95

**CD 5990020 JELLY ROLL MORTON: Jelly Roll Morton (1890-1941). By George! Morton’s work is the stuff of legend. The pianist, bandleader, composer, arranger, and innovator reveals why he remains Creole jazz royalty in these 25 tracks, including Black Bottom Stomp; Swing, the Charmer; Original Jelly-Roll Blues; Georgia Swing; and more. Acrobot. At $4.95

**CD 6648672 RAMSEY LEWIS: Black Eye Peas.** Ramsey Lewis has garnered the affections of jazz audiences along with pop and soul fans. This two CD set collects 40 cool ditties from the piano legend, including Black Eyed Peas; Here ‘Tis; The Ripper; Georgia Swing; Oh, He Didn’t Ramble; and more. Flyright Records. At $7.95

**CD 6649902 GLENN MILLER: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** Features sixty numbers from the swing trombonist, arranger, composer and bandleader including King Porter Stomp; Little Brown Jug; In the Mood; Fusedo Junction; Bugle Call Rag; You Stood Up Against a Dream; The Volga Boatman; and many others. Three CDs. Not Now Music. At $11.95

**CD 66439X GROOVY JAZZ ORGAN.** Offers 36 timeless organ classics, as performed by the instrument’s greatest legends: Jimmy Smith, Richard “Groove” Holmes, Jack McDuff, Freddie Redd, Johnny “Ham” Smith, Jimmy McGriff, Booker T, Esquivel, and many others. Three CDs. Not Now Music. At $11.95

**CD 6649548 GRANT GREEN: The Classic Albums Collection.** Among the most influential albeit underrated guitarists of the 20th century, Grant Green’s majestic output is highlighted in this eight-album collection. Compiles the entirety of Johnson’s work as a bandleader for the Columbia label–eight complete albums by a true pioneer of the trombone: Brownie’s Stomp; Beale Street Mama; Fan It; Monday Morning; Stock Yard; and many more. Flyright Records. At $5.95

**CD 6928412 FLETCHER HENDERSON: Wrapping It Up!** A collection of 20 tracks from jazz band great Fletcher Henderson. Includes Henderson Stomp; Rocky Mountain Blues; Swamp Blues; Out of Ragtime; And now for Something New; and Pocush. Focus; Limehouse Blues; Shanghai Shuffle; Big John’s Special; plus many more. ABM. At $3.95

**CD 5872561 AHMAD JAMAL: The Complete Collection, Part One 1951-1959.** Offers up the complete track listings of eight essential albums by the multi-instrumentalist pianist, bassist, and composer: Piano Scene; Ahmad Jamal Plays; Ahmad Jamal Trio; Count Em 88; At the Pershing;But Not For Me; Live at the Spotlight/Triolounge; and Portrait of Ahmad Jamal Vol. 2. Over 70 tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. At $14.99

**CD 6675972 MILT JACKSON: The Atlantic Albums Collection 1956-1961.** Experience the output of a rare master of vibraphone with this eight-album collection. Compiled onto four CDs are the entirety of Jackson’s Ballads & Blues; Plenty, Plenty; Soul, Flutes & Flutes; Soul Brothers; The Ballad Artistry of Milt Jackson; 40 Bags; Meeting of the Minds. Enlightenment. At $14.99

**CD 6584888 J.J. JOHNSTON: The Columbia Albums Collection 1956-1961.** Compiles the entirety of Johnston’s work as a bandleader for the Columbia label–eight complete albums by a true pioner of the trombone: J.J. Johnston; First Place; Blue Trombone; Dial J. J.; J.J. Johnston; Person to Person; Forty-six Eight; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. At $11.95

**CD 6828612 DIZZY GILLESPIE: The Classic Verve Collection 1957-1961.** This four-CD collection features eight of the finest Louis Gillispe recordings for Verve during this pivotal period of his career. Includes Dizzy’s In Greece; Dizzy Gillespie and Stuff Smith; At Newport; Duets; Sonny Side Up; Have Trumpet, Will Ericite; An Electrifying Evening with the Dizzy Gillespie Quintet; and more. Flyright Records. At $11.95

**CD 6683126 THE VERY BEST OF LOUIS PRIMA.** Collects 50 original recordings by this legend of jazz trumpet. Featuring appearances by Keely Smith and Sam Butera, they include such standards as Sanu Sera; Just a Gigolo; I Ain’t Got Nobody; Oh, Marie; Fever; June jazz; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. At $11.95

**CD 587257X AHMAD JAMAL: The Complete Collection, Part Two 1959-1962.** Add eight full essentials to your collection with this celebration of a jazz piano giant. Brings together Jamal at the Penthousce; Happy Mooods; At the Pershing Vol. 2; Fingers; Ahmad Jamal Quintet; Alhambra; Standard Eyes; All of You; and At the Blackhawk. Over 70 tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. At $14.99

**CD 5895878 1959: The Year That Jazz Changed.** Collects, in their entirety, four of the year’s most groundbreaking jazz albums: Davis’s liberating Kind of Blue; Dave Brubeck Quartet’s unorthodox Time Out; Charles Mingus’s Mingus Ah Um, an album that anticipated post-modernism; and Ornette Coleman’s landmark So What. Forty tracks. Flyright Records. At $9.95

**CD 6928285 DICK HAYMES: It Might as Well Be Spring.** With his rich, warm baritone voice, Dick Haymes, one of the top male singers of the 1940s, performs 20 tracks. A carefully compiled selection includes The More I See You with Victor Young and his Orchestra; It Might As Well Be Spring with Gordon Jenkins and his Orchestra; and more. ABM. At $4.95


**CD 2805391 MILTON BROWN & HIS MUSICAL BROWNIES: The Essential Recordings.** This two CD collection is a testament to Brown’s lasting importance in the creation and development of Western Swing and Western Swing at the Opera House; Jazz Here; Jazz At the Opera House; and more. Flyright Records. At $9.95

**CD 6675085 JERRY GRAY & HIS ORCHESTRA: Re-Stringing the Pearls.** Twenty-eight tracks recorded between 1949 and 1951 that re-introduce such greats as Jon Hendricks, Jose van Manen, Rickie Wood, and more. Flyright Records. At $3.95

**CD 6651155 LIVE AT THE BLUE NOTE, CHICAGO, MARCH 1953.** The Jackson-Harris connexion and the Dave Brubeck Orchestra (featuring Paul Desmond) take the stage in a 1953 performance, offering 17 broadcast recordings like Toti Fruit; How High the Moon; and The Way You Look Tonight. Plus, four bonus tracks by The Woody Herman Orchestra from 1945. Sold Out Records. At $9.95
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Best: the collection of eight complete albums featuring the jazz flute legend at his Jug; Brother Jack Meets the Boss; Soul Summit; Preachin'; Swing. Sugar; Warm Woods; Woodlore; The Youn g Bloods; Vol 1; and The Montgomery Brothers. Nearly 60 tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 587288X WES MONTGOMERY: The Classic Recording 1958-1960. Experience two years in the career of a jazz guitar master with eight of his classic albums in one set: Montgomeryland; Kissing; The Montgomery Brothers and Five Others; A Good Git-Together; The Wes Montgomery Trio; The Incredible Jazz Guitar of Wes Montgomery; Movin’ Along; and The Montgomery Brothers. Nearly 60 tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6857817 TOMMY DORSEY–TENDERLY: The Best of the Decca Years. This seventy track collection features the best recordings for Decca from 1950 to 1953, showing that Dorsey was still a formidable trombonist and innovative performer. Tracks include Opus Two; They Didn’t Believe Me; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; The Touch of Your Hand; Hot Tom Alley; The Blue Room; Tenderly; Cheek To Cheek; Alone Together; and much more. Three CDs. Sepia. Pub. at $24.99.

CD 2792993 NEAL HEFTI: Six Classic Albums. Collects six of Hefti’s classic albums, digitally remastered and enhanced for superior quality. These complete works include: Singing Instrumentals; The Band with Young Ideas; Hefti Hot ‘N Hearty; Concert Miniatures; Hollywood Songbook; and The London Jazz. Pub. at $14.99 $12.95

CD 6803687 PHIL WOODS: The Classics Collection 1954-1961. Phil Woods stood out among saxophonists of the era because of his unique approach to exotic experimentation of Sun Ra. Collected here are three complete albums: Pot Pie; Pairing Off; Phil and Quill; Sugar; Warm Woods; Woodlore; The Young Bloods; and Rights of Swing. 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6588876 GENE AMMONS: The Prestige Collection 1958-1962. Among the founding fathers of Chicago’s tenor sax sound, Gene Ammons is celebrated in this four-CD set, comprising the entirety of his output over two momentous years. It remasters eight complete albums: Ammons; In the Mood; Red Hot rhythm on Teardrops; Brother Jack Meets the Boss; Soul Summit; Preachin’; and Bad! Bossa Nova. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 587274X HERBIE MANN: The Complete Recordings, Part Three 1953–1962. The Herbie Mann continuum continues with a collection of eight complete albums featuring the jazz flute fule at his best: Flautino; The Complete Herbie Mann; Family of Mann; Flute Blues; Vibes and Percussion; At the Village Gate; Brazil; Bossa Nova and Blues; Right Now; and St. Thomas. Fifty-two tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6875196 THE TERRITORY BANDS 1955-1957. Twenty-four tracks cross the country to present the jazz and big band outfits often neglected by history. Featuring Natie Leslie, Bobby Gordon, Blanche Calloway, the Original 1935-1937. This CD celebrates the bebop era of jazz is celebrated with twelve unforgettable Bill Evans albums: New Jazz Conceptions; Everybody Digs Bill Evans; The Ivory Hunters; Portrait in Jazz; Explorations; Sunday at the Village Vanguard; Waltz for Debby; Undercurrent; Moon Beams; Interplay; Empathy; and How My Heart Sings. Six CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99

CD 5872990 TED HEATH: Six Classic Albums. Through 47 tracks from one of the greatest big band leaders! This collection features six classic albums: Ted Heath at Carnegie Hall; Ted Heath’s First American Tour; A Yank in Europe; Ted Heath Plays Al Jolson Classics; Ted Heath Plays the Fabulous Dorsay; and Ted Heath’s England Tours. Six CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6572935 SUN RA AND HIS ARKESTRA: Supersonic Sounds. Few modern jazz artists can boast the daring innovation and exotic experimentation of Sun Ra. Collected here are three complete albums by a fearless creator who helped usher in the new wave of surrealism. Super-Sonic Jazz; Jazz by Sun Ra; and Jazz in Silhouette. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95

CD 6928335 LOUIS PRIMA: Rhythm Man! Contains 22 carefully compiled tracks of trumpet, singer, bandleader and novelty hits that made the legendary Louis Prima. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


CD 6886981 DUKE PEARSON: The Classic Albums Collection. This collection of 52 tracks brings together eight of the finest albums by the great jazz musician. The albums include: Like Someone in Love; Gate City blues; I’m a Fool to Want You; The Golden Striker; Ghana; My Girl Shirt; Minor Misthap; Angel Eyes; Out of This World; Say You Mine, Duke’s Mixture; Cute; The Call Walk; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
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- **CD 6795862** LALO SCHIFRIN: *The Early Years*. Brings together the complete early works of Schifrin as a bandleader, from his debut album album through his recording groups and orchestras to compose for film and TV. Ten full albums include *Spectrum*; *Plazo Espanol*; Lalo = Brilliance, Bossa Nova; *New Strings and Bossa Nova*; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99
- **CD 6754910** BILLIE HOLIDAY: *Songs for Distinguishing Lovers*. One of several albums that Holiday recorded for Norman Granz in 1957 featuring Ben Webster, Harry "Sweets" Edison, Jimmy Rowles, and Barney Kessel, this 15-track collection includes *Day In, Day Out*; *A Foggy Day*; *Stars Fell on Alabama*; *I Wished on the Moon*; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Great Back-Track Records. Pub. at $6.95
- **CD 6922877** CALIFORNIA BOPPERS. Gathers two dozen tracks from the likes of the Lionel Hampton Orchestra; the Dizzy Gillespie Jazzmen; Howard McGhee; the Benny Carter Orchestra; the Jimmy Mundy Orchestra; Dodo Marmando; and Wardell Gray. ABM. *$3.95*
- **CD 6749461** G N ETT JAZZ, 1922-1930. Remasters an astounding 105 vintage sides from the Decca Records label, including memorable recordings by King Oliver's Creole Jazz Band; Wolverine Orchestra; Windy City Jazzers; Jelly Roll Morton; Red Onion Jazz Babies; Vicksburg Blowers; State Street Stompers; and more. $19.99
- **CD 6908993** BIG BAND BOOGIE: *Boogie Woogie on the 88*. Tremendous fun re-creating Will Bradley and Freddie Slack creating 24 of the most popular big band boogie tunes, including their own *Beat Me Daddy (Eight to the Bar)*; *Down home Piece*; *Cow Cow Boogie*; *Pig Foot Pete*, and more. Also includes two bonus tracks. Seapa. Pub. at $13.99
- **CD 6638589** THE JULIE LONDON COLLECTION, 1955-62. Best known for her 1955 classic *Cry Me a River*, the sultry-voiced Julie London never quite reached the top in a field populated by Pop music divas, she joins 57 more A and B sides, offering an ideal introduction to this distinctive and sophisticated jazz/pop talent. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99
- **CD 5846498** THE DEAN MARTIN COLLECTION, 1946-62. One of the most recognizable entertainers of the post-war era, Dean Martin's voice defined a generation. This 56-track set takes us back to his debut with singles released for Diamond and Capitol labels. Classics like *Memories Are Made Of This and When theClock Strikes Three*; *It's the Natural Thing to Do*; *The Loveliness of Desire*; *Can Wait*; *Purple*; *My Blue Heaven*; *Get Out of Town*; *Blue Skies*; *Deep Purple*; *Heaven Jersey*, performing tracks like *Broadcasts, Volume IV.* CD and *Everybody Loves Somebody*. Remasters an astounding 105 vintage sides from the Decca Records label, including memorable recordings by King Oliver’s Creole Jazz Band; Wolverine Orchestra; Windy City Jazzers; Jelly Roll Morton; Red Onion Jazz Babies; Vicksburg Blowers; State Street Stompers; and more. $19.99
- **CD 2792923** PETE RUGOLO: *Six Classic Albums*. Collects six of Rugolo's essentials, digitally remastered and enhanced for superior quality. These complete works include: *Introducing Pete Rugolo and His Orchestra*; *Adventures in Rhythm*; *Rugolomania*; *Music for Modern Man*; *Introducing Pete Rugolo and His Orchestra*; *Adventures in Rhythm*; *Rugolomania*; *Music for Modern Man*; and Behind Brigette Bardot. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. *$14.99*
- **CD 6675080** GLENN MILLER: *The Complete Sustaining Broadcasts*, Volume II. Captures complete broadcasts from March 1939 to March 1942, featuring Glenn Miller's Orchestra at the Meadowbrook in C voters, New Jersey, performing tracks like *Oh, Baby!*, *Don't Worry 'Bout Me*; *Deep Purple*; *My Blue Heaven*; *Get Out of Town*; *Blue Skies*; *Deep Purple*; *Heaven Can't Wait*, and more. Includes some multiples. Flyright Records. *$38.95*
- **CD 6992234** SAMMY KAYE-SWING & SWAY: *Hit Parade Platinum Collection*. This collection features 25 outstanding recordings by Kaye and his orchestra, including *Love Walked In*; *There Goes that Wonderful Feeling*; *Send For Powder Your Face with Sunshine*; *That’s My Desire*; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at *$19.99*
- **CD 6674887** ARTIE SHAW: *The Complete Rythm Makers Sessions 1932-1936, Volume II.* Shaw plays with John Best, Tom DiCarlo, Harry Rodgers, Les Burness and many others in two in 1932 sessions at New York City’s RCA Studios. Forty tracks include *Whispers in the Dark*; *Till the Clock Strikes Three*, *It’s the Natural Thing to Do*; *The Loveliness of You*; and more. Two CDs. Flyright Records. *$5.95*
- **CD 3648796** THE GEORGE SHEARING COLLECTION 1939-58. The remarkable George Shearing overcame blindness to become one of the most illustrious and distinctive jazz pianists of his time. This 101-track collection tracks his recording career over a crucial 20-year period from its 1939 debut to 1958. This Davis CD collection includes some early recordings. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at *$24.95*
- **CD 2792958** SAHIB SHIHAB: Five Classic Albums Plus Bonus Tracks. He was a brilliant saxophonist, composer, arranger, and bandleader. This collection of five classic albums and 42 tracks celebrates this first rate jazz pro. Sahib-Jazz–Sahib; *A Night in Tunisia* (with Art Blakey); Uhuru Afrika (with Randy Weston); Four Altos (with Phil Woods); and Fontainebleau (with Judd Dameron). Four CDs. Sahib Jazz. *$14.95*
- **CD 2845318** BENNY GOODMAN: Brussels World Fair 1958. Collects 40 tracks on two CDs from the jazz legend. Songs include *Let’s Dance*; *Don’t Be That Way*; *After You’ve Gone*; *Loch Lomond*; *Poor Butterfly*; You’re Driving Me Crazy; Sing Sing Sing, and more. Avid Entertainment. *$14.95*
- **CD 5872683** THELONIUS MONK: The Complete Albums Collection 1954-57. Monk is the second-most recorded jazz composer of all time, and this set gives a taste of that vast oeuvre. Collects ten complete albums across nearly 80 tracks and five CDs, including *Genius of Modern Music* and *Genius of Modern Music Volume 1 & 2*. Thelonious Monk Plays Sonny Rollins; Thelonious Monk Plays Duke Ellington and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at *$19.99*
- **CD 2820110** RUSS MORGAN: Music in the Morgan Manner. A great 50 track set comprising 50 of his 55 chart entries during this era, including all his post-1940 hits from the Billboard sales charts. Two CDs include *Falling In Love With You*, *Morning Again*, *Talk of the Town*, *I Only Have Eyes For You*, and more. Acapulco. Pub. at *$16.99*
- **CD 6919626** MILES DAVIS: The Archives. A collection of live FM radio broadcast concerts from 1970 to 1990 from jazz great Miles Davis. This 3 CD box set includes *Miles Davis Chicago Jazz Festival 1973*, *Miles Davis San Francisco 1970*, and *Miles Davis Chicago Jazz Festival 1990*. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at *$19.99*
- **CD 6908799** IN THE MOOD: Big Band Hits. Collects 68 tracks on three CDs compiling big band hits from a host of modern jazz legends, including Glen Miller, Artie Shaw, Tommy Dorsey, Count Basie, Benny Goodman, Les Brown, Duke Ellington, Ella Fitzgerald, Harry James, Charlie Barnet, and more. Acrobat. Pub. at *$16.99*
- **CD 6971709** CAB CALLOWAY, VOLUME ONE, 1930-1934. Enjoy the sounds of the master of scat and the popular band leader Cab Calloway. This 95 track four CD set includes *The Best of Cab Coleway*; *Cab Coleway and His Orchestra*; *Cabin James Infirmary; Sweet Georgia Brown*; *The Scat Song*; *Zaz Zuh Zaz*; *Swanee Lullaby*; and many more. Reel to Reel. *$14.95*
- **CD 5872871** THELONIUS MONK: The Complete Albums Collection 1957-61. Featuring collaborations with other jazz greats, this ten-album collection captures four years in the career of an influential icon. Featuring collaborations with other jazz greats, this ten-album collection captures four years in the career of an influential icon. Featuring collaborations with other jazz greats, this ten-album collection captures four years in the career of an influential icon. Includes the track listings for Thelonious Monk with John Coltrane; Thelonious Himself; Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers with Thelonious Monk; Thelonious in Action; Mildenisco; Thelonious Alone in San Francisco; and more. Five CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at *$19.99*
- **CD 2297276** GENE QUELL: Four Classic Albums Plus Bonus Tracks. This American alto saxophonist is known for his bebop jazz records. Enjoy four of these albums in this four CD collection that features 41 tracks. Collects the albums: *Peace and Quiet Off*; Four Altos; *Phil & Quill*; *Phil Talks with Quill*. Real Gone Jazz. *$14.95*
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**CD 279272** BOB COOPER: Six Classic Albums. This digitally remastered collection celebrates four years of this West Coast trumpeter's career with 54 timeless tracks. Collects the six classic albums: The Bob Cooper Sextet; Shifting Winds; Flute 'N' Oboe (with Bud Shank); The Time Machine; The Singer's Country; Four CDs. Real Gone Jazz.

**$14.95**

**CD 6620701** BILLY VAUGHN: The Singles & EPs Collection, 1954-62. Over 95 tracks comprise the A and B sides of the U.S. and U.K. singles released by this hardbopper over some eighteen years, plus selected tracks from six of his EPs. Includes the top ten hits Melody of Love; Shifting, Whispering Sands; Raunchy; and Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.95**

**Sail Along Silvery Moon.**

**CD 2793016** TEDDY CHARLES: Seven Classic Albums. This collection of 48 tracks collects the seven classic albums: Collaboration West (with Shorty Rogers, Shelly Manne & Jimmy Giuffre); Evolution (with Shorty Rogers, Shelly Manne, Jimmy Giuffre & Charles Mingus); The Teddy Charles Sextet; Word from Bird; Vibe Rant; Coolin' (with Idrees Sulieman, Shorty Rogers, Shelly Manne, Jimmy Giuffre & Charles Mingus); The Teddy Charles Sextet; Word from Bird; Vibe Rant; Coolin' (with Idrees Sulieman, Shorty Rogers, Shelly Manne, Jimmy Giuffre & Charles Mingus); The Teddy Charles Sextet; Word from Bird; Vibe Rant; Coolin' (with Idrees Sulieman, Shorty Rogers, Shelly Manne, Jimmy Giuffre & Charles Mingus); The Teddy Charles Sextet; Word from Bird; Vibe Rant; Coolin' (with Idrees Sulieman, Shorty Rogers, Shelly Manne, Jimmy Giuffre & Charles Mingus); The Teddy Charles Sextet; Word from Bird; Vibe Rant; Coolin' (with Idrees Sulieman, Shorty Rogers, Shelly Manne, Jimmy Giuffre & Charles Mingus); The Teddy Charles.
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★ CD 3553701 THE RAY CONNIFF COLLECTION 1938-62. A veritable Renaissance man of big band music, this trombonist, banjoist, conductor, and arranger is featured in an incredible 113 tracks, comprising the first-quarter-century of Conniff’s storied career from his recording to early 60s. On four CDs. Includes his Frankie Laine, Johnny Mathis, Rosemary Clooney, and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ CD 6807704 AL JOLSON: Sonny Boy. At the peak of his career, he was known as “The World’s Greatest Entertainer.” Presented here are 12 tracks of some of the best songs sung by Jolson including Let Me Sing and I’m Happy; I Only Have Eyes for You; My Mammy; After You’ve Gone; Easter Parade; Sonny Boy; April Showers; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ CD 2792834 JOE BUSHKIN: Seven Classic Albums. Collects seven of Bushkin’s essentials, digitally remastered and enhanced for superior quality. These complete works include: Piano Moods; After Hours with Joe Bushkin, Midnight Rhapsody; Blue Angels; I Get Kick Out of Porter; Nightsoeurs and April Showers; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $14.99 $12.95

★ CD 2792745 DAVE PIKE: Three Classic Albums. Swing and bop along with this collection by jazz vibraphone and marimba player, Dave Pike. This collection features 21 tracks over the three following albums: It’s Time for Dave Pike; Pike’s Peak; and Bossa Nova Carnival. Two CDs. Real Gone Jazz.

★ CD 6927033 JIM KWEISKIN: Relax Your Mind. Originally released in 1966, this album from the ragtime, jazz, and blues singer and member of the primitive blues and folk music ensemble includes his twelve tracks: Heebie Jeebies; Hannah; Bye and Bye; The Cuckoo; I got Mine; Buffalo Skinners; My Wabash Blues; He mee Jeebies; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ CD 2792842 JOHNNY DANKWORTH: Three Classic Albums. Collects three of Dankworth’s essential albums, digitally remastered and enhanced for superior quality. These complete works include: 5 Steps to Dankworth; Collaboration–Dankworth and the London Philharmonic; and London to Newport. Two CDs. Real Gone Music.

★ CD 5942675 ANITA O’DAY: Selected Sides 1941-1962. With a superb voice and an exciting approach to her craft, Anita O’Day was sought out by the some of the biggest names of her time–Gene Krupa, Nat “King” Cole, Stan Kenton, Oscar Peterson and others, this massive 109-track collection brings together and remasters many complete tracks and duets as well as other collaborations. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

★ CD 279294X RUSS FREEMAN: Seven Classic Albums. This collection features seven classic albums that highlight the career of this legendary jazz pianist: Chet Baker Quartet; Chet Baker Sings; Russ Freeman Trio, Shelly Manne–More Swingin’ Sounds; Chet Baker Quartet; Andre Previn–Double Play; and Shelly Manne and His Men Play Peter Gunn. Four CDs. Real Gone Music.

★ CD 5942837 FES WALLACE: Complete Recordings Volume 1, 1922-1927. Go back to the roots of the 100th century’s most original jazz talents in this collection of classics, revealing his strong ties to the worlds of gospel and blues music. Here are 100 fully remastered tracks featuring Jabbo Smith, Clarence Williams, Collegians,；Fats Waller, Don Redman and others. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

★ CD 5861126 THE GREATEST HITS OF ACE CANNON: More Than Tuff. An acoustic collection of some of the greatest talents of the legendary jazz and blues ace. Cannon. Collects ten tracks, including When a Man Loves a Woman; Raindrops Keep Falling on My Head; Bad Boy Leroy Brown; Bear, You Moronie; and more. Classic Jazz.

★ CD 2792866 SAM JONES: Three Classic Albums. This digitally remastered collection spans Jones’ career from 1960 to 1962 and includes 24 tracks. Collects three classic albums: The Soul Society; The Chant; and Down Home. Features delightful hits like Some Kinda Mean; Just Friends; The Four; Bluebird; Unl; Down Home; and more. Two CDs. Real Gone Music.

★ CD 284138X THE RONNIE SCOTT TRIO: On a Clear Day, Live 1974. Issued fifteen years before his first time recording with saxophonist Scott doing what he did best—playing no holds-barred jazz. Six tracks are collected: A Blues; What’s New; Stella by Starlight; Angel Eyes; On a Clear Day; and Lou’s Pie.

★ CD 6992153 JOHN COLTRANE: Trane Meets the Tenors. John Coltrane rapped up a number of sideman appearances, including performances with Al Cohn, Johnny Griffin, Coleman Hawkins, and Benny Golson. Completes the Coltrane/ Rollins and others. This four CD set collects 26 tracks, including Weepa; Polka Dots and Moonbeams; Smokey Key; The Way You Look Tonight; Cater; Blues for Tomorrow; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $34.95 $29.95

★ CD 6675018 GLENN MILLER: How Sweet You Are. Glenn Miller and the Army Air Forces Training Command band perform 18 classics in two full wartime broadcast performances from 1943, includes renditions of Tuxedo Junction; Stars in Their Eyes; Sustain the Wings; plus a pair of medleys, complete with Army Air Corps fanfare and even a recruitment message. Flyright Records. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ CD 6675034 GLENN MILLER: The Complete Sustaining Broadcasts, Volume 2. One of the greatest of all bandleaders shows us how he became a legend with 19 tracks representing two complete shows (1938 and 1939) at Parkodale Inn & Radio Command Band performing in two complete broadcasts recorded in 1957. These singles include Cow Cow Boogie; Mister Five by Five; The Invitation to the Blues; Captain Kidd; Your Conscience Tells You So; The Merry Hat; Hat; The Teddy Bears’ Blue; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 6674984 GLENN MILLER & HIS ORCHESTRA: From Rags to Riches. Collecting 22 tracks from four separate NBC broadcasts recorded in 1938 and 1939, this collection features one of the greatest jazz outfits in favorites like King Porter Stomp; One O’Clock Jump; Farewell Blues; Moon Love; I Want to Be Happy; Tiger Rag; and more. Flyright Records. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ CD 6961398 THE ELLA MAE MORSE SINGLES COLLECTION 1942-57. The two 11 track sets comprises the A & B sides of the forty or so singles which Ella Mae released before she gave up recording in 1957. These singles include Cow Cow Boogie; Mister Five by Five; The Invitation to the Blues; Captain Kidd; Your Conscience Tells You So; The Merry Hat; Hat; The Teddy Bears’ Blue; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 5981093 ANITA O’DAY: The Greatest Hits of Anita O’Day. This collection features 24 tracks spanning Jones’ career from 1960 to 1962 and includes 24 tracks. Collects three classic albums: The Soul Society; The Chant; and Down Home. Features delightful hits like Some Kinda Mean; Just Friends; The Four; Bluebird; Unl; Down Home; and more. Two CDs. Real Gone Music.

★ CD 5981093 ANITA O’DAY: The Greatest Hits of Anita O’Day. This collection features 24 tracks spanning Jones’ career from 1960 to 1962 and includes 24 tracks. Collects three classic albums: The Soul Society; The Chant; and Down Home. Features delightful hits like Some Kinda Mean; Just Friends; The Four; Bluebird; Unl; Down Home; and more. Two CDs. Real Gone Music.

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/674
The Old Spanish Ground; Silver Ocean; and more. Two CDs. Flyright Records. $5.95

**CD 6675158 THE SECOND ESQUIRE JAZZ CONCERT PLUS LOUIS ARMSTRONG & THE ALL STARS.** Featuring Leon Prima with Irving Fozza. Mary Osborne. Louis Armstrong & the Hot Five Foundation Six. The Benny Goodman Quintet. Mildred Bailey. Duke Ellington & His Orchestra; Billie Holiday and many other legends; here are 15 live tracks from the 1945 concert. Includes also eight recordings from a 1947 NBC broadcast concert of Louis Armstrong & the All Stars. Two CDs. Not Music. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6755117 MILES DAVIS: Birth of the Cool.** A seminal album in its time, the 12-track album joins Davis’ talents with those of Lee Konitz, Gerry Mulligan, John Lewis and Gil Evans, among others. Here the LP is complemented with two sessions from the same period, also pairing Davis and Konitz. Twenty tracks in all, packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Crackerjack Records. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 5908663 CHET BAKER: The Pacific Jazz Collection 1953-1957.** A master of the trumpet and a heralded vocalist, Chet Baker boasted a string of classic jazz albums. Collected here is his recorded music for the Pacific Jazz label. Over five hours of music; it includes Chet Baker Quartet Featuring Russ Freeman; Chet Baker Sings; Jazz at An Arbor; Chet Baker Sings and Plays; The Trumpet Artistry of Chet Baker; Chet Baker & Crew; Chet Baker Big Band; Playboys; and Quartet; Russ Freeman/Chet Baker. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6692669 SARAH VAUGHAN: The Definitive Collection.** Three CDs bring together 75 of Vaughan’s best recordings, digitally mastered and now available in one set, includes S Wonderful; Broken Hearted Melody; Misty; Ain’t Misbehavin’; They All Laughed; Nice Work If You Can Get It; Mr Wonderful; Tenderly; You’ve Changed; Perdido and more. Not Now Music. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6758878 THE VERY BEST OF KENNY BAKER: Big Band Era.** This compilation of 40 tracks is a fascinating opportunity to hear the best of that traditional jazz that so captivated UK teenagers in those years before Beatlemania. Includes all of Turkeystock: Blue Blood Blues; Tiger Rag; Crying Blues; House Rent Stomp; Red Wing; and more. Prim. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2805421 ORNETTE COLEMAN: The Essential Recordings.** He revolutionized the very language of Jazz, but his ideas made him a controversial figure. This two CD collection features 29 tracks, including Invisible; I Sears Invisible; Magic; Playin’ the Change; Cucumber; Middle Class; Endless; The Sphinx; Ramblin’; Turnaround; Eventually; Pois; Chronology; Peace; and many more. **SOLD OUT**

**★ CD 6803237 JIMMY DORSEY: Giants of the Big Band Era.** A legend of swing and jazz again with 16 tracks previously unissued. I’ve Got Rhythm; Three Little Words; Shiny Stockin’ Harvest Moon; Imagination; I’m Stepping Out with a Memory Tonight; Carolina in the Morning; Nearness of You; Moonlight on the River; Someday Sweetheart; Fools Rush In; and more. MVD Audio Pub. at $9.99 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3648745 ALBERT AMMINS: King of Boogie Woogie.** Two CDs offer a fine stepping introduction to the eclectic pianist. Nearly 40 tracks include Boogie Woogie Stomp; Bass Goin’ Crazy; St. Louis Blues; You Are My Sunshine; Ixodo Boogie; You Can’t Get Nothin’ Be Good; Rhythm Boogie; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6792221 ETTA JAMES: King of the Honkin’ Sax.** In the late 1940s and early 1950s, Big Jay McNeely was the King of the Horns who bestrode the universe with his sax. Fifty-eight tracks include Wild Wig; Sunday Dinner; Willie the Cool Cat; Let’s Split; Just Crazy; Rock Candy Takes the Serenade; Let’s Work; Whipped Cream and many more. Two CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $24.99 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 5971004 JOHNNY GRIFFIN: The Riverside Collection.** Eight complete and remastered albums represent the best material Griffin released for the Riverside label. One of hard bop’s pioneering musicians delivers Johnny Griffin Sextet; Go Way Out; The Little Giant; The Big Soul-Band; Johnny Griffin’s Studio Jazz Park; Change of Phase; White Gardenia; Storyville and Many More. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6639704 MILES DAVIS: Original Album Series.** See why Davis is one of the most influential names in jazz with five albums from his storied career. Includes all of Tufa; Milestones; “Siesta”; Amandla; Playtime; Selections from the Motion Picture Soundtrack; and Doo Bop. Five CDs in cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Wagram. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6941400 MOONLIGHT SERENADES.** Fill your night with 75 timeless romantic recordings given life by such greats as Frank Sinatra, Perry Como, Tony Bennett, Harry Miller, Henry Mancini, Roger Williams, and Floyd Kramer. Includes renditions of Moonlight Serenade; In the Still of the Night; My Funny Valentine; Fly Me to the Moon; An Affair to Remember and many more. Four CDs. JSP Records. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6896243 THE GREAT BIG BAND SINGERS.** This four CD set features many legendary artists with the big bands they performed with, such as Doris Day, Merv Griffin, Frank Sinatra, Peggy Lee, Eddy Howard, Helen O’Connell and Dinah Shore. Johnny Desmond, Jo Stafford, and many more. Eighty tracks. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6896308 HARRY JAMES AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Live Rare & Ready.** Delivers 35 years of great music, from the early recordings with Frank Sinatra, through his hits of the ’40s, up through the exclusive recordings he did for Reader’s Digest in the ’50s and ’60s. Includes selections of “Honeysuckle Rose;” “My One and Only;” “Witchcraft;” “When You Wish Upon a Star;” “Blue Skies;” “The Lady Is A Tramp;” “Tuxedo Junction;” “My Heart in Three Places;” “That Old Black Magic;” “When You Wish Upon a Star;” “Diamonds Are Forever;” “Cinderella“; and many more. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6649416 SPIKE JONES: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** Features transcriptions from his jazz duets and banjolele known for his satirical renditions of popular songs. Tracks include Tennessee Waltz; The Man on the Flying Trapeze; He Broke His Heart In Three Places; That Old Black Cat; and more. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6648560 Artie Shaw: The Complete Rhythm Makers Sessions 1937-1938, Volume III.** The definitive collection that brings together studio recordings from the late 1930s, Shaw plays clarinet in over 40 songs, including Goodnight Angel; There’s A New Moon Over the Old Mill; You’re a Sweetheart; Have Love Will Sell; My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean; and more. Two CDs. Flyright Records. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 5921200 Polynomial: The Very Best of Polynomial.** Two CDs offer a wonderful introduction to this Nebraska-based ensemble. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6895201 Johnny Maddox and His Orchestra.** You’re a Sweetheart; Embraceable You; We Called It Music; Hazel; Honor Thy Father and Mother; That Old Black Magic; Nobody’s Sweetheart; Artie Shaw, Billie Holiday and others. Nearly 100 tracks in all, including Over 20 years of the inimitable jazzman’s output, featuring collaborations with icons like Louis Armstrong, Gene Krupa, Fats Waller, Jimmy Dorsey, Irving Fazola; Mary Osborne; Louis Armstrong & the All Stars. Four CDs. Masters of Music. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6926291 Fats Waller: The Very Best of Fats Waller.** Thirty-eight tracks, taken from the peak of his recorded output, includes All Too Soon; I Can’t Get Started; Hot Cha; Boogie Woogie; Rooftop Jumper; I’m Coming Home; Opening Forctune Number 4; New Orleans Lights; Klair; Hide Away; and more. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6926001 ARTIE SHAW: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** Three complete and remastered albums. Artie Shaw, Billie Holiday and many others. Nearly 100 tracks in all, including Over 20 years of the inimitable jazzman’s output, featuring collaborations with icons like Louis Armstrong, Gene Krupa, Fats Waller, Jimmy Dorsey, Irving Fazola; Mary Osborne; Louis Armstrong & the All Stars. Four CDs. Masters of Music. **SOLD OUT**
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**CD 6928331** KINGS OF CLARINET: Benny Goodman/Artie Shaw. Both were superb artists in their own right, and this 23 track CD demonstrates their solo abilities as well as their marvelous ensemble talents. Selections by Benny Goodman include Sing Sing Sing; Handful of Keys; and My Melancholy Baby. Artie Shaw's selections include I Surrender Dear; Just A Gigolo; and Rose Room. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6785190** MANTOVANI: Charmaine. One of the most successful orchestra leaders and biggest album sellers in the long history of popular music, Mantovani is celebrated in this 25-track selection. Includes Charmaine; Greensleeves; Some Enchanted Evening; Swedish Rhapsody; Under Paris Skies; Stranger in Paradise; and more. Dynamic.

**CD 6674909** BENNY GOODMAN 1945-1946: Magic Carpet Selections. Goodman was one of many artists to bring his talent to Magic Carpet, a war-time radio program conceived by the Armed Forces Radio Service. Presented here are 21 of his greatest contributions, including Don't Be That Way; Seven Come Eleven; I Wish I Could Tell You; and more. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6682683** MILES DAVIS: In Person Friday & Saturday Night at the Black Hawk. The jazzman takes the stage at a San Francisco nightclub in two 1961 shows. Joined by Hank Mobley, Paul Chambers and Jimmy Cobb, he performs 12 extended tracks including Wakin'; Bye Bye Blackbird; All of You; No Blues; So What; I Were a Bell; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music.

**CD 6754937** CHET BAKER: It Could Happen to You. Baker’s second vocal album is complemented with vocal tracks taped in 1957, as well as two rare duets on which he backs Caterina Valente on trumpet, and a song with Chet’s vocals from an Italian movie soundtrack from the same period. Twenty-three tracks in all, packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Crackerjack Records.

**CD 6468233** THE GLEN MILLER ORCHESTRA: Live at the Glen Island Casino, 1939. Presents a collection of thirteen complete unedited radio broadcasts, two live concerts, and one radio program originally broadcast in 1939. Featuring all the original introductions and theme tunes, these historic broadcasts pair the Glenn Miller Orchestra with voices like Marion Hutton, Ray Eberle, and Kay Starr for a wide variety of big band classics. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 6682502** DEXTER GORDON: Dexter Blows. Two albums from the master saxophonist, brought together in one essential collection. Includes all nine tracks of Dexter Blows Hot and Cool and all six of The Resurgence of Dexter Gordon, digitally remastered and cut of Silver Plate; Cry Me a River; Tenderny; Affair in Havana; and more. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6675913** BOOGIE WOOGIE GALS. Discover the finest female performers of boogie woogie in 50 unforgettable recordings. Includes the vocals of songstresses like Cindy Blackman, Reba Benjoya, Jeanette Baker, Tina Dixon, Big Mama Thornton, Thelma Gracie, Helen Hurnes, and others. Two CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $24.99 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 5880890** THE LEE WILEY COLLECTION 1931-57. Seventy tracks take us on a tour through more than 20 years in the career of this distinguished jazz singer. Featuring favorites from several of her lauded albums, it includes collaborations with notables like Leo Reisman, Victor Young, Freddy Cole, Zoot Sims, and many more. **SOLD OUT**


**CD 6690211** LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME: The Berliner Records Story. During its brief existence, the Berliner label recorded and advanced and/or launched the careers of many great names in jazz and contemporary music. Extracted from 1958 to 1962, the 60 tracks in this set showcase some of those talents. Mel Torme, Nina Simone, One Day Music.

**CD 6682804** KENNY BURRELL: All Day Long/All Night Long. Two CDs collect digitally remastered versions of a pair of iconic Burrell efforts. This jazz guitarist shines in all five tracks of All Day Long and all six of All Night Long, joining the title tracks with Slim Jim; Say Listen; Flickers; Tune Up; and more. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6682839** LEE KONITZ: Piece by Piece. Facts, the story of two concert albums from the alto sax player’s Verve years, digitally remastered on two CDs. Includes all five extended tracks of Motor and all six of Very Cool, including I Remember You; Fools Rush In; Movin’ Around; Crazy She Calls Me; and more. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6597793** SONNY ROLLINS: Modern Jazz Archive. One of jazz’s great innovators, Rollins was a tenor sax player with an extraordinary imagination for improvisation. See what he’s capable of with this two-album set, representing some of the quintessential Scoops and It’s Only a Paper Moon and Ollo (10 tracks like Soft Shoe and The Way You Look Tonight). Two CDs. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6758797** SWING SOMETHING SIMPLE. Swing music has never gone away and this compilation of 75 original hits has proof indeed of its everlasting appeal. This three CD set features Glenn Miller, Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby, Ella Fitzgerald, Tony Bennett, Judy Garland, Nat Kind Cole, and many more. One Day Music.

**CD 6764940** THIS IS IT: The Best of Jack Leonard with Tommy Dorsey. Twenty-six tracks from an unforgettable pair: I’m in a Dancing Mood; Where Are You; If My Heart CouldrealDonaldTrump You; You’re Here; You’re Everywhere; Dedicated to You; An Old Flame Never Dies; In the Still of the Night; and more big band treasures. Flare Records.

**CD 5933072** ANITA O’DAY: The Early Years 1941-45. An artist who remained true to her roots, even as many of her peers moved toward popular music, Anita’s talents are showcased in these 51 tracks from her early career. It includes most of the studio sides she recorded with the Stan Kenton and Artie Shaw bands as well as her sessions with the Benny Goodman Orchestra, and many more. One Day Music.

**CD 592488X** LOUIS JORDAN & HIS TYPANIFIVE JUKEBOX HITS, VOLUME 1 1942-1947. Collects 27 of Louis Jordan’s defining recordings, including Five Guys Named Moe; Choo Choo Ch’Boogie; Boop! Boop! Mop! Mop! Texas and Pacific; Rat On Blues; California: Somebody Done Changed the Lock on My Door; My Baby’s Got A Change of Heart; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6682287** ART BLAKEY: Moanin’. Two iconic albums by the bandleader and his Jazz Messengers, this two-track Moanin’, and the title track Are You Real?, Come Rain Or Come Shine and more, and Orgh in Rhythm, collecting Ya Ya; Elephant Walk; Out of My Mind; and many more. Membran. Pub. at $9.95 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6682685** HANK MOBLEY: Dig Dis. Brings together two digitally remastered albums from the Blue Note years of this colossus of tenor sax. Includes all six songs of Soul Station, plus Remember to If I Were a Bell; Orgh in Rhythm, My Favorite Things, Who Can I Turn To (My Heart), Bless You; and all six of Roll Call, including My Favorite Things, Young, My Love; Take Your Pick; and more. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6616282** PETER INO. The jazz bassist and vocalist brings together his recordings of songs from the Broadwater Hall, performing in groups led by Paul Bley, Jutta Hipp, Buddy Rich, and Lee Konitz. Over 60 tracks compile complete albums like Konitz; Volumes One and Two of Hips All the Hickory House; and Rich’s In Miami, as well as excerpts from his own Looking Out and Lee Konitz in Hi Fi. Four CDs. Real Music. $3.95 **SOLD OUT**
McGhee—The Music from his American Stars. Four CDs. Real Gone Jazz.

SOLD OUT

CD 6758444 GROOVE YARD: Jazz from the Riverside Vaults. An excellent compilation of 45 tracks from this prestigious label’s vaults, featuring Bill Evans, Cannonball Adderley, Charlie Byrd, Miles Davis, Wes Montgomery, Eddie ‘Lockjaw’ Davis, Thelonious Monk, and many more. Three CDs. Not Now Music.

SOLD OUT

CD 663052X HUMPHREY LYTTELTON: The Essential Recordings. This two CD collection hopes to restore Humphrey Lyttelton to his rightful place, and one of the true innovators of British Jazz. Features 40 tracks, including Bad Penny Blues; That’s My House; Dallas Blues; Close to You; This is My Life; and more! Primo.

PRICE CUT to $9.99

CD 6632580 FREDDIE REDD: Six Classic Albums. Six essential albums (plus bonus tracks) collect the best of this hard bop pianist and composer. Remastered in their entirety are the following: Redd’s Red; The Music from ‘The Connection’; Shades of Redd; Gene Ammons—All Star Sessions; Howard McGhee—The Music from ‘The Connection’; and Rolf Ericson and his American Stars. Four CDs. Real Gone Jazz.

SOLD OUT


PRICE CUT to $4.95

CD 5942918 KING CURTIS: Live in New York. Joined by Al Casey on guitar, Paul Griffin on piano, Jimmy Lewis on bass, and Belton Evans on drums, saxophonist King Curtis shares his legacy in all three tracks of his Live in New York session. Then, Al Casey is back with five bonus tracks, paying tribute to Curtis with JSP Records. Pub. at $17.99. $4.95

CD 6616895 TONY CROMBIE: Seven Classic Albums. Over 100 remastered tracks bring together seven albums and one EP by this multi-talented star of English Jazz. Includes the entirety of Ronnie Scott & Tony Crombie at the Royal Festival Hall; Tony Crombie & His Orchestra EP; Man from Interpol; Speak and blue; Drums! Drums! Drums!; Whole Lotta Tony; and Twelve Favourite Film Themes. Four CDs. Real Gone Jazz.

SOLD OUT

CD 4571428 MILES DAVIS—CHANGES: The 1955 Sessions. Hailed as one of the greatest comebacks in jazz history, the trumpeter’s sensational ‘From the ‘republic’ yielded these 20 electrifying pieces. Compiles the full track listings of four original LPs—The Musings of Miles; Blue Moods; Miles Davis and the Jive Five; and On Green Dolphin Street—featuring Ray Bryant, John Coltrane, Red Garland, and others. Two CDs. Not Now Music. Pub. at $16.99

SOLD OUT

CD 660482X ELLA FITZGERALD: Thanks for the Memory. The Queen of Jazz brings her elegant voice to 35 recordings, including My One and Only Love; On the Street Where You Live; For the Memorial; Come Back to Me; That Old Feeling; That Old Black Magic; Fellow Feathers; Early Autumn; Come On A My House; How High the Moon; Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea; and more! Primo.

PRICE CUT to $1.95

CD 6863760 LOUIS ARMSTRONG: Giants of the Big Band Era. Twelve of Armstrong’s most memorable tunes are included: When the Saints Go Marching In; Stormy Monday; Minstrel Man; Tiger Rag; Mandy; RDV; Tea for Two; Jeepers Creepers; and many more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $13.99

SOLD OUT

CD 3567192 THE NEAL HEFTI COLLECTION 1944–62. An immense 105-track collection brings together recordings from all of Hefti’s distinct strands of work in chronological order, covering the initial decades of a century or more of what proved to be a lengthy and illustrious career. In four CDs the post-war musician, composer, arranger and conductor collaborates with Frank Sinatra, Tony Bennett, Dean Martin, Peggy Lee, Mel Torme, Buddy Rich, and many others. Argo. Pub. at $19.99

SOLD OUT

CD 6629017 BILL EVANS: Timeless Classics. The contents of the renowned pianist’s greatest efforts, all in one set. Includes the entirety of Everybody Digs Bill Evans; Portrait in Jazz; Waltz for Debby; How My Heart Sings; and Moonsbeams. Each of the CDs is packaged in a cardboard sleeve that reproduces the original album artwork. Vinylogy.

$11.95

CD 6631576 ERNIE KRIVDA & FRIENDS: Satanic. Krivda and his team collaborate on six jazz tracks in this devilish 1977 release. Includes: The Devil’s Choice; The Magic Music Box; Munchkin; The Song of the Moor; The Piper; and La Festival. Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99. $2.95

SOLD OUT

CD 673877X SAM TAYLOR QUARTET: Along the Way. Legendary tenor saxophonist Louie Bellson joins the jazz quartet Sam Taylor Quarte. Nine tracks: Make Someone Happy; Fats Flats; On the Trail; Where Are You; People Will Say We’re in Love; The Close Things; There’s No You; Wild Is Love; and I Want More. Cellular. Pub. at $3.95

SOLD OUT
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CD 6639534 CHARLES MINGUS: Original Album Series. One of the biggest names in jazz gives us five classic albums from his oeuvre, all in one five-CD set. Includes the entirety of Pithecanthropus Erectus; The Clown; Bloola Bloola; Oh, Lady Lady Lady; and Smoke Gets in Your Eyes. Includes a comprehensive booklet essay by saxophonist Sunny Spilliet. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95

CD 6575903 BOOKER ERVIN: The Complete Recordings, 1954-62. Featuring the contents of six original LPs, various EP releases and more, this multi-artist compilation, this 60-track set offers a rare, nuanced introduction to this London-based jazz trumpet player. Includes a comprehensive booklet essay by saxophonist Sunny Spilliet. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95

CD 5757600 THE BILLIE HOLIDAY COLLECTION 1935-42. An amazing 100 tracks traces an important seven years of Holiday’s early recording career, which built the platform for the huge commercial success she would find during the mid to late ’40s. Featuring collaborations with the bands of Teddy Wilson, Count Basie, and Artie Shaw, it’s a rare window into the forging of a musical icon. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95

CD 6693589 MILES DAVIS: Miles ’58. Four original jazz masterpiece tracks on three CDs, collecting the entirety of Fergy and Bess; Miles Davis; and some (with Cannonball Adderley). Twenty-four tracks in all, featuring the trumpeter’s legend in everything from Summertime and Gone to Straight No Chance. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.99

CD 6632588 LARKIN’S JAZZ. Over 80 tracks provide a retrospective anthology of poet Philip Larkin’s favorite jazz records, illuminated by his incisive and often witty prose. Four CDs include standards by Louis Armstrong and His Orchestra; Count Basie and His Orchestra; the Stan Tracey Trio; and other legendary musicians. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.99

CD 6682456 COLEMAN HAWKINS: The Hawk Flies High. Two complete albums by a sultan of the sax. Includes the entirety of the six-track Hawk Flies High, with songs like Chance, Juicy-Fruit; and Blue Lights; as well as the six-track The Hawk Relaxes, with songs like I’ll Never Be the Same and Speak Low. Two CDs. Not Now Music. Pub. at $16.99

CD 6657752 SO MUCH, SO QUICKLY: British Modern Jazz Pianists 1948-62. Charts the rise and development of British modern jazz piano during the 1950s and 1960s. Twenty-four tracks include The Man from Minton’s by George Shearing Trio; Fool’s Rush In by Victor Feldman; Sweet Appeal by Jimmy Rowan; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 5924677 ARTHUR ‘BIG BOY’ CRUDUP: The Definitive Collection 1941-62. The Mississippi Delta blues guitarist often called the “Father of Rock ‘n’ Roll” is represented in this 94-track collection, comprising all the records he made for Bluebird, RCA-Victor, Checker, Trumpet, Champion, Grafton and Federal during his short career. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

CD 6648934 GROOVIN’ HIGH: Jam Session at the Hopbine 1965. Straight from London’s mid-sixties music boom comes a night of Red Price (alto sax), Ray Walkin’ (tenor sax), Les Pyne (trumpet), joined by the Johnny Burch Trio in a rare program of previously unreleased live recordings. Four tracks interpret the jazz classics Billie’s Bounce; All the Things You Are; All the Things I Used to Do; and Groovin’ High. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 5917204 CHET BAKER: Essential Original Albums. An icon of American jazz is revisited with this collector’s set of six defining albums, brought together on three jam-packed CDs. Includes, in their entirety, Chet Baker Sings; Chet Baker Sings & Plays; Chet Baker Sings Lyrical Trumpet; Chet Baker & Strings; Chet – The Lyrical Trumpet of Chet Baker; and Chet Baker Sings “It Could Happen to You.” Over 60 tracks in all! Masters of Music. Pub. at $29.99

CD 5912072 THE NAT GONELLA COLLECTION 1930-62. A comprehensive 96-track, four CD anthology comprising recordings by this Cellar Disc alumni, creating an entertaining showcase for one of the greatest personalities of British Jazz. Tracks include New Tiger Rag; Oh Monah; That’s Why; and more. Four CDs, Pub. Acrobat at $29.99

CD 663284X PHIL SEALMAN: Seamen’s Mission. Experience the energy, musicality and dynamism of Europe’s prime jazz pianist with this collection of 69 songs collected over 15 years of producingjazz. Restores three original LPs–Cool Music for a Cool Night; Speak Low; Mood in the Modern Fatherland; and Swingin’ The Blues–plus bonus CD assembling mood music from Tempo’s 1957-60 catalog. Forty-one tracks feature performances by Dizy Reece, Victor Feldman,enny Thompson and others. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 5933196 THE TEMPO ANTHOLOGY: British Modern Jazz 1954-60. Profiles a pioneering British record label across four CDs, reproducing their best jazz output over some 15 years of production. Contains Louis Armstrong on both vocals and trumpet, the Stan Tracey Trio; and other legendary musicians. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 5917247 LOUIS ARMSTRONG: Essential Original Albums. Featuring Armstrong on both vocals and trumpet, the five complete albums brought together in this collection represent a master’s best. Nearly 60 tracks make up Louis Armstrong Meets Oscar Peterson; Louis and the Good Book; Louis and the Angels; Louis Armstrong & Duke Ellington/ Together for the First Time; and Satch Plays Fats. Two CDs. Montparnasse Music. Pub. at $29.99

CD 6691282 BEN PATerson: Live at Van Gelder’s. Ten tracks recorded live at Rudy Van Gelder’s Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey recording studio by this American Jazz pianist and composer and his friends including cooker Max Roach, Marshall Lyman, McNeely, Green Jeans; Enchantment; The Vibrator; I Remember Clifford; The Hustler; Easy Time; and SWEATIN’. Cellar Live Records. Pub. at $17.99

CD 6614183 GLENN ZOTTOLA: Clifford Brown Remembered. Zottola conjures the beautiful tone, wide range, and imaginative technique of celebrated trumpeter Clifford Brown, creating an entertaining showcase for one of the great personalities of British Jazz. Tracks include: Yesterday’s; What’s New?; Blue Moon; Embraceable You; Smoke Gets In Your Eyes; Stardust; I Remember Clifford and more. Classic Jazz Records. Pub. at $16.99

CD 3653714 THE TONY KINSEY COLLECTION 1953-61. A comprehensive 88-track, four CD anthology comprising recordings by this Cellar Disc alumni, creating an entertaining showcase for one of the greatest personalities of British Jazz. Tracks include: Reedman; Blues in y; Straight No Chance; and many more. Six CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $35.99
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**HD 6671983** HARMONICA BLUES. The harmonica is a staple of that classic blues sound, and in these 25 tracks some of its greatest players show us why. Includes Maxwell and Peoria with Martin & Robert, Man Trouble Blues by Jaybed Coleman, Rhythm of the Blinds by Eddie Mapp, Like I Want to Be by Noah Lewis, and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

**HD 6672293** THE SOUND OF DETROIT: Original Gems from the Motown Vaults. Motown isn't just a record label—it's a sound. Collected on these two CDs are 50 timeless recordings of pure soul brilliance, featuring classics by Marvin Gaye, Diana Ross & the Supremes, The Temptations, Jimmy Ruffin, Mary Wells, Smokey Robinson, and others. One Day Music.

**HD 6681237** ALBERT COLLINS: Funky Blues Live 1973. Like a million-watt incandescent bulb, Albert Collins set countless venues ablaze with his electrifying Texas blues. Collected from a live performance these 10 tracks include gonna Walk With You Baby, Funk Jam; Stormy Monday; Get Down; F unk Ja m 2; B ackstroke; Conversa tion with Collins; Can't You See What You're Doing to Me; Frosty; and Get Your Business Straight. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99

**HD 6789731** THE DEFINING SOUND OF MOTOWN, VOLUME 1. The performers that made Motown one of the most cherished names in 20th century music come together in one 27-track collection. Enjoy multiple favorites by Marvin Johnson, Eddie Holland, Chico Leverett, Swinging Tigers, Barrett Strong, The Miracles, and many more. Motown.


**HD 6953153** THE SUPREMES: Gold. During their spectacular reign, the Supremes were the blueprint and gold standard for all future girl bands. Forty tracks are compiled in this two CD set, including Stop! in the Name of Love; Baby Love; You Can't Hurry Love; You Keep Me Hangin' On; Reflections; I'm Gonna Make You Love Me; Love Child; and more. Motown.

**HD 6971660** B.B. KING: Classic Albums. The great R&B singer, song writer and guitarist B.B. King is featured in this collection of four CDs. Some 84 tracks are brimming with great songs like Please Love Me; I'll Never Fall in Love Again; I'll Never Be Lonely Again; and more. Real Gone Music.

**HD 6987665** PAUL DESMOND: Blues in Time. Forever remembered as the legendary saxophonist of the Dave Brubeck Quartet from 1951 to 1967, this two CD set collects two original albums he recorded: First Place Again in 1959 and Blues in Time in 1957. Collects 14 tracks including Blues in Time; Two Degrees East, Three Degrees West; Body and Soul of four CD s. Some 84 tr acks a re br imming wit h great son gs like Please Love Me; I’ll Ne ver Fall in Love Again; I’ll Never Be Lonely Again; and more. Real Gone Music.

**HD 6993777** ETTA JAMES: Anthology. Three CDs collect the 60 best original recordings by this legend of soul and R&B vocals. Etta entertains with remar tible yokes like At Last; Sheet from Little Stevie; Go Back to S tevie’s r oots and more. Motown.

**HD 6787070** MARVIN GAYE: Soulful Moods. Soul’s defining voice breathes life into 11 Motown tracks: O’Mighty the Masquerade is Over; My Funny Valentine; Witchcraft; Easy Living; How Deep Is the Ocean (How High Is the Sky); Love for Sale; Always; How High the Moon; Let Your Concience Be Your Guide; and more. Motown.

**HD 6758466** SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON II: The Complete Trumpet, Ace & Checker Singles 1951-62. Compiles all his recordings released during this period. Fifty-one tracks include Eyesight to the Blind; Crazy About You Baby; Do It If You Wanna; Cool Cool Blues; Getting Out of Town; Do; and many more. Four CDs. Real Gone Music.
**Blues – R&B – Reggae**

**CD 6963048** MARTHA REEVES & THE VANDELLAS: Gold. This vibrant collection of 42 songs is a testament to the classic soulful sounds of Martha & the Vandellas. Among the timeless tracks collected here are I'm Ready for Love; Love (Makes Me Do Foolish Things); I'll Have to Let Him Go; Come and Get These Two CDs. Rhino. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6971768** ESTHER PHILLIPS: Release Me—The Early Years 1950-1962. Discover the Mottown Sound of Esther Phillips with this 4-CD collection of her R&B songs. Some 69 tracks include gems like Double Crossing Blues; Misery; Mistrustin’ Blues; Looking for a Man to Satisfy My Soul; Cryin’ and Singin’ the Blues; Light Street; Clapline; Do You Ever Think of Me; Real Gone; and others. Real Gone. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6792899** SUNNYLAND SLIM, 1961-1971. A digitally remastered collection of 81 tracks that span the career of this American blues pianist from 1947 to 1961. Featured tracks include Fly Right, Little Girl; Sweet Lucy Blues; Hard Times; Down Home Child; Bassology; The Devil Is A Busy Man; Gin Drinkin’ Baby; Shake It; Mary Lee; and more. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. 

**CD 6755536** THE ESSENTIAL DINAH WASHINGTON. Four classic albums containing the best tracks from the legendary R&B artist. Includes What a Difference a Day Makes; The Swingin’ Miss D’; The Bessie Smith Songbook; and The Fats Waller Songbook with his like. Time After Time; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6738583** THE FLAMINGOS COLLECTION, 1953-61. Eighty tracks comprised almost all the titles the Flamignos recorded during this prime period of their career, including the hits I’ll Be Home and I Only Have Eyes for You. It comprises all of their A & B sides on the Chance, Parrot, Checker, Decca, and other labels. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6963137** SMOKY ROBINSON & THE MIRACLES: Gold. A two-CD set featuring 51 tracks, including Got a Job; Going to a Go-Go; Bad Girl; Shop Around; Tracks of My Tears; Way Over There; Who’s Lovin’ You; and many more. Motown. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6792990** BIG JOE TURNER: The Singles Collection 1950-60. This 55 track set comprises selected A & B sides from Turner’s incredible singles for the Imperial, Federal, Aladdin labels, plus the complete A & B sides of his Atlantic releases from 1951-60. Hits include Lucille; Love My Baby; After My Laughter Came Tears; Poor Lover’s Blues; Honey Rocket; Shake, Rattle and Roll; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6737077** THE ESSENTIAL CHAKA KHAN. Back in the soulful powerhouse vocals of the Queen of Funk with more than 30 tracks including some of her biggest, most recognizable hits. Includes: Love Me; You (written by Prince); Fate; I’m Every Woman; Ain’t Nobody; Through the Fire; and more. Two CDs. Rhino. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6803296** SUPER RARE ELECTRIC BLUES: ‘60s Era. Fifty tracks on two CDs highlight the unsung heroes of electric blues who recorded on smaller labels. Includes original recordings by Icky Rennu, Wild Jimmy Spruill, Juke Boy Bonner, Flash Terry, Piano Slim, Guitar Shorty, Lafayette Thomas, Ike Turner, Little Miss Velvet, Syl Williams, George Smith, and others. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6803301** BROOK BENTON: The Singles Collection 1955-62. Features almost all the A & B sides of Benton’s releases during the first eight years of his recording career, including 30 chart hits. These 57 tracks include It’s a Matter of Time; Endlessly; Kiddio; So Many Ways; The Boll Weevil Song; Hotel Happiness; I’ll Have to Let Him Go; Close my Eyes; Back Water Blues; Ain’t Misbehavin’; and more. Collects 45 tracks plus three bonus tracks. Not Now Music. Pub. at $7.95

**CD 6827594** HOWLIN’ WOLF, 1951-1962. This four CD set compiles 71 tracks from the Blues legend including I Asked for Water; I Better Go Now; Red Rooster; Smokestack Lightning; Spoonful; Moanin’ at Midnight; How Many More Years; Who'll Be Next; and Evil. Is Going On. Real Gone Music.

**CD 6893005** KOUL & THE GANG: Gold. This iconic band’s impact on the music world has spanned decades. This two CD set collects 31 tracks, including Who’s Gonna Take the Weight; Funky Stuff; Hollywood Swinging; Love and Understanding (Cold Shoulder Together); Celebration; Ladies Night; and more. Mercury. Pub. at $12.95

**CD 6786561** BARRETT STRONG: Money & Other Big Hits. Twelve Motown classics: (That’s What I Want); Yes, No; Maybe So; I’m Gonna Cry (If You Quit Me); Money and Me; Misery; Do the Very Best You Can; Oh I Apologize; You Know What to Do; A Friend of Mine; Hell Will Find a Friend of Mine; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 6787142** THIS IS THE MIRACLES. The soothing sounds of the hit-making Motown quartet are revived once more in this 22-track collection. The Miracles were a group whose hits The Way I Feel, Everybody’s Gonna Do It, Be With You, Pay Some Dues; Mama; Ain’t It Baby; Embraceable You; Broken Hearted; Who’s Lovin’ You; Shop Around; and more. Tortilla. Pub. at $4.95

**CD 6969247** DONNA SUMMER: Gold. A wonderful collection of 34 tracks from the Queen of Disco. Songs include I Feel Love; I Will Fight; A Friend of Mine; Hero; My Love; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6969141** CAPTAIN BEEFHEART: BEEFHEART: Plastic Factory. The Magic Band performed at the Avalon in San Francisco in 1966. This album shows Beefheart and the Magic Band working as one, plus the complete studio sessions as well as a rare radio interview with Beefheart. Tracks include The Sun Is Shining; Down in the Bottom; Yellow Brick Road; Mississippi; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 6787266** B.B. KING: Complete Recordings 1949-1962. This massive set, which focuses on the songs recorded on his first six jam-packed discs, includes more than a decade in King’s legendary career. More than eight hours of music, these 69 jam-packed discs include nearly 170 tracks including Got the Blues; Hard Working Woman; Please Help Me Love; Love; My Heart Belongs to Only One; Boogie Woogie Woman; Tomorrow Is Another Day; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 6827081** GLADYS KNIGHT & THE PIPS: Midnight Train to Georgia. To say that Gladys Knight & the Pips are soul music legends is no exaggeration. This two CD collection showcases their best across 36 tracks, including hits like Midnight Train to Georgia; Oh and On; Landlord; Ain’t Too Late; Bed of Good Times; What a Woman; and more. Reel to Reel. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6828307** LIONEL RICHIE/COMMODORES: Gold. This 3 CD anthology features 57 tracks which span the smooth sounds of Esther Phillips in this 4-minute interview with Roy Buchanan bonus track. Angel Air. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6969164** ROY BUCHANAN: My Babe. Features nine tracks from this American guitarist and vocalist including You Gotta Go Let Me Know; My Baby; It Should’ve Been Me; Secret Love; Lack of Funk; Dr. Rock & Roll; Dizzy Miss Lazy; Blues for Gary; My Sonya; plus a 30 minute interview with Roy Buchanan bonus track. Angel Air. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6711707** THE ESSENTIAL CHAKA KHAN. Back in the soulful powerhouse vocals of the Queen of Funk with more than 30 tracks including some of her biggest, most recognizable hits. Includes: Love Me; You (written by Prince); Fate; I’m Every Woman; Ain’t Nobody; Through the Fire; and more. Two CDs. Rhine. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6969167** BIG JOE TURNER: The Singles Collection 1950-60. This 55 track set comprises selected A & B sides from Turner’s incredible singles for the Imperial, Federal, Aladdin labels, plus the complete A & B sides of his Atlantic releases from 1951-60. Hits include Lucille; Love My Baby; After My Laughter Came Tears; Poor Lover’s Blues; Honey Rocket; Shake, Rattle and Roll; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99
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**★ [6638775] GET UP OFF YOUR KNEES - From Bed Springs to Bloomers.** When blues music began to soar in the 1920s, many saw the greatest threat to the health of a nation with an undercurrent of sexuality. In this huge 99-track collection, these sensually driven tracks are represented, performed by Leadbelly, Blind Boy Fuller, Papa Charlie Jackson, Tampa Red, Shet Moten, Memphis Minnie, and others. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

$21.95

**CD 6962912 THE COMMODORES: Gold.** This two CD set collects some of the best written songs and funkiest grooves from the acclaimed R & B band. Songs include Mother, Evening Times; A Lady Threes; Brick House; Slippery When Wet; and many more. Thirty-nine tracks. Two CDs. Universal Music.

**★ [696298X] JACKSON 5: Gold.** Jackie, Tito, Jermaine, Marion and Michael were adored by America and their songs still fire our souls to this day. This two CD set contains 56 tracks, including Get Back;credentialing the Jacksons. Twenty CD set. Includes Dirty Mother For You; Sylvester and His Mule Blues; Rolling Stone Blues; Minnie's Lonesome Song; Hot Stuff; I Hate to See the Sun Go Down; and more. Motown.

$15.95

**CD 6971657 MEMPHIS MINNIE, VOLUME ONE, 1935-1939.** This nostalgic collection of blues recordings from this artist whose career spanned from the 1920s to the 1950s are compiled in this four CD 88 track set. Includes Dirty Mother For You; Sylvester and His Mule Blues; Rolling Stone Blues; Minnie's Lonesome Song; Hot Stuff; I Hate to See the Sun Go Down; and more. Reel to Reel.

$14.95

**★ [6961347] THE CHAMPION JUMP DUPLICATE COLLECTION 1941-53.** This great 52 track, two CD set comprises the A & B sides of just about all of King's releases, including songs by Champion Jack Dupree, Otis Blackwell, Mickey & Sylvia, “Little” Willie John, and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

**★ [5981158] THE TOMMY EDWARDS SINGLES COLLECTION, 1951-62.** More than 10 years in Tommy’s career are illuminated by 52 tracks recorded for MGM. The highlight of this release is It’s All in the Game join other notable songs by the R&B star, including multiple versions of Please, Mr. Sun, plus Morning Side of the Mountain; My Girl, If You Loved Me, and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

$11.95

**CD 6690762 QUICKSAND: The Groove Records Story.** A subsidiary of the mighty RCA Victor, Groove Records was a specialist of R&B music, and that focus is prevalent in this 50-track set. Two CDs collect the label’s best releases, including songs by Champion Jack Dupree, Otis Blackwell, Mickey & Sylvia, “Little” George Benson, King Curtis, and others. One Day Music.

$7.95

**CD 2870819 ETTA JONES: A Soulful Sunset.** Newly discovered recording of vocalist Etta Jones with the Cedar Walton Trio live in Baltimore, MD in 1972. This 4-track collection features soulful hits like Sunday; If You Could See Me Now; For All We Know; Exactly Like You; Better Go Now; Blowtop Blues; Love Nest; Don’t Go To Strangers; and more. Reel to Reel. Pub. at $18.99

$14.95

**CD 6634948 ANITA BAKER: Original Album Series.** The soul of R&B thrives in these five original albums by one of the genre’s best. Includes the entirety of The Songstress; Rapture; Giving You the Best That I Got; Composition; and Rhythm of Love, each in a cardboard sleeve that reproduces the original album artwork. Five CDs. Warner Music Group.

$21.95

**CD 2820064 MIKE BLOOMFIELD: Late at Night—McCabe’s, January 1, 1977.** These twelve tracks were recorded live at McCabe’s Guitar Shop, Santa Monica, CA, January 1977 during the late show and include Hymn Tune; Frankie and Johnny; I’m with You Always; Some of These Days; I’m Glad I’m Jewish, Eysight to the Mind; Don’t You Lie to Me; and more. RockBeatRecords. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**CD 6685616 MISSISSIPPI BLUES: Rare Cuts 1926-1941.** One hundred remastered sides capture 15 years of southern blues treasures. Four CDs bring together 100 vintage sides, collecting the stylings of such legends as Garfield Akers, Robert Johnson, Joe McCoy, Freddie Spruell, Robert Petties and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

$21.95

**CD 6943055 PICK UP THE PIECES: The Very Best of the Average White Band.** This essential two CD overview of one of Soul’s finest exports features 33 tracks that include Pick Up the Pieces; Cut the Cake; Let’s Go Round Again; School Boy Crush. I’m the One; Keepin’ It to Myself, Walk on By, Atlantic Avenue; Your Love Is a Miracle; Some Feeling, Different Song; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.95

$21.95

**CD 591728X RAY CHARLES: Essential Original Albums.** Own a very special master, organizing with the Quincy Jones Orchestra, in one lively set of true classics. Seventy tracks bring together the entirety of six essential albums: Genius + Soul = Jazz; The Genius of Ray Charles; Modern Sounds in Country & Western Music; Vol 1 & 2; What I Say; and Hallelujah I Love Her So! Three CDs. Music World. Pub. at $29.99

$11.95

**CD 2811480 THE BEST OF MINNIE RIPERTON.** Riperton’s operatically trained, five octave instrument was the very model of beauty and control of this compilation celebrates the legendary singer with ten of her best tracks, including Les Fleurs; Come to My Garden; Rainy Day in Centerville; Expecting; Completeeness; and more! Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**CD 2811537 GEORGE BENSON: The Early Years.** This compilation celebrates early years of this legendary and versatile jazz, pop, and R&B artist. Features 12 tracks, including hits like Love For Sale; The Masquerade is Over; All Blues; Witchcraft; Nobody Else But Me; and More. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95

$11.95

**CD 2871025 RUZZ GUITAR’S BLUES REVUE BIG BAND: The Heist.** This ten track set comprises selected A & B sides of just about all of King’s releases, including songs by Champion Jack Dupree, Otis Blackwell, Mickey & Sylvia, “Little” Willie John, and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

$11.95

**CD 2798914 LEGENDS OF BLUES.** Collects 10 songs from the acclaimed blues man, Rock on Under Waltz; Hurts Me Too; Coming Home; The Sky’s Crying; Standing at the Crossroads; Biting Bug Blues; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95

$11.95

**CD 2862530 LITTLE VICTOR: Deluxe Lo-Fi.** Collects 16 songs from the Beale Street Blues Bopper, including Morning Side of the Mountain; You Are My Sunshine; Bohemian Smoke; Moonshine Blues; and many more. Reed to Reel. Pub. at $8.99

$6.95

**CD 6692915 THE SOUL OF DETROIT: 75 Originals from the Motown Vaults.** Collects essential songs from the label that embodied the spirit of soul music, including Do You Love Me by The Contours; (He’s) Seventeen by The Supremes; Mr. Blue Sky by Blue Cheer; Higher Ground by Aretha Franklin; and many more. Three CDs. Motown. Pub. at $8.99

$6.95

**CD 2798379 EARL KING: The Singles Collection 1953-62.** This 41 track set comprises the A & B sides of just about all of King’s releases as a solo artist during the first decade of his career. Songs include Have You Gone Crazy?; Beggin’ at Your Mercy; Eating and Sleeping; It Must Have Been Love; I Met a Stranger; About Goodbye by The Miracles; And more. Three CDs. Motown. Pub. at $8.99

$11.95

**CD 2870924 MA RAINÉY: The Definitive Collection 1929-1948.** This four CD, 94 track collection honors one of the towering figures of early 20th century R&B, featuring tracks like Lowdown Blues; Rider Blues; Last Minute Blues; Farewell Daddy Blues; Counting the Blues; Toad Frog Blues; Moonshine Blues; Bad Luck Blues; Jealous Heart Blues; Morning Blues; and Blues the World Forgot. Each in a cardboard sleeve that reproduces the original album artwork. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

**CD 2820064 MIKE BLOOMFIELD: Late at Night—McCabe’s, January 1, 1977.** These twelve tracks were recorded live at McCabe’s Guitar Shop, Santa Monica, CA, January 1977 during the late show and include Hymn Tune; Frankie and Johnny; I’m with You Always; Some of These Days; I’m Glad I’m Jewish, Eyesight to the Mind; Don’t You Lie to Me; and more. RockBeatRecords. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**CD 2820064 MIKE BLOOMFIELD: Late at Night—McCabe’s, January 1, 1977.** These twelve tracks were recorded live at McCabe’s Guitar Shop, Santa Monica, CA, January 1977 during the late show and include Hymn Tune; Frankie and Johnny; I’m with You Always; Some of These Days; I’m Glad I’m Jewish, Eyesight to the Mind; Don’t You Lie to Me; and more. RockBeatRecords. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95
Nine tracks by a beloved Motown vocal group, joining the hit title
CD Pub. at $16.99

Mr. Man. Is Sweeter on the Other Side; and Your Love Had Got to Me.


RETURN to the roots of the blues sound, when rural and Blues - R&B - Reggae

THE SATINTON: A Love That Can Never Be. Five unreleased songs and hits like The Old Miner; Funny; I Will Turn Your Money Green; Pearlee Moan; I Will Turn Your Money Green, Pearlee Blues; Longing Blues; Old Blue; Missin' You. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 6661744 THE WALTER ‘FURRYY’ LEWIS COLLECTION, 1927-61. This two-CD set collects 46 tracks from one of the architects of the early blues, ‘Bullet’ BB. Tracks include Rock Island Blues; Mr. Funny’s Blues; Sweet Papa Moan; I Will Turn Your Money Green, Pearlee Blues; Longing Blues; Old Blue; Missin’ You. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

PRICE CUT to $7.95

CD 6907873 EDDIE BOYD: The Singles Collection 1947-62. Eddy Boyd was a San Antonio, singer and songwriter who made his impact on the Chicago scene in the 1940s and 1950s. This two CD set comprises selected A and B sides from tracks he released across this era. Among the 53 tracks included here: I Had to Let Her Go; Kilroy Won’t Be Back; Uncle Lovers; Picture in the Frame; Hush Baby; Don’t You Cry; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

PRICE CUT to $11.95

CD 694079X ARTHUR BIG BOY CRUDUP: If I Get Lucky. This giant collection of the American Delta Blues singer, songwriter and guitarist feature 102 tracks including Sweet Daddy Blues; If I Get Lucky; Standing at My Window, Anytime Is the Right Time; Gotta Find My Baby; Kalee Mc; Roe Me Mamma; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

PRICE CUT to $17.95

CD 6920080 THE FLOYD DIXON SINGLES COLLECTION 1949-62. This 77 track, two CD set comprises most of the A and B sides of Dixon’s releases during the most important era of his illustrious career. Songs include Sad Journey Blues; Telephone Blues; Call Operator 210; Dallas; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT to $13.15

CD 6838232 MICHAEL BLOOMFIELD: San Francisco Nights. Recorded live at the Fillmore in 1977, these twelve tracks from the American guitarist and composer include the Greatest Gifts from Heaven; Lo, Thou I Am with Thee; Kansas City Blues; I’m Glad I’m Jewish; Eyesight to the Blind, Jockey Blues; Between a Hard Place and the Ground; and more. RockBeat Productions. Pub. at $11.95

CD 6605540 THE MIRACLES WITH SMOKY ROBINSON: You Can Depend on Them 1959-1962. Forty-five songs by the popular R&B vocal group. Collecting three full albums—Hi We’re the Miracles; Cookin’ with the Miracles; and I’ll Try Something New—plus 14 bonus singles, it includes numbers like I’ll Try Something New; Where’s Lovin’ You; Your Love; The Time of Your Life; Speak Low and more. Two CDs. Jasmine.

SOLD OUT

CD 6765416 THE ROBINS: West Coast Doo Wop 1949-1961. One of the first and most influential of the teen-oriented doo-wop groups to emerge from Los Angeles, The Robins are highlighted in nearly 60 tracks on two CDs (some of them under the moniker The Robins Inc. and the Nick Nacks). Includes There’s Rain in My Eyes; Don’t Stop Now; Cherry Lips; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat.

SOLD OUT

CD 657138X THE DRIFTERS: The Complete Releases, 1953-62. This 71-track collection shines a spotlight on the early career of The Drifters, one of the most successful and enduring groups on the R&B and soul scene. Includes 28 U.S. chart entries and 23 R&B hits, five of them Number Ones. As well as 19 pop songs—tracks like Money Honey, Darlin’ Let Me Be; Save the Last Dance for Me; Up on the Roof, and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

CD 5942950 LIGHTNIN’ HOPKINS: The Acoustic Years 1959-1960. A musician who could make you weep with the acoustic guitar, Hopkins engravures with this assembly of 73 acoustic tracks. Remastered for the highest sound quality, they include Blues; Bad Luck and Trouble; Come Go Home With Me; Gotta Move Your Baby; and more. Includes some multiple takes. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

$21.95

CD 6668532 BLIND BLAKE: All the Published Sides. Over 100 remastered sides re-present Blake’s music output of this early blues figure. Five CDs collect Dying Blues; Blake’s Worried Blues; Back Biting Bee Blues; Wilson Dam; Black Dog Blues; Dry Bone Shuffle; That Will Happen No More; Sea Board Blues; and the Jailhouse Now; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

$17.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
For complete track listings, go to erhbc.com/674

**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

★ **CD 6794244** THE COMPLETE LOMA SINGLES, VOLUME 1. The first of four 2 CD collections containing the complete singles output for Loma Records. Of the 128 tracks you will find legendary artists performing hits like "Somebody Needs You by Ike and Tina Turner, I'm the Lover Man by Little Jerry the Girl by Smiley Lewis, Pay Day Music; **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

★ **CD 5934745** CHARLEY PATTON: COMPLETE RECORDINGS 1929-1934. The king of the delta blues is revived with this huge collector's set, compiling newly remastered versions of all known recording in his career. Featuring appearances by Son House, Henry Sims, Walter Hawkins, Willis Brown, Bertha Lee and more, these 92 tracks include everything from PONY BLUES to We All Gonna Face the Rising Sun and everything in between. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6759536** QUIET STORM: Being with You. Over 30 passionate classics to fill your night with romance: Reasons to Believe; One More Chance; Face to Face; Think as One; Can't Help Myself; Ask Me to Stay; Let Me Be Your Angel; I Believe to My Soul; I'm Movin' On: Blues Behind a Gun; and more. **SOLD OUT**

★ **CD 5917263** MUDDY WATERS: ESSENTIAL Original Albums. The man who virtually created the blues "band" format and shaped the post-war Chicago blues sound come roaring back to life with this collector's set, bringing together an assembly of his very best. More than 70 tracks, it includes his two earliest LPs, MUDDY WATERS at Newport and 1947-62. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6004862** A FAMILY AFFAIR: Motor City Roots. A snapshot of '60s soul, this collection hones in on the labels run by Gwen Gordy, featuring early tracks from a number of Motown stars. Includes recordings from The Voicemasters, Ruben Ford, Barrett Strong, Lamont Anthony, Eddie Burns, The Five Quails, Harvey & the Spinners, Shorty Long, and others. **SOLD OUT**

★★ **CD 6707045** MEET THE SUPREMES. This two CD collection includes over 50 original recordings from the biggest stars of Motown alongside the work of some unsung artists. Includes Fingerprints by Stevie Wonder, Shop Around by Marv Johnson, Never Let You Go by Marvin Gaye, Please Mr. Postman by The Marvelettes; and many more. Not Now Music.

**CD 6889575** DON'T FIGHT IT, FEEL IT: Gems from the SAR Vaults. Forty tracks represent some of the best vintage gospel and R&B recordings released by Milt Jackson's label. Don't Fight It. Feel It by The Sims Twins; God Is Standing by The Soul Stirrers, Always on My Mind by Johnnie Missette; and more. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 5853958** THE BEST OF DIODDY: THE MILLENIUM Collection. Bring one of the most influential and distinctive artists of the new millennium to your collection. A snap shot of '60s soul, this collection hones in on the labels run by Gwen Gordy, featuring early tracks from a number of Motown stars.

-- [For more information, visit erhbc.com/674](http://erhbc.com/674) --

[For complete track listings, go to erhbc.com/674](http://erhbc.com/674)
| **CD 671174X** **HOWLIN’ WOLF: Essential Original Albums.** One set compiles three original albums by one of the greatest, most electrifying characters in blues history. Sixty tracks comprise all of Moanin’ in the Moonlight; Howlin’ Wolf Sings the Blues; and The Rockin’ Chair Album, plus a selection of songs originally recorded by Wolf or the Wolf’s Master Musicians. Pub. at $19.95 |
| **CD 6632866** **RAMBLERS, GAMBLERS, VAGABONGS AND REVELERS.** Presents 100 songs by and about the archetypes and architects of American Roots music. Four CDs compile genre-defining music by artists like Robert Johnson, Muddy Waters, Hank Williams, Woody Guthrie and others, including songs like Ramblin’ Blues; Lost Highway; Traveling Man; and Honky Tonkin’. Proper Records. |
| **CD 5934524** **ROY LEE JOHNSON: When a Guitar Plays the Blues.** The singer-songwriter’s early career is highlighted in this collection of 30 tracks. Alongside songs like Mister Moonlight; Love Is Amazing; Sea Breeze; Too Many Tears and Take Me Back and Try Me are four unissued cuts by fellow D.C. Feelgood & the Interns band member Curtis Smith. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $25.99 |
| **CD 667402X** **DIVAS LIVE: The One and Only Aretha Franklin.** Joined by guest stars like Mary J. Blige and Stevie Wonder, the Queen of Soul performs many of her greatest hits live at The Palma Cafe in 1977, this legendary “blues shouter” performs 23 rarities: What a Man Do; Cry No More; I Swear by the Stars Above; and many others. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $33.98 |
| **CD 5942934** **LEADBELLY: Important Recordings 1934-1949.** Leadbelly may have laid the groundwork for 20th-century blues, but he also spent several years toiling for prison gangs. Featuring the Louisiana State Penitentiary and Washington DC Sound, this huge 96-track collection highlights some 15 years of powerful Leadbelly songs that shape the future of music. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 |
| **CD 6986176** **THE COMPLETE CHUCK WILLIS 1951-1957.** Seventy-eight classic sides from one of R&B’s breakthrough pioneers, remastered and packed into three CDs. Extracted from six prolific years, they include Can’t You See; Ain’t Right to Treat Me Wrong; Love Struck; Lively Miss Mary; It’s Too Late; Kansas City Woman; My Baby; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $24.99 |
| **CD 5943043** **RAY CHARLES: The Complete Early Recordings 1949-1952.** Recorded in groups, soul, blues, country, and jazz circles, Ray Charles got his start with these fifty vintage recordings (also featuring Bill Samuels). Witness the rise of a legendary rhythm and blues singer that wowed audiences with their tightly knit songbook, including I Got a Woman; Xscape; This Bitter Love; Hit the Road Jack; and more. Two CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $24.99 |
| **CD 2811553** **MAURICE WILLIAMS AND THE ZODIACS: Legends of Soul.** The legendary R&B vocal group is celebrated here in three collections on their greatest hits. Features 10 tracks: Stay; Corrine; Corrine; Little Darlin’; Save the Last Dance For Me; This Feeling; Barefootin’; Running Around; Mustang Sally; On Broadway, and Raindrops. Keep Falling On My Head. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 |
| **CD 6760449** **THE ROY MILTON COLLECTION, 1945-61.** Fifty-five tracks highlight the key moments of Roy Milton’s career, which encompassed all of the R&B star’s chart entries and best-known work. Two CDs collect notable songs like Milton’s Boogie; R.M. Blues; Hop, Skip and Jump; Information; and Midnight Special. Best Wishes; Junior James. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 |
| **CD 6700632** **THE BEST OF THE THREE DEGREES: When Will I See You Again.** For a short period in the mid-1970s, The Three Degrees were the public face of pop soul. Collecting here are 51 recordings that defined the trio, including both timeless hits and rarities: When Will I See You Again; Standing on the Outside Looking In; and many more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $15.99 |
| **CD 597087X** **RAY CHARLES: Rhythm and Blues.** From the legend’s early recording years of 1949 to 1955 comes 56 essential R&B classics. Performing solo or as part of the Maxin Trio, the Ray Ultimates Trio, or his own orchestra, Charles delivers Confession Blues; The Sun’s Gonna Shine Again; Jumpin’ in the Morning; Heartbreaker and more. Two CDs. Chrome Dreams. |
| **CD 6824412** **RIGHT NOW: Atlantic Club Soul and Deep Cuts.** Offers an eclectic 86 track selection of club-friendly and deep catalogue cuts drawn from the wealth of R&B, soul, blues and other genres. Two CDs. Jasmine Records. |
| **CD 6639720** **NINA SIMONE: Original Album Series.** Simone displays her versatility in five classic albums that dabble in R&B, jazz, folk and more. Includes every track of The Amazing Nina Simone; Nina Simone at Town Hall; Fruit; Nina Simone Sings Ellington; and Folk-N-Funk. Five CDs in cardboard sleeves with the original album artwork. WEA/Universal. |
| **CD 660479X** **THE DU DROPPERS: Talk That Talk.** The Du Dropers are a lesser known R&B vocal group, but that doesn’t mean their music isn’t just as good! Collected here are nearly 40 songs from across three years, some of them not originally issued. Includes Can’t Do Sixty No More; Laughing Blues; Don’t Pass Me By; Boot ‘Em Up, Honey Bunch; and many more. Jasmine Records. |
| **CD 6753622** **NINA SIMONE: Live Trilogy.** Three original live albums from 1959-1966 collected here on three digitally remastered CDs. Nina at Village Gate; At Town Hall; and At Newport. Twenty-six tracks include Legendary; Lowest; Return Home; Trouble in Mind; Little Liza Jane; Bye Bye Blackbird; Just in Time; and many more. Not Now Music. |
| **CD 658004X** **BEN E. KING: The Complete Atlantic/Savoy Singles Volume 1, 1960-1966.** Ben’s warm and soulful baritone voice brings life to 50 classics. Disc One is Stand By Me, joining the title track with Brave Yourself; Ecstasy; Young Boy Blues; Here Comes the Night; and more. Disc Two is So Much Love, including I’ve Got You Under My Skin; Groovin’; What Can a Man Do; Cry No More; I Swear by the Stars Above; and many others. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $33.98 |
| **CD 6674054** **BIG JOE TURNER: San Francisco 1977.** Recorded live at the Pollock Cafe in 1977, this legendary “blues shouter” performs 23 tracks, including the Night Train Right Time; Flip Flop and Fly; Chicago; and many other blues standards, all wriggling with the energy of the legendary R&B vocal group is celebrated here in three collections on their greatest hits. Features 10 tracks: Stay; Corrine; Corrine; Little Darlin’; Save the Last Dance For Me; This Feeling; Barefootin’; Running Around; Mustang Sally; On Broadway, and Raindrops. Keep Falling On My Head. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 |
| **CD 6920029** **EUGENE HIDEAWAY BRIDGES: Live in Tahalasshees.** Features 19 tracks from Eugene Hideaway Bridges, the American Blues singer/songwriter and guitarist including Step by Step; I Can Never Forget; How Long; When the Blues Overstake You; Mom and Daddy’s Old Days; Had a Little Bit of Trouble; I Wonder; Our Mother Mama; Hully Gully; and more. Not Now Music. |
| **CD 6931494** **B.B. KING: Nothin’ but...Bad Luck.** King electrifies with 45 blues classics on three CDs: Every Day I Have the Blues; When My Heart Beats Like a Hammer; 3 O’Clock Blues; Days of Old; Woman I Love; Fishin’ for My Baby; I Wonder; Our Mother Mama; Hully Gully; and more. Not Now Music. |
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**CD 5867509**

SAVANNAH CHURCHILL: I Want to Be Loved. Two CDs offer a comprehensive overview of the career of one of the 20th century’s most glorious and talented R&B divas. Forty tracks include Daddy Daddy; All Alone; Foolishly Yours; Sincerely Yours; I Want to Cry; Don’t Try to Tell Me; I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**CD 6686494**

SWEET SOUL MUSIC: 30 Scorching Classics from 1963. A genre’s greatest icons come together in a 30-track celebration of one full year in soul standards. Includes: I’m Gonna Love You; I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**CD 6721621**

DEE DEE WARwick: The Complete Atco Recordings. Brings together everything Warwick released on the Atco label, including previously unreleased masters, on two CDs. Thirty-five tracks in all, including What Kind of Man; Only the One You Love; Who Will the Next Fool Be? Searchin’; Cold Night in Georgia; Rescue Me; and more. Real Gone Music. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 6701337**

LUCKY PETERSON: What Have I Done Wrong. Twelve tracks (three previously unreleased) represent the best of Lucky’s JSP Studio sessions. Featuring appearances by James Peterson, Tamara Tremel, Larry McCray and others, the songs include After the Dance; ’Til My Dyin’ Day Lost the Right; Never Coming Back; I’m a Lucky Man; and more. JSP Records. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

**CD 6640621**

CAROL FRAN & CLARENCE HOLLIMON: It’s About Time. The R&B guitar of Clarence Hollimon compliments the astounding voice of Carol Fran in 11 tracks; Texas Home; Jumpin’ with Grizzle; Come on Little Mama; Booty Butt; Put the Blame on Me; Herky Jerky, I Can’t Go for That; No One Will Listen; Rock Bottom; The Way I Used to Be; and more. Real Gone Music. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 6666451**

ROCKIN’ THE GROOVE. From RCA Victor’s “Big Records” series dedicated exclusively to R&B—comes 35 classics: Charmaine by FrankBrunson; Big Foot Man by Paul Williams; Chimp Ale by: Barney Brooks; I’m Trapped by Buddy Lucas; The Thrill Is Gone by: Tony Tómed. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 684289X**

SAM DEES: The Show Must Go On. Includes the entirety of Dees’s 1973 Atlantic album along with six bonus tracks. A total of 16 tracks include Child of the Streets; The Show Must Go On; Come Back Strong; Just Out of My Reach; Troubled Child; Signed Miss Heroin; Save the Love at Any Cost; and more. Real Gone Music. **PRICE CUT to $6.95**

**CD 6686095**

BLOWING THE FUSE: 28 R&B Classics. These are the hits that rocked the jukebox in 1947: Let the Good Times Roll by Louis Jordan, Bobby Sox Blues by T-Bone Walker, Open the Door Richard by Jack McVea; Sally Zu-Zaz by Joe Turner; and more. Bear Family Productions. **PRICE CUT to $6.95**

**CD 5943019**

THE PARAMOUNT MASTERS. Collects 100 sides from the biggest Paramount label, during the greatest blues and jazz era. Four CDs feature unforgettable contributions by Lotte Leaman, Ed Bell, Freddie Brown, Alice Moore, Henry Townsend, Blind Lemon Jefferson, and countless others. JSP Records. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 5990629**

B.B. KING: Brothers in Blues. Digidrome Entertainment. **PRICE CUT to $6.95**

**CD 683759X**

ROBERTA FLACK: Original Album Series. Rhino. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

**CD 6789264**

BUDDY GUY: Live at the Checkerboard Lounge, Chicago 1979. JSP Records. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

**CD 6604617**

BROOK BENTON: The Early Years 1953-1959. Jasmine Records. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**CD 666310X**

THE VERY BEST OF LARRY WILLIAMS. One Day Music. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 5821138**

VINTAGE SOUL: Original Soul Grooves, Volume 2. Square Music. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 6764959**

BILLY WARD & HIS DOMINOES: Stardust. Jasmine Records. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**CD 683177X**

MUDDY WATERS: Live at Rockpalast. MIG Music. **PRICE CUT to $18.95**

**CD 6605729**

THE RAY-O-VACS: Riding High 1949-1957. jasmine Records. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 6840462**

IN BELGIUM THEY CALL IT POPCORN! JSP Records. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 7651655**

HOME: The Road to Soul. Jasmine Records. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**CD 6686346**

JUKE BOXES. JSP Records. **PRICE CUT to $28.99**

**CD 662274X**

JACKIE WILSON: Reel Petite. No Not Music Publishing. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**CD 5934642**

JAZZ GILLUM: Take One More Chance with Me. Acrobat. **PRICE CUT to $16.95**

**CD 6682225**

THE COMPLETE CHASIS FARLOWE: Ride on Baby. Atom Music. **PRICE CUT to $17.99**

**CD 6599448**

THE ROAD TO SOUL. Jasmine Records. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 6597386**

BIG JOE TURNER: Blues Archive. Membran. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**CD 5924723**

BUDDY JOHNSON JUKEBOX HITS 1940-1951. Acrobat. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 6619134**

THE JUDY ROBERTS BAND: Inner City Records. **PRICE CUT to $17.99**

**CD 5963796**

THE 1951 R&B HITS COLLECTION. Acrobat. **PRICE CUT to $2.99**

**CD 5934923**

LYNN HOPE: Blow Lynn Blow. Acrobat. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**DVD 570054X**

PHIL COLLINS—GOING BACK: Live at Roseland Ballroom, NYC. **PRICE CUT to $6.95**

**DVD 6814840**

BB KING: Standing Room Only. Time had no apparent effect on King, other than to make him more popular and more cherished with each year. His illustrious career he defined the blues for a worldwide audience. In this outstanding performance, recorded in Atlantic City, B.B. delivers with classics like The Thrill Is Gone, Let the Good Times Roll; Ain’t Nobody’s Business What I Do; and more. 2 more minutes. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**DVD 688721X**

RAY CHARLES IN CONCERT. %22Blowing the Fuse%22: 28 R&B Classics. These are the hits that rocked the jukebox in 1947: Let the Good Times Roll by Louis Jordan, Bobby Sox Blues by T-Bone Walker, Open the Door Richard by Jack McVea; Sally Zu-Zaz by Joe Turner; and more. Bear Family Productions. **PRICE CUT to $29.99**

**DVD 6990542**

RAY CHARLES IN CONCERT. %22Blowing the Fuse%22: 28 R&B Classics. These are the hits that rocked the jukebox in 1947: Let the Good Times Roll by Louis Jordan, Bobby Sox Blues by T-Bone Walker, Open the Door Richard by Jack McVea; Sally Zu-Zaz by Joe Turner; and more. Bear Family Productions. **PRICE CUT to $29.99**

**DVD 688721X**

RAY CHARLES IN CONCERT. Fullscreen. In this benefit concert for The Miami Lighthouse for the Blind, Ray Charles performs such classics as If I Were a Woman, Georgia on My Mind, and his rendition of America, the Beautiful. In addition, Charles delivers electrifying live shows, and his performances at Montreux give ample evidence of this. This DVD features over a dozen iconic hits, including It’s a Man’s Man’s World, Prisoner of Love, It’s Too Funky in Here, and Sex Machine. 71 minutes. Eagle Eye Media. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**DVD 5982391**

JAMES BROWN: Live at Montreux 1981. One of the defining elements of James Brown’s career has always been his electrifying live shows, and his performances at Montreux give ample evidence of this. This DVD features over a dozen iconic hits, including It’s a Man’s Man’s World, Prisoner of Love, It’s Too Funky in Here, and Sex Machine. 71 minutes. Eagle Eye Media. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**
Blues - R&B - Reggae

**DVD 655076** MARIAH CAREY: The Adventures of Mimi. Widescreen. Her most successful tour ever, The Adventures of Mimi, focuses on songs from her 15-year career, performed live for the first time. Shot in High Definition and recorded in Digital Surround Sound, this 2006 tour also features an appearance by Boyz II Men. Includes a bonus DVD plus an interactive CD-ROM. 165 minutes. Information Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

*Blu-ray DVD 6699999* B.B. KING: Live at the Royal Albert Hall 2011. On June 28, 2011, the “King of Blues” played an adoring sold-out crowd at London’s spectacular Royal Albert Hall. Experience that unforgettable night here, as the legendary bluesman and guitarist joins fellow virtuosos like Derek Trucks, Susan Tedeschi, Ronnie Wood, Mick Hucknall, and Slash for ten songs. 110 minutes. Shout! Factory. $5.95

**Blu-ray DVD 6699154** B.B. KING: The Life of Riley. In this movie, narrated by Morgan Freeman, the legendary B.B. King opens his private collection to the story of the story of an oppressed youth came to influence and earn the unmitigated praise of the music industry to carry the title, “King of the Blues.” Includes appearances by Barrack Obama, Sonny Rollins, Mick Jagger, and many others. $2.95

Christian - Gospel

**CD 670185X** ULTIMATE GOSPEL: Testify. Lift your spirit with two CDs filled with glistering gospel music. Thirty tracks in all, including testyly by Dottie Peoples; Hold On (Change for Adam) by Kari Jobe; The Gospel Is In You; So Good by Colorado Mass Choir featuring Joe Pace. Yes, God Is Real by Albertina Walker; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. $5.95

**CD 581583X** THE SOUL STIRRERS: The Singles Collection, 1950-61. Reveals several singles from one of the most important and influential gospel quartets in the 20th century. Comprising the A and B sides recorded for the Specialty and SAR labels, these 54 tracks represent a period that saw the great Sarn Cooke as part of the group; fired by another group, he solo career started; Johnnie Taylor. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6812787** CHARLEY PRIDE: The Gospel Collection. Combining two milestone albums, Did You Think to Pray and Sunday Morning with Charley Pride, this collection of twenty tracks includes I’ll Fly Away, Time Out for Jesus, Let Me Live; Whispering Hope; The Church in the Wildwood; No Turning Back; Without a Song; New Year Finally Came; Jesus Is Your Savior, Child; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95

**CD 6887414** JESUS IS JUST ALRIGHT: The Wilson Sisters. Hailing from Muscle Shoals, Alabama and steeped in the traditions of Gospel, Soul, and American Southern rock, the Wilson Sisters are a rising force in faith based music. This CD collects 12 uplifting tracks including Jesus Is Alright, Holy, Holy, Holy, If Not For You, and My greatest desire. CD. MVD Visual. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

**CD 6760090** CLASSIC GOSPEL, 1951-1960. Over 100 tracks represent a decade in Acrobats significant catalog of gospel recordings, including spirited tracks by The Original Five Blind Boys of Mississippi; The Dixie Hummingbirds; The Pilgrim Jubilee Sisters; the Gospelaliers of Dayton, Ohio; and many more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 6941230** ENCORED: Today’s Greatest Gospel Anthems. These twelve songs inspire us to look past our problems and seek the Problem Solver. It’s a basic truth that echoes through these encouraging anthems of faith and fortitude. Titles include What If I Were You There; (When Jesus Crucified My Lord); Swing Low, Sweet Darrio; I Call Him, I Got Shoes; These Hands; When He Reached Down His Hand for Me, and more. Country Stars. $7.95

**CD 6696413** PUT YOUR HAND IN THE HAND: Songs of Strength. Power and Victory. Rediscover a decade of singles from one of the most b eginnin gs to their aston ishing rise t o prominence . This film spotlights the talent and humility of the group from their modest beginnings to their astonishing rise to prominence. Finger Knotters. PONDEROSA. 82 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

Holiday CDs & DVDs

**CD 2831163** THE ROD MCKUEN CHRISTMAS ALBUM. The beloved poet recorded this treasured Christmas album in 1970-71. The 16 tracks include The Carols of Christmas; So My Sheep May Safely Graze; Here He Comes Again; The Little Christmas; Simple Gifts; and a bonus track of Baby It’s Cold Outside with Petula Clark. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.98 $9.95

**CD 2831058** THE COMPLETE CHRISTMAS OF THE PONDEROSA. This 22 track collection comprises two albums: Bonanza: Christmas on the Ponderosa, featuring the cast of Bonanza; and Have a Happy Holiday: Lorne Greene; along with two bonus tracks. Titles include Deck the Halls; The New Born King; O Come, All Ye Faithful; Stuck in the Chimney; We Wish You a Merry Christmas; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98 $12.95

**CD 6705979** THE RADIO CITY ROCKETTES SING YOUR CHRISTMAS FAVORITES. The beloved New York City performers bring their glittering cheer to 15 holiday gems. The Rockettes perform for Wonderland; Jingle Bells, Merry Christmas; Let It Snow; Santa Claus Is Comming to Town; Caribbean Christmas; Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; and more. Madison Square Garden. $4.95

**CD 2831104** JOHN KLEIN: A Christmas Sound Spectacular. Comprises two comprehensive albums: Christmas: Special Edition; and Let’s Ring the Bells All Around the Christmas Tree featuring a total of 24 tracks performed with the Carillon Americana accompanied by orchestra and chorus. Songs include White Christmas; Jingle Bells; Ave Maria; Silver Bells; Frosty the Snowman; O Holy Night; and more. Reader’s Digest. $11.95

**CD 6684777** MITCH MILLER & THE GANG: Christmas Sing-Along with Mitch. The performer who inspired us to “follow the bouncing ball” celebrates the season with this holiday classic, expanded with eight bonus tracks. Twenty-one tracks in all, it includes mainstays like Joy to the World; The First Noel; O Little Town of Bethlehem; Must Be Santa, Auld Lang Syne; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98 $12.95

**CD 6684785** THE NORMAN LUBOFF CHOIR: Songs of Christmas/Christmas with the Norman Luboff Choir. Eighteen tracks comprising the entirety of two Christmas classics by this renowned choir. Includes 11 choral medleys that blend everything from Joy to the World to Hark! The Herald Angels Sing, plus individual renditions of Silent Night, Jingle Bells, The Little Drummer Boy, and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.98 $13.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
Holiday CDs & DVDs

★ CD 6684572 ANDY WILLIAMS: The Complete Christmas Recordings. Get in the mood for the holiday season with 42 classic recordings, some of them presented for the first time on CD! Includes all 12 tracks of The Andy Williams Christmas Album; all 12 of Merry Christmas; and all 13 of Christmas with Love. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $29.98. $21.95

★ CD 6684734 THE JOY OF CHRISTMAS/The SOUND OF CHRISTMAS. From RCA’s Living Series comes two instrumental holiday albums covering your favorite Christmas carols. Living Guitar. The Joy of Christmas presents 10 guitar tracks, each pairing two yuletide classics; while Living Violin features 20 violin, cello, and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.98. $19.95

★ DVD 6821146 WESLEY MALE CHOIRS: A Christmas Celebration. Union Square Musi cs. SOLD OUT

★ CD 6659326 ALL TIME CHRISTMAS HITS. Legacy. $2.95

★ CD 6684815 ROBERT GOULET: The Complete Columbia Christmas. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.98. $13.95

★ CD 6684599 BOBBY VINTON: A Very Merry Christmas, Real Gone Music. Pub. at $9.98. $9.95

★ CD 6684750 LYNN ANDERSON: The Christmas Album, Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98. PRICE CUT TO $6.95

★ DVD 5779006 YULE LOG. Sit back and relax with your family as you enjoy the flickering glow of a real crackling, wood-burning fire. Featuring 25 optional holiday songs, this collection brings the perfect background for trimming the tree, cooking Christmas dinner, or opening presents on Christmas morning. 120 minutes. World Trading Center. $1.95

★ DVD 5892375 AN IRISH HOLIDAY. Widescreen. Within the walls of the historic Slane Castle, a selection of Ireland’s leading performing talent come together for a unique holiday gathering. Over dinner, Phil Coulter and his guests regale one another with stories and anecdotes, music and song. Features Moya Brennan, Enya, Caroline Hjelt, Donal Cashell, Paul Ó’Foghlú, Dara Ó’Ríordáin, Una Ó Sé, Deirdre Mulcahy, Máireadh Ní Mhaonaigh, and many others. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95

★ DVD 5663953 BING CROSBY’S WHITE CHRISTMAS ALL STAR SHOW. Produced by the celebrated Bing Crosby, for CBS’ first-ever -all-star holiday concert, this must-see concert features over 50 top names from stage, screen, and TV in an evening of music and comedy. Crosby is joined by Louis Armstrong, Bennett York, Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Bing Crosby, Dean Martin, Harry Belafonte, Diahann Carroll, Mike Todd, Frank McCourt, Maura O’Connell, and others. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.98

★ DVD 6965385 A SNOWGLOBE CHRISTMAS. Transform your TV into a joyful musical snow globe! Dozens of old world snow globes are shown to warm your home with holiday spirit. Enter a magical world where angels, Santas, and penguins are swirled with snow, lit with sparkles, and serenaded with traditional music. 50 minutes. TMW Media Group. $13.95

Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway

CD 6858754 THE SOUND OF BOND. This collection of 60 songs and themes celebrates half a century of the James Bond movie franchise. Includes the iconic Bond theme, as well as music from Dr. No; Goldfinger; Diamonds Are Forever; Thunderball; Tomorrow Never Dies; Casino Royale; Skyfall; and many more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. Pub. at $21.95

★ CD 2795957 HOW THE WEST WAS WON: The Original Soundtrack Recording. Conducted by the legendary Alfred Newman, the score for this classic western film is widely considered one of his best. Collects 14 tracks, including the title was Won; Home in the Meadow; The River Pirates; Cheyenne; No Goodbye; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

★ CD 4467809 WILD WEST HEROES. Rounds up 15 huge Western themes, including The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly; The Big Country; The Magnificent Seven; Dances with Wolves; Hang ‘Em High; A Fiddler of Dollars; Two Mules for Sister Sara; Some Girls on the Town; For Few Dollars More; True Grit; Banana; and High Noon. Music. $6.95

CD 5755145 BEST OF ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER. Discover the magic and passion of Andrew Lloyd Webber’s songs in this instrumental collection of his greatest hits. With thirty tracks in all, several of his most beloved musicals are represented, from Jesus Christ Superstar and Evita to Cats to The Phantom of the Opera. Three CDs. NorthQuest. $5.95

CD 5881005 UNFORGETTABLE MOVIE THEMES. Feel the action, passion, and emotion of your favorite films with timeless classical compositions that grace their soundtracks. Features pieces by Bizet, Tchaikovsky, Beethoven, Mozart, Bach and others, drawn from films like There’s Something About Mary; Missy; The Spy Who Loved Me; Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back; and many more. Seventeen tracks on 3 CDs. NorthQuest. $3.95

★ CD 2798387 AN ENCHANCED EVENING ON BROADWAY WITH EARL WRIGHTSON. One of America’s finest baritones, these 26 tracks feature his rendition of some of the most well-loved ballads of Broadway including They Call the Wind; Mania; Lost in the Stars. Some Enchanted Evening; Sh-Ch-Ch-Ch; The Good News; and Where Do I Begin? A Handful of Friends; and more. Two CDs. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

CD 6701558 EASTER PARADE: The Film Music Collection. Relive the dazzling motion picture musical starring Fred Astaire, Judy Garland, Peter Lawford, and Ann Miller. Backed by the MGM Studio Orchestra and Chorus, they perform It Only Happens When I Dance with You; This Is the Life; Along Came Rain, and more. Sony Music. Sold Out

Twenty-three tracks in all. Pegasus Entertainment

CD 6632158 SHOW BOAT. Experience the original motion picture soundtrack of the record-breaking musical Show Boat, based on the Pulitzer Prize-winning novel by Edna Ferber and Oscar Hammerstein II. This wonderful CD features 29 compositions from the film including Ol’ Man River; Can’t Help Lovin’ Dat Man; Make Believe; I Might Fall Back on You; and many more. Sony Music. Sold Out

★ CD 6640648 THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN. Experience Elmer Bernstein’s iconic score to one of the greatest westerns ever made, presented here in a riveting 27-track collection. Also included are bonus tracks from other Bernstein-composed soundtracks. From the Terrace and The Rat Race. Soundtrack Factory. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

CD 3553738 SCIENCE FICTION’S FINEST, VOLUME ONE. Set your CD player to “stun” with a collection of 36 tracks from sci-fi television and film. Some of the genre’s most well-loved franchises are represented, including The Twilight Zone; Star Trek; Buckaroo Banzai; Avatar; The Terminator; Dune; Fringe; The Clone Wars; Tron; Shagrat; SG-1; Futurama; Red Dwarf; Doctor Who; and many more. BSX Records. Pub. at $11.99. $9.95

CD 7796023 TRAPEZE: Music from the Soundtrack. This film starred Burt Lancaster, Gina Lollobrigida and Tony Curtis. The soundtrack was composed by Malcolm Arnold and includes 12 tracks, including Life Is a Circus; Fantane and Elephants; Fallen; Trapeze; Juke Box; Stars and Stripes Forever; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

★ CD 2796007 SHIRLEY TEMPLE’S HITS FROM HER ORIGINAL FILM SOUNDTRACKS. The lovable Shirley Temple returns in this album once again to capture the hearts of millions all over the world. Nineteen songs are collected, including On the Good Ship Lollipop; Polly Wolly Doodle; That’s What I Want for Christmas; Oh My Goodness; Baby, Take a Bow; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

CD 6920411 MIKLOS ROZSA: JUNGLY Book/The Thief of Baghdad. Performed by the Frankenland State Symphony Orchestra and conducted by Miklos Rozsa, eight tracks include The King’s Fantane; The Harbour of Baghdad; Procession; Eternal Love; Gallop of The Flying Horse; and more. Banda Sonora. The Market Place of Basra; and The Jungle Book Suite. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 6581994 THE CHIPMUNKS: Greatest Hits. Ten classic Chipmunks tracks, drawn from Let’s Sing with the Chipmunks (1961) and The Chipmunks Sing the Beatles (1964). Alvin, Simon, and Theodore (with David Seville) perform The Chipmunk Song; Alvin’s Harmonica; Ragtime Cowboy Joe; A Hard Day’s Night; Can’t Buy Me Love; I Want to Hold Your Hand; and more. Curb Records. $11.95

CD 6689597 CLEOPATRA: Original Soundtrack from the movie starring Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, Rex Harrison. This fifteen tracks include Caesar and Cleopatra; A Gift for Caesar; The Fire Burns; Caesar’s Assassination; Anthony and Cleopatra; Cleopatra’s Theme; and many more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95
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**CD 668652 WAND‘RIN’ STAR: Movie & TV Songs. Songs from your favorite westerns are performed by giants of both the film and music worlds, from Lee Marvin and James Stewart to Tennessee Ernie Ford, Frankie Laine, and Dean Martin. Twenty-five tracks include High Noon, Bonanza, Johnny Guitar, 3:10 to Yuma, The Ballad of Walter Bigelow. Pub. at $26.95 $18.95**

**CD 760418 FASCINATING GERSHWIN. Sixteen tracks present landmark performances from the Gershwin songbook. Ella Fitzgerald performs Someone to Watch Over Me; Fred Astaire performs Nothing But You; and Carmen Miranda performs I Got Rhythm; Nina Simone performs I Loves You, Porgy; and many more.**

**CD 670162 KISS ME KATE: The Broadway Musical Collection. Experience one of classic Broadway’s funniest musical hits with the original cast recording, featuring Alfred Drake, Patricia Morison, and Lisa Kirk. Seventeen tracks include every toe-tapping number: Another Op‘n’n, Another Show; Hot; Brush Up Your Shakespeare; and more.**

**Wunderbar: Too Damn Pegasus Entertainment.**

**CD 5854105 CRAZY FOR GERSHWIN. Sixteen unforgettable compositions by the musical theater giant are adapted by great 20th century stars. Ella Fitzgerald performs Nice Work If You Can Get It; Bing Crosby and Judy Garland collaborate on Love Is Here to Stay; Fred Astaire performs Fascinating Rhythm; and more.**

**CD 675872X SONGS YOU HEARD ON THE TELLY. This three CD set collects 60 original songs featured in TV advertisements including highlights from the 1970s’ Green Onions by Booker T. & The M.G.s; Wonderful World by Sam Cooke; Apache by The Shadows; Volare by Dean Martin; Room With a View by the Beach Boys; and many more.**

Boony by John Lee Hooker

**CD 6948898 BOBBY SANABRIA: West Side Story, Reimagined. A re-imaging from the perspective of a jazz musician, a Latin musician, and a native Nuyorican who is proud to say he is from the city that defines apace, hipness, and cool. Twenty tracks include America; The Jet Set; I Feel Love; and many more.**

**CD 6848249 CANNONBALL ADDERLEY’S BIG MAN: The Legend of John Henry. This tracks album is one of the final musical efforts from the great jazz musician’s works. This folk musical features Joe Williams, Randy Crawford and Robert Guillaume as the vocalists. Tracks include Overture; Anybody Too Fast; I Got the News; and the title track Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.98**

**CD 6831737 KLAUS SCHULZE: Le Moulin de Daudet. This soundtrack to the French movie includes The Beginning/The Delegates; Mother Sadness; The Loss of the Factory; The Youth; Friday’s Departure;和 More.**

**CD 7296352 1001 ARABIAN NIGHTS: The Original Motion Picture Soundtrack.**

**CD 5934532 S° WIND: SOULFIRE: The Songs of George Gershwin. 1898-1988. European performers Elta Cameron, Bill Ramsey, Dieter Reith and the SWR Big Band interpret 15 pieces by the quintessential jazz composer: S°Wonder; A Foggy Day; Love Is Here to Stay; Fascinating Rhythm; Someone to Watch Over Me; Summerme; Embraceable You; Nice Work If You Can Get It; and more. Bear Family Records.**


**CD 5900263 A CELEBRATION OF LERNER & LOEWE. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99**


**CD 663141X OLIVER: An Excursion with the Bob Dorough Quartet. Classic Jazz Records. Pub. at $17.99**

**CD 5900476 JANE PICKENS: Music in the Air. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99**

**CD 7526177 PIANO CLASSICS: The Gold Collection. This collection of 13 duets and piano classics, from Mozart’s playful Turkish Rondo to Beethoven’s dramatic For Elise, will delight you with its variety and depth of emotion. Also includes Moonlight Sonata; Claire de Lune; and more. Sony Classical.**

**CD 6831923 EVERYBODY’S MOZART. Piano Concertos No.17, 20, 22 & 24. Sir Charles Mackerras leads the Scottish Chamber Orchestra in four works by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. Piano Concerto No. 17 in C minor, K. 466; Piano Concerto No. 22 in E-flat major, K. 422; Piano Concerto No. 17 in G major, K. 453; and Piano Concerto No. 24 in C minor, K. 491. John O’Connor, piano. Over two hours on 2 CDs. Telarc.**

**CD 6632091 PETER TCHAIKOVSKY: The Nutcracker. The CD side of this DualDisc contains highlights from The Nutcracker Ballet, including the Overture; The Waltz of the Snowflakes; Tanertella; and Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy. The DVD side contains the complete Nutcracker Ballet in surround sound. Silverline.**

**CD 6928293 ENCORES: London Symphony Orchestra, Philadelphia Orchestra, Philip Gibson conduct the London Symphony Orchestra in a collection of classic orchestral works. Brahms, Anderson, Berliz, Glinka, Elgar, Handel, Verdi, Grofe, Tchaikovsky, Handel and others.**

**CD 6928382 SCENES & IMAGES: LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA. Adrian Leaper and Philip Gibson conduct the London Symphony Orchestra for seven inspired compositions: On the Trail (Grand Canyon Suite) by Grote; Piano Concerto by Sibelius; Prelude A L’Apres-Midi D’Un Faune by Debussy; and more. Bavel, Casals. Dvorak, and Smetana. AMC.**

**CD 6950272 BOLLING: Concerto for Classical Guitar and Jazz Piano Trio. Considered a first example of crossover in the musical world of classical guitar and jazz, the selections include Hispanic Dance; Mexican; Invention; Serenade; Rhapsodic; Africaine; Finale; Jazzo Brasileiro; and more.**

**CD 6932083 PETER TCHAIKOVSKY: Swan Lake. Present’s Tchaikovsky’s Grand Ballet in Four Acts, Opus 20. Performed by the Utah Symphony Orchestra, led by Maurice Abravanel, this performance runs over 100 minutes. On the back of these two DualDisc CDs are DVD extras.**

**CD 6950493 CHOPIN: Piano Concertos. The Saarbrucken Radio Symphony Orchestra conducted by Stanislaw Skrowaczewski, brings the beauty of these two piano concertos into live performance. Included are the Piano Concerto No.1 in E minor Op.11; and Piano Concerto No.2 in F minor Op.21. With Ewa Kupiec, piano. Brilliant Classics.**

**CD 6905609 HANDEL: Water Music. Written for a royal water party in 1714 Handel’s Water Music was most likely performed by the band of fifty musicians that accompanied King George and his court on their luxury yacht. Progress by barge on the Thames. Played by the Consort of London, Robert Haydon Clark. conductor. Brilliant Classics.**

**CD 6905485 CHOPIN: Early Works. Costantino Masurrippponi, pianoforte, presents three beautiful early works by Chopin, including Polonaise in A flat major; Ronde in C minor Op1; Mazurka in G major; Mazurka in B flat major; Polonaise in B flat minor; Ronde à la Mazur in F major.**

**For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/674**
and enter the item number in the search box.
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CD 6966357 SAINT-SAENS: Samson et Dalila. For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/674

Recorded in 1950. Allegro.

CD 6966160 ANSERMET: Stravinsky-The Rite of Spring. The decades long collaboration of composer Igor Stravinsky and conductor Ernest Ansermet present this classic collection to life. Includes Stravinsky’s ballet Petrouchka and Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring. Orchestra de la Suisse Romande, Ernest Ansermet. SOLD OUT

CD 2854325 SCHUBERT: 3-CD Set. This collection of works by Franz Schubert includes excerpts from his opera Rosamunde with Peter Maag leading the Philharmonia Hungarica. Includes Fantasy in C Major “Wandererfantasie” with Peter Frankl, piano, Sonata in A Major and Sonata in C Major. Brilliant Classics. $9.95

CD 2854327 GILBERT & SULLIVAN: Princess Ida/Palter Symphonies. This double CD includes Gilbert and Sullivan’s Princess Ida conducted by Isidore Godfrey and also conducts Palter Symphonies from Gilbert and Sullivan, performed by baritone singer, Nelson Eddy. Forty-four tracks. Avid Entertainment. $14.95

CD 6955955 FLAVOURS: Music for Cello and Piano. Features music for cello and piano by Debussy Sonata in D minor; Beethoven Sonata No.5 in D Op.102 No.2; Schnittke Sonata No.1 and the first recording of Ed Van Breemen’s score Flavours. Featuring Amber Dotters van Leeuwen on cello. 3 CDs. TIM.

CD 6964030 STRAUSS: Die Frau ohne Schatten. This fairy tale opera features Leonie Rysanek as the Empress, with an ideal supporting cast that includes: James King as the Emperor; Walter Berry as Barak, the Dyer; and Christa Ludwig as the Dyer’s Wife. Karl Bohm conducts the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra in this live 1974 performance. A three CD set. Allegro. $11.95

CD 285435X MOZART OPERAS: VOLUME 1: Idomeneo/Thamos. This extraordinary 6 CD collection features some of Mozart’s finest works. Includes the opera Idomeneo with Nicolai Gedda as Idomeneo. Hans Schmidt-Isserstedt leads The Chor des Bayerischer Staatsoper in the title role. Also includes performance of Mozart’s Thamos with Keeva Gutterman as Thamos, and Ton Koopman conducting the Radio Kamerorkerst. 2 CDs. Brilliant Classics. $11.95

CD 6966241 IDOMENEO: Idomeneo Di Creta. Features a stunningly beautiful performance by the legendary Jose Carreras as Idamante. Nicolai Gedda as Idomeneo. Werner Hackstall-S天下 as Idamiante, paired perfectly with Nicolai Gedda as Idomeneo in the title role. Also includes performance by Manouel Hummel and Hannes Prandl conducting the Zagreb Opera. Brilliant Classics. $9.95

CD 6966179 BEETHOVEN: Fidelio. This thrilling recording features Christa Ludwig as Leonore, matched with an all star cast including James King as Florestan, Franz Crass as Rocco, and Edita Gruberova as Marzelline. With the chorus of the Vienna State Opera and the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra under the direction of the legendary conductor Karl Bohm. Two CD set. Allegro. $9.95

CD 6966314 BOITO: Nerone. In this live 1957 performance, Franco Capuano conducts the Orchestra and Chorus of Teatro San Carlo. This production features Mirto Picchi as Nerone; Mario Petri as Simon Mago; Giangiacomo Guelfi as Fanuel; and Nicola Wemyss as Zaide; Max Ciolek as Palma Mertonne as Alcina, and Taisiya Pushkarenko on piano. Brilliant Classics. $9.95

CD 6966225 FEDERICO JARDINO: Madonna del Castagno. Complete opera recorded from a live performance in 1961. With Renata Scotto as La development, and Renee Gubert as the High Priest; and Henk Driessen as Dalila. This rich performance of Saint-Saens’ I V-VIII,
and enter the item number in the search box.

CD 6966381
STOKOWSKI: Tchaikovsky-Symphonies 4 & 5. In these classic all Tchaikovsky recordings from 1934-1944, Stokowski conducts the N.Y. City Symphony Orchestra, the NBC Symphony Orchestra, and the Philadelphia Orchestra in the Romeo and Juliet Fantasy Overture, Symphony No.4, Marche Slave; and Symphony No.5. Two CDs. Allegro. $9.95

CD 8952323 GIACOMO PUCINI: La Fanciulla del Western. This masterful performance of Puccini’s Western table stars Franco Corelli as Johnson; Tito Gobbi as Range; Gigiolo Frazzoni as Minnie; and Franco Ricciardi as Nick. This live performance was given in 1956 with the Orchestra and Chorus of La Scala, Milan, conducted by Antonio Votto. Two CDs. Allegro. $9.95

CD 6771211 LEONIE RYSANEK: The Soprano Queen. Famous for her “Rynasek scream,” this radiant soprano used to bring audiences to rapture around the world throughout her prolific career. This 10-CD collection embraces her greatest roles, bringing together excerpts from her turns as Belfiore. Sylvain Cambreling conducts the Orchestre du Theatre Royal de la Monnaie. Brilliant Classics. $34.95

CD 6966349 PRO ARTE QUARTET: Haydn String Quartets, Vol.1. This two CD set features the Pro Arte Quartet’s remarkable grip on the Haydn string quartets. These classic recordings were recorded between 1931-1938. Includes String Quartet in E flat, Op.20; String Quartet in C, Op.20; String Quartet in D, Op.50 “The Bird”; & String Quartet in D, Op.50 “The Frog”, and more. $9.95

CD 2854376 MOZART OPERAS, VOLUME 23: La Clemenza di Tito/La Finta Giudiziosa. This exceptional 5 CD collection brings together two of Mozart’s operas. In La Clemenza di Tito, Andrea Bocelli is Tito Western; Claudia Patacca as Vitellia; and Francine van der Heyden as Serinia. Jed Wentz leads the Musica Rerum Ad Rhenum. Love and jealousy reign in La Finta Giudiziosa, with Ugo Benelli as Il Pedestra; Johanna Feltowska as Sandrina and Marek Wozniak as Belfiore. Sylvain Cambreling conducts the Orchestre du Theatre Royal de la Monnaie. Brilliant Classics. $11.95

CD 6966209 BOHM: Bruckner–Symphony No.7. This classic 1946 recording of Bruckner’s powerful and dramatic Symphony No.7 in E by the Vienna Philharmonic is conducted by the distinguished Karl Bohm. Allegro. $7.95


CD 6966276 KARAJAN: Brahms Symphony No.1. In this classic 1943 recording, the famous Herbert von Karajan conducts the Concertgebouw Orchestra in Richard Strauss’s tone poem Don Juan and the Brahms Symphony No.1. Allegro. $7.95

CD 2854386 MOZART OPERAS, VOLUME 17: Il Sogno di Scipione/Cosi Fan Tutte. This brilliant 5 CD collection brings together two operas by Mozart. In Il Sogno di Scipione, Haron MCFadden is Fortuna; Claudia Patacca, Costanza, and Francois Soons, Scipione. Jed Wentz leads the Musica Ad Rhenum. Sigiswald Kuijken conducts the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra. In Mozart’s comic Cosi Fan Tutte with Soile Isokoski as Fiordiligi; Monica Groop as Dorabella and Hrub Clessens as Don Alfonzo. The Budapest Festival Orchestra conducted by Ivan Fischer takes the listener skillfully through Mozart’s bountiful comic capers. Two CDs. Brilliant Classics. $11.95

CD 6905617 HAHN EISLER: Edition. Hans Eisler wrote an enormous amount of music. This 11-CD collection includes his orchestral music; Deutsche Sinfonie; Chamber Music; Gisela May sings Brecht; Iringard Arnold sings Eisler; Piano Music; Vocal Symphonic Music; and Accompaniments and Duos. Brilliant Classics. $29.95

CD 6966217 VERDI: Falstaff. This classic 1950 recording of Verdi’s last opera is his second comedy and musically the most sophisticated of his long career. With Giuseppe Taddei as Falstaff; Rosanna Carteri as Mrs. Alice Ford, Linda Pagliughi as Nannetta, and Saturo Meletti as Fenton. Luisi conducts the RAI Orchestra and Chorus, Turin. Two CDs. Allegro. $9.95

CD 2855444 SCHUTZ: Cantiones Sacrae/Kleine Geistliche Concerte I/ Madrigali. Schutz is generally regarded as an important German composer and organist of the early Baroque period, this 5 CD set includes Cantiones Sacrae, Kleine Geistliche Concerte I; and Madrigali. Matteo Messon con thes Domenico Masso, violone in sol, and Matteo Messoni organ, harpsichord, and spitellone. Brilliant Classics. $19.95

CD 6771467 THE TENOR HEROES OF BAYREUTH. Ten CDs boast recordings made by the most famous heroic tenors of the past two centuries, including Dr. Alfredo Kraus, Lauritz Bary, Lauritz Melchior, Franz Volker, Lukas Gauthier, Howarth, Max Lorenz, and many others. Includes excerpts from Derfliegende Holländer; Tannhauser; Trionfo di Demetrio; Ring des Nibelungen; and more. Intense. Brilliant Classics. $34.95

CD 6771246 MARCELLE MEYER: Complete Studio Recordings 1925-1957. An astonishing 17 CDs collect the entirety of this renowned French pianist’s studio output, including Debussy, Ravel, Claude Debussy, Jean-Sébastien Bach, Domenico Scarlatti, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Igor Stravinsky, Richard Strauss, and many others. Intense. Brilliant Classics. $34.95

CD 6905668 ROLAVETS: Chamber Music. Includes Trio for Piano, Violin & Cello No.3 with Alexander Bondoukovitch; Sonata for Alto & Piano No.1; Sonata for Alto & Piano No.2; Andrei Gritidchuk, alto and Alexandre Blox, piano. Piano Sonata No.5 with Natalia Pankova, piano. Piano Sonata No.7 with Sergei Souzdolov, cello, and Andrei Diev, piano. Brilliant Classics. $24.95

CD 6950213 BARTOK: Violin Concertos. The Budapest Festival Orchestra conducted by Ivan Fischer takes the listener skillfully through Bartok’s unmistakable craftsmanship in the Violin Concerto No.1 and the Violin Concerto No.2. Intense. Brilliant Classics. $9.95

CD 6950477 CAZZONI & ANTONIO: The Renaissance Keyboard. Presents recordings of possibly the two oldest examples of printed keyboard music; the Frottole Intabulate da Sonare Organi by Andrea Antico and the Recercato Metaili Canzoni of 1523, by Marco Antonio Cavazzoni. The selections are played by Fabio Antonino Falcone, harpsichord, virginal and organ. Brilliant Classics. $8.95


CD 6950706 TIPPETT: String Quartets Nos. 1-4. The quartets span Tippett’s development as a composer, and reveal his gloves featuring a second for contrapuntal inspiration. Performed by the Britten Quartet. Peter Manning, Keith Pascoe, violins; Peter Lale, viola, and Andrew Shulman cello. Two CDs. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 6950310 BRAHMS: Sonata for 2 Pianos. The piano duo of Eleonora Spina and Michele Benignetti play the Brahms Sonata in F minor Op. 34 and Variations on A Theme by Haydn Op.56 Also known as the St. Anthony Variations. Brilliant Classics. $5.95

CD 6950434 CAMBIINI: 6 Flute Quartets. In this recording, the Quartetto DuePiuDue plays Cambinni’s flute quartets; two of the pieces are performed for the first time. Performed by the Boston University. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 6950264 BLOCH: Music for Violin and Piano. Combining musical forms of the past with 20th century techniques and sensibilities, Bloch’s piano and violin works include Violin Sonata No.1; Abodah; Melody; Suite No.1 in G minor; and Three Pictures of Chassidic Life. With Manuela Patuzzi violino and Mario Patuzzi piano. Brilliant Classics. $5.95

CD 6955684 SCHUBERT: Winterreise. One of the greatest of all song cycles, and counts among the most well known, most performed and most regarded collection of Lieder. With Christian Hilt, baritone and Eckart Selheim, fortepiano. Brilliant Classics. $7.95
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CD 695040X C.P.E. BACH: Keyboard Symphonies. In this release Andrea Chiodi, harpsichord, plays C.P.E. Bach’s Keyboard Symphonies. This collection includes Symphony in G; Symphony in F; Symphony in D and Symphony in E minor. Brilliant Classics. SOLD OUT

CD 6821877 JOHANNES BRAHMS: Orchestral Works. Maurizio Abravanel conducts the Utah Symphony Orchestra in two works by Johannes Brahms: Symphony No. 1 in C Minor, Op. 68 and Variations on a Theme by Hayden, Op. 564. On the back of this DualDisc CD is a DVD. Silverline. $4.95

CD 695051S COMPLETE VARIATIONS ON A WALTZ BY DIABELLI. In this collection we are presented with the complete variations on a waltz by Diabelli by 51 composers. Ludwig van Beethoven 33 Variations on a Waltz by A. Diabelli Op.120, and 50 variations on a Waltz by various composers including J.M. Haydn, von Boeckel, Czerny, Dreschler, Schubert, and more. With Pier Paolo Vincenzi, piano. Two CDs. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 695050T COLONNA: Triumphate Fidelis. The Astrorum Consort conducted by Carlo Centemeri, presents these motets that include Ecce  iubae, ecce aurorae; O lucidissima dies; O ingens divini presulis munus; Ad conducitum. Conducted by Carlo Centemeri, presents these motets that include his transcription of a keyboard piece for solo piano. Two CDs. Brilliant Classics. $9.95

CD 6950183 ARCHEDUKE RUDOLPH: Music for Clarinet and Piano. A pianist and amateur composer, Arche duke Rudolf, is primarily remembered for being a patron and pupil of Beethoven. Included in this collection are his Allegro, Variations on a Theme by J. Weigl; Theme and Variations; Six Dances; Two pieces for solo clarinet; and two pieces for two clarinets by Benedictin sopranino; Elena Carzaniga, alto; Paolo Borgonovo, tenor, and Salvo Vitale, bass. Two CDs. Brilliant Classics. SOLD OUT

CD 6950132 ALESSANDRO SCARLATTI: Alto Cantatas. This recording featuring Scarlatti’s cantatas include Sonata in B flat; and more. With Luigi Magistrelli on clarinet and Claudia Bracco on piano. Brilliant Classics. $5.95

CD 6938185 JOHANNES BRAHMS: Symphonies Nos.2 & 3. Maurice Abravanel conducts the Utah Symphony Orchestra in two works by Johannes Brahms: Symphony No.2 and Symphony No. 3 in F Major, Op. 90. On the back of this DualDisc CD is a DVD. Silverline. $4.95

CD 6950221 BAZZINI: La Ronde des Lutins. Luca Fanonni on violin and Maria Semeraro on piano present Bazzini’s works. La Ronde des Lutins Scherzo-fantastique Op.25, and the Violin Sonata Op.33. Brilliant Classics. $5.95

CD 6950167 ALBINI: Musica Sacra. This collection is made up of four sacred works by Albinoni: Pange, LINGUA; Missa Prima; Tempus Expiratur; and Preghiera. With the Coro della Facoltà di Musicologia, Cremo na with Ingrid Pult-jac and director. Also the also the 15.19ensemble and Il Giardino della Muse. Brilliant Classics. $5.95

CD 6950302 BRAHMS: Lieder. Soprano Lenneke Ruiten, sings these lyrical lieder by Johannes Brahms. Included in the selections are Frühlingop Fried Op.85 No.6; Träumerei Op. 15 No.7, and Chaconne von der Blumen Op. 96 No 3; Regn證 Op.59 No.3; Nachklang Op.59 No. 4; Jungfern Op. 63 No.6; Spanisches Lied Op. 6 No.1; and more. With Hans Adldoen, piano. Brilliant Classics. SOLD OUT

CD 6950140 ABENDMUSIK: Cantatas for Solo Bass. This recording focuses on the late 17th century music scene in Germany. Includes Lamento “Wie betrübest du denn Gott” by J.C. Bach; Cantata “Kommet her zu mir alle” by Matthias Weckmann; Tri. Sonata in D minor by Johann Philip Krieger, and others. With Mauro Borgioni baritone and the Accademica Herrns. With Fabio Cifoni conducting. Brilliant Classics. $5.95

CD 6950159 ALBINI: Musica Ciclica. Le Cameriste Ambrosiane, directed by Dario Grappiolo, along with soprano, Daniele Alogna, Duo Bonfanti, Giorgio Mirto and Quartetto Indaco gather to play Albinoni’s beautiful musical language for strings. Brilliant Classics. $5.95

CD 695361 BRITTEN: Les Illuminations. Benjamin Britten’s two magnificent pieces set to poems are in this extraordinary collection. Les Illuminations Op.18; and Serenade for tenor, horn and strings Op.31. With Peter Schreier, tenor; and Sunflower Trio and the Radio Symphony Orchestra with Herbert Kegel director. Brilliant Classics. $5.95

CD 6837697 CLEMENTI: The Complete Sonatas Vol. 6. This final volume of the Clementi series is dedicated to the composer’s last and most mature works for pianoforte: the Sonatas Op. 40, 46, and 50, and the 12 variations on a Theme by M. M. Mozart. "Mammonimpromptu". About three hours of music on 3 CDs. Brilliant Classics. $11.95

CD 6848842 IDYLLS for OBOE, CLARINET and PIANO. Brings to light a collection of significant and little known chamber music for this uncommon trio combination and features two world premiere recordings –Ave Mars Stella and Idylls. Thirteen tracks. Summit. Pub. at $15.90 $11.95

CD 6837654 ALBERTI: Complete Keyboard Music. The composer’s varied keyboard music is mirrored here by the use of organ, fortepiano and harpsichord, corresponding to the period practice of playing on all manner of keyboard instruments. With patently performed by noted keyboardist Manuel Tomadini. Over four hours on 4 CDs. Brilliant Classics. SOLD OUT

CD 6745946 SIR ADRIAN BOULT: From Bach to Wagner. This collection of Boult’s stereo recordings for EMI ranges from the sprightly Bach through stylish Mozart and clear-headed Wagner, to a set of Brahms’s symphonies and serenades. Boult conducts the London Philharmonic Orchestra, London Symphony Orchestra, New Philharmonia Orchestra, among others. Brilliant Classics. $29.95

CD 6792014 JOHANNA MARTZY: Milestones of a Legend. Revered around the world, Hungarian violinist Johanna Martzy is highlighted in this box set of 11 original albums from the time of her meteoric rise to world renown in the 1950s. She was a pupil of.Rollback, Dvorak, Mozart, Mendelssohn Bartholdy, Brahms, Schubert, Ravel, and others. Ten CDs. Intense. SOLD OUT

CD 6791913 ENRICO MAINARDI: The Cello Champion. The renowned cellist gets his 10 CD tribute. Collecting the most important recordings from throughout his vast legacy, it includes his early recording of Don Quixote under the direction of compos er Richard Strauss, as well as his takes on masterworks by Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Dussek, Bruckner, Schumann, and others. Brilliant Classics. $24.95

CD 67710X5 EMMERI MORIN: Milestones of a Legend. Thirteen CDs take listeners back to the years between 1951 and 1962 to offer some of the most breathtaking recordings by this revered 20th century violinist. Erica Milla interprets compositions by Brahms, Tartini, Mozart, Beethoven, Bach and more, as well as assemblies of concertos and sonatas. Intense. Brilliant Classics. $29.95

CD 6745512 IMAGINARY LANDSCAPES: America. American music came of age in the 20th century, and brought together here in one box is the masterful compositions that exemplify the young nation’s inspiring vitality. Performers from Thomas Allen and Enrique Balz to John Cheek, Emmanuel Pahde, McGinn, Ingo Metzacher, and Christopher Warren-Green bring to life notable pieces by Sousa, Gershwin, Copland, Bernstein, and others. Twenty CDs. Brilliant Classics. SOLD OUT

CD 6705091 THE JOY of RELAXATION. Escape your worries with four serene CDs of classical compositions, as performed by the London Promenade Orchestra, the Flemish Radio Orchestra, the Slovak Philharmonic Orchestra and others. Over 70 pieces include ‘Grand Piano’; music from the Beautiful Blue Danube; Ave Maria; and more. Brilliant Classics. SOLD OUT
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- **CD 4597922** THE MARCHING KING: John Philip Sousa. Experience authentic recordings by the greatest figure of marching music. Through your stereo, the highest sound quality, these 20 historic tracks preserve the work of a legend. Includes Washington Post March, Hands Across the Sea, Stars and Stripes Forever, The Blue Danube Waltz, and more. **$3.95**

- **CD 6905501** ANTONIO SOLER: Harpsichord Sonatas, Volume 2. The complete harpsichord sonatas by Antonio Solar performed by Pieter-Jan Belder. Featuring over 2 hours of beautiful sonatas on two CD's. Brilliant Classics. **$7.95**

- **CD 6791883** CLASSICAL VIOLIN GIANTS. Ten CDs highlight the greatest violinists of the 20th century, interpreting some of the greatest pieces ever written for their instrument. Master musicians like David Oistrakh, Isaac Stern, Yehudi Menuhin, Fritz Kreisler, Zino Francescatti, and Michael Rabin play the works of Beethoven, Brahms, Tchaikovsky, Mendelssohn and more. Intense. **$7.95**

- **CD 5919215** THE BRITISH SYMPHONIC COLLECTION. A full box of treasured classical music, brought to life in superb performances by the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, the Münchner Symphoniker, and the London Symphony Orchestra under the conduct of Douglas Bostock. Includes concertos, symphonies, and other pieces by composers like Elgar, Bax, Delius and Vaughan Williams. Ten CDs. **SOLD OUT**

- **CD 6745563** BRUCKNER: Symphonies 4 & 6. Riccardo Muti conducts the Berlin Philharmonic in a pair of timeless symphonies by Anton Bruckner (1824-1896), composed before and after his death. Two CD's. EM Records. **SOLD OUT**

- **CD 6745562** BEETHOVEN: String Quartets Op. 18/1 & Op. 127. The Artemis Quartet – Natalia Prischepenko and Gregg Sigl on violins, Friedemann Weigle on viola, and Eckart Scholze on cello – bring to life the historical performances of the string quartets by one of the greatest composers of all time. Two CD's. Brilliant Classics. **SOLD OUT**

- **CD 6905582** TCHAIKOVSKY: The Oprichnik. Tchaikovsky's least known opera takes place in 16th century Russia during the reign of Ivan the terrible. With Vassily Sanko, Elena Lassesskaya, Vladimir Ognevsky, and Vladimir Grigoryev, Gennady Rozhdestvensky conducts Orchestra E Coro Del Teatro Lirico Di Cagliari. 3 CD's. Brilliant Classics. **SOLD OUT**

- **CD 5919216** THE COMPLETE HANDEL: Oratorio. Sir Charles Mackerras leads the Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment, with Handel, Wagner, Elgar, Bax, Ottenbach and more. Twenty-four tracks on two CD's. Brilliant Classics. **SOLD OUT**

- **CD 6569900** CLASSICS FOR THE PEOPLE, VOLUME 1: Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Conductors Philip Ellis, Owain Arwel Hughes, and Nick Davies lead the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra as well as Goldsmith’s Choral Union and the Royal Choral Society, in a broad selection of recognizable classical favorites by Handel, Wagner, Elgar, Bizet, Ottenbach and more. Twenty-four tracks on two CD’s. Brilliant Classics. **SOLD OUT**

- **CD 6569919** CLASSICS FOR THE PEOPLE, VOLUME 2: Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Conductors Philip Ellis, John Rigby, Barry Wordsworth, and Robin Stapleton, the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra offer interpretations of a program of timeless compositions from R. Strauss, Sousa, Gershwin, Verdi, Grieg, Saint-Saëns, Holst, Wagner, Tchaikovsky, and others. Two CD’s. Brilliant Classics. **SOLD OUT**

- **CD 5919210** BEETHOVEN: The 9 Symphonies. This 20 CD boxed set contains the 9 complete symphonies by Joseph Sebastian Bach. The Brandenburg Concertos, violin concertos, keyboard concertos for one, two, three and four pianists, and the overture Eight Humoresques, Eight Hours on 2 CDs. Brilliant Classics. **$4.95**

- **CD 5919211** BAUHAUS: Twenty-four romantic classics include Ravel’s Boléro, Tchaikovsky’s Pathétique Symphony No. 4 in F Minor, Brahms’s Symphony No. 1 in C Minor, Beethoven’s Eroica Symphony No. 3 in E flat, Tchaikovsky’s Fifth Symphony, and Vaughan Williams. Ten CDs. Membran. **SOLD OUT**

- **CD 6569918** CLASSICS FOR THE PEOPLE: Romantic String Quartets. Series, Italian guitar music and the music of Dvořák and Tchaikovsky. Fourteen tracks on two CD’s. Brilliant Classics. **SOLD OUT**

- **CD 6569917** CLASSICS FOR THE PEOPLE: 19th Century Piano Concertos. This 10 track set features works by Chopin, Tchaikovsky, Schumann, and Rachmaninoff. Two CD’s. Brilliant Classics. **SOLD OUT**

- **CD 6905587** ENESCO: Violin Sonatas. Three exquisite violin sonatas No. 1 in D Op. 2; No. 2 in F minor Op. 12; and No. 3 in A minor Op. 25. Played by Antal Szalai on violin and Josef Baigel on piano. Brilliant Classics. **$7.95**

- **CD 5787254** THE WORLD’S MOST...RELAXING MUSIC. Experience the mastery of classical music’s greats in this three-CD set. The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra plays 25 tracks like Vivaldi’s Four Seasons—Spring; Mozart’s Symphony No. 40—Andante; Debussy’s Clair De Lune; Bach’s Cello Suite No. 6; Shubert’s Impromptu; and more. NORTHEAST. **$6.95**

- **CD 6950205** BARTOK, VOLUME 1: Complete Works for Violin. Three Bartok violin works include Sonata in E minor; Romanian Folk Dances. With Antal Azizai violin and Josef Baigel on piano. Brilliant Classics. **$4.95**

- **CD 6637734** J.S. BACH: Complete Organ Music. Comprises all four volumes of Stafano Molardi’s masterful survey of Johann Sebastian Bach’s organ works. Each disc features the works of one of the great Bachs of the organ, and set Molardi carefully chose four different organs all dating from the 18th century, including the Silbermann organ in the restored Dresden Cathedral from 1755, to perform the works of Bach. **$3.95**

- **CD 6950139** ILAN GUETTA PLAYS BACH ELECTRIC. Master Series. Israeli guitarist Ilan Guetta presents a set of stunning performances of Bach’s greatest works in the popular electric guitar format. **$9.95**

- **CD 6637507** POWER CLASSICS. Fourteen mighty compositions showcase the unique power of great classical music. Includes interpretations of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5 in C Minor; Strauss’s Tather and Lightening Poika; Rossini’s William Tell Overture and more, performed by renowned orchestras like the Royal Philharmonic. Pegasus Entertainment. **$2.95**
**CD 6745037 ZIMMERMANN: Weisse Rose.** This opera tells the true story of brother and sister Hans and Sophie, who led a non-violent resistance group in Nazi Germany. Condemned to die for their actions, we join the siblings in real time as they await their execution. With Grauny Sklarek as Sophie and Frank Schiller as Hans, Udo Zimmermann conducts the Munich Philharmonic Orchestra. Brilliant Classics.

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 666411 BEECHAM: Schubert-Symphony No. 5.** Recorded in 1939 and 1940, Sir Thomas Beecham conducts the London Symphony Orchestra in Schubert's beautiful Symphony No.5 in B flat and Franck's magnificent Symphony in D minor. Allegro.

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**CD 6905714 WOLF: Italienisches Liederbuch, Morike-Lieder.** We know Hugo Wolf as a composer par excellence of late Romantic German lieder. On Disc 1 Italienisches Liederbuch Songs on poems by Paul Heyse, sung by Christine Oltez, soprano, Hans-Peter Blochwitz, tenor, and Rudolf Jansen, piano; Disc 2 Morike-Lieder Songs, all sung by soprano Monique sung by Seigfried Lorenz, baritone, and Norman Shelter, piano. Brilliant Classics.

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**CD 6961617 WEINGARTNER: Beethoven–Symphony No. 3.** This classic 1935 recording of the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by the legendary Felix Weingartner includes Beethoven’s overture to his only opera Leonore, and Beethoven’s Symphony No.3 also known as the Egmont Symphony. Brilliant Classics.

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**CD 6569872 BRAHMS: Choral Works.** Under the direction of Niccolò Madami, the Chamber Choir of Europe interprets a variety of compositions by Johannes Brahms (1833-1897). Six CDs include Liebeslieder-Walzer Op.52, Secular a-cappella choral works Op.42: Ave Maria Op.12, Little Wedding Cantata and much more, with a bonus CD-ROM containing notes and sung texts. Brilliant Classics.

**$9.95**

**CD 6791938 ANDRE CLUYTENS: Wagner Bayreuth Live.** This ten-CD box set presents French conductor Andre Cluytens (1905-1967) interpreting Wagner masterpieces in their entirety: Lohengrin; Tannhäuser; Die Walküre; The Mastersingers of Nuremberg. performed live at Germany’s Bayreuth Festival opera house. intense.

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 6950280 BOSGRAAF & HONING: Hotel Terminus.** Inspired by Johann Sebastian Bach’s Brandenburg Concertos, Eivind Bosbråten, recording and horn player, saxophone, create pieces that include: Adler; Ibis; Western; Sheraton; Hyatt; Umai; and Terminus. Also includes Sief Van Es, guitar; Mark Haanstra, bass guitar. Brilliant Classics.

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 6745628 BRETTEN: The Rape of Lucretia.** Benjamin Britten’s opera in two acts (libretto by Ronald Duncan) is brought to life by Raphael Vanoli, guitar; Brendan Collins; Benin Colaresu, and Salvatore de Tommaso. RAI Orchestra and Chorus, under the baton of Lorin Maazel. This live radio performance was recorded in 1958. Two CDs. Allegro.

**PRICE CUT to $6.95**

**CD 674709 EDWARD ELGAR: Violin Concertos.** The City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Sir Simon Rattle and featuring Kenneth on violin, interprets Edward Elgar’s Violin Concertos in B minor and Enigma. Vaughan Williams’s The Lark Ascending across four tracks. EMI Records Limited.

**$7.95**

**CD 696189 BELLINI: I Capuleti e i Montecchi.** This tragic tale of Romeo and Juliet features Fiorenza Cossotto as Romeo; Antonietta Pastori as Giulietta; Renato Gavarini as Tebaldo; Vittorio Tatolzi as Capello and Ivo Vinco as Lorenzo. The RAI Orchestra and Chorus, under the baton of Lorin Maazel, conductor. This live radio performance was recorded in 1958. Two CDs. Allegro.

**$7.95**

**CD 6701345 REX RICHARDSON FOUNDATION: The Trumpet Concertos.** Trumpeter Rex Richardson backed by the Classic FM Radio Orchestra (Grigori Palikarov conducting). In concerts by Philipp Telemann; Franz Joseph Haydn; Tomaso Albinoni; Johann Nepomuk Hummel; and Giuseppe Tartini. Seventeen Tracks. Summit. Sold Out

**CD 6569870 BACH: Orchestral Suites.** Redefining the baroque fantasy, David Price adds a new perspective to Bach’s orchestral suites for solo instruments. CD 1 contains Inventions for solo instrument (16 pieces) and CD 2 adds the Suite No.3 and Four pieces by Elgar, Tchaikovsky, Sibelius, Faure and others. EMI Records Limited.

**$64.95**

**CD 6328434 RICHARD STOELZEL: Horizon.** Performing with the Polish Camerata Chamber Orchestra, Richard Stoezel presents a moving program with his trumpet. Featuring (Concertino by Kevin Mcick; Concerto For Two Trumpets by Erik Morales; Scherzo by Leonard Berstein; and the Storyteller by James M. Stephenson. Nine tracks. Summit. Pub. at $15.99

**PRICE CUT to $4.95**

**CD 652491 THE BERLIN PHILHARMONIKER PLAY MOZART.** Conducted by Claudio Abbado, Christian Thielemann’s nephew Zubin Mehta, the Berlin Philharmoniker interprets a variety of symphonies, as well as marches, serenades, sinfonietta concertanti and more from one of classical music’s most cherished composers. Seven CDs. Sony Music.

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 6746047 VERNON HANDLEY: Icon.** Vernon Handley conducts the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, Hallé Orchestra, London Philharmonic Orchestra, and Rowland S. Howard. The complete five-CD compilation of classical works. Experience Handley’s mastery of pieces by Elgar, Tchaikovsky, Sibelius, Faure and others. EMI Records Limited.

**$7.95**

**CD 6966284 VERDI: Luisa Miller.** Complete opera recorded from a live broadcast in Rome’s Teatro della Scala conducted by Riccardo Muti, with Lucy Kent and Richard Scott, Giorgio Volpi, Elisa Ceruzzi, Giuseppe Vanni, Gianni Avesani, and Ennio Marchesi. Two CDs. Allegro.

**PRICE CUT to $6.95**

**CD 6807852 REFLECTIONS: Northwestern University Symphony Wind Ensemble.** A collection of five classic pieces from the ensemble which includes Festmusik Der Stadt Wien, by Richard Strauss; That Secret from the River, by Joel Puckett; and My Brother’s Brain: A Symphony for Winds, by Carter Pann. Pub. at $15.99

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**
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